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MONEY LAUNDERING CASE

BRIEF

ED raids National Herald office
New Delhi, Aug 02 (PTI):

President Droupadi Murmu
in a meeting with Serum
Institute of India (SII) CEO
Adar Poonawalla (L) and SII
Director of Government and
Regulatory Affairs Prakash
Kumar Singh, in New Delhi.

Seized
Guwahati: Different types
of drugs, including heroin
and morphine, worth Rs
15 crore have been seized
and three persons were
arrested on Tuesday from
Karbi Anglong district of
Assam, police said.
According to a senior
police officer of the district, the trio was coming
from Manipur in a vehicle
and was heading towards
Siliguri in West Bengal
when it was seized at a
location under Dillai
police station in the early
hours of Tuesday.

The
Enforcement
Directorate (ED) on
Tuesday raided the head
office of the Congress
party-owned
National
Herald newspaper here
and 11 other locations as
part of an ongoing money
laundering investigation,
officials said, a week after
it questioned Congress
chief Sonia Gandhi.
The searches are being
carried out under the
criminal sections of the
Prevention of Money
Laundering Act (PMLA)
to "gather additional evidence with regard to the
trail of funds and they are
against those entities who
were involved in the
National Herald-linked
transactions", they said.
The action is being undertaken in light of fresh
evidence obtained by the
ED after the latest questioning of various people,
in this case, they said.

Balodabazar, Aug 02 (PTI):

Admit cards
New Delhi: The National
Testing Agency (NTA) on
Tuesday released the
admit cards for the second phase of the undergraduate Common
University Entrance Test
(CUET). The second
phase of CUET-UG exams
will be held on August 4,
5 and 6. The first phase
was conducted from July
15 to 20 at 247 centres
throughout 160 cities.

Suspended
Ranchi: Amid ruckus by
opposition BJP members
in Jharkhand Assembly,
demanding a debate on
corruption, Speaker
Rabindra Nath Mahato on
Tuesday suspended four
legislators of the saffron
camp till August 4, a day
prior to the conclusion of
the ongoing monsoon session. MLAs Bhanu Pratap
Shahi, Dhulu Mahto,
Jaiprakash Bhai Patel and
Randhir Singh were suspended from the House
for unruly behavior.

‘Condemn this
vendetta politics’

Media personnel gather outside the head office of Congress
party-owned National Herald newspaper amid a raid by
Enforcement Directorate (ED) officials as part of an ongoing
money laundering probe, in New Delhi, Tuesday.

The raids come after the
probe agency questioned
Congress president Sonia
Gandhi and her MP son
Rahul at its headquarters
here. While Sonia Gandhi
was questioned for more
than 11 hours, spread over
three rounds, last month,
Rahul Gandhi was probed
by the ED for five days, at

Elderly man among two
held for raping minor girl

̈ Luring her with Rs 10

A 13-year-old girl was allegedly raped multiple
times by two men, one of
them aged 76 years, who
lured her with Rs 10 whenever they committed the
crime
recently
in
Balodabazar district, police
said on Tuesday.
As per the preliminary
investigation, the girl was
raped over a couple of days
before the incident came to
light on Saturday due to a
woman who alerted the
child's parents. The accused
men, identified as Kunjram
Verma (76) and Ramesh
Verma (47), were arrested
on July 31 based on a com-

plaint lodged by the victim's
parents who work as ragpickers, said Balodabazar
kotwali police station officer (SHO) Yadumani Sidar.
The incident came to
light on Saturday when a
woman from the victim's
neighbourhood saw her
coming out of the houses of
the two accused and informed her parents, he said.
As per the complaint,
Kunjram who stays in the
same locality where the girl
lives used to call her to his
house promising to give her
Rs 10 each time and rape
her. Ramesh, who is known
to Kunjram, also started
sexually assaulting the girl
luring her with the same
amount of money, said the
police officer.

intervals, clocking over 50
hours in June. Senior
Congress politicians like
Mallikarjun Kharge and
Pawan Bansal were also
questioned by the ED in
April. The National
Herald is published by the
Associated Journals Ltd.
(AJL), and its holding
company is Young Indian.

The Congress on Tuesday
condemned as "vendetta
politics" the Enforcement
Directorate (ED) raids on a
dozen locations, including
the head office of the partyowned National Herald
newspaper, and said the
action was part of the continued attack on the country's principal opposition
party. Officials said the
searches are being carried
out under criminal sections
of the Prevention of Money
Laundering Act (PMLA) to
"gather additional evidence
with regard to the trail of
funds". "The raids on Herald
House, Bahadur Shah Zafar
Marg are a part of the continued attack against India's
principal opposition -Indian National Congress,"
Congress general secretary
Jairam Ramesh said in a
tweet.
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India's Lovely Choubey, Pinki, Nayanmoni Saikia and Rupa Rani Tirkey pose for photos during a
presentation ceremony after winning the Lawn Bowls Womens Fours final match against South
Africa, at the Commonwealth Games 2022 (CWG), in Birmingham, UK, Tuesday.

̈ In women’s four
lawn bowl
New Delhi, Aug 02:
The India lawn bowls
team bagged a historic gold
medal
at
the
Commonwealth Games on
Tuesday, a day after getting
the country hooked to the
rarely-followed game with

I-T dept detects Rs 1,000-crore
black income
New Delhi, Aug 02 (PTI):
The
Income
Tax
Department has unearthed "unaccounted" income of more than Rs
1,000 crore after it raided a
Gujarat-based business
conglomerate last month,
the CBDT said Tuesday.
"Unaccounted cash of
Rs 24 crore and unexplained jewellery, bullion
etc. valued at Rs 20 crore
have been seized so far," it
said in a statement.
The searches were
launched on July 20 and
the agency covered 58
premises
in
Kheda,

Ahmedabad, Mumbai,
Hyderabad and Kolkata.
The "prominent" business conglomerate is engaged in diversified fields
of textiles, chemicals,
packaging, real estate and
education, the CBDT said
without identifying the
group.
The Central Board of
Direct Taxes (CBDT) is the
administrative authority
for the tax department.
Documents and digital
data seized during the
raids show that the group
has been engaged in
"large-scale" tax evasion
by adopting various meth-

ods, including by way of
"unaccounted' cash sales
outside the books of account, booking of bogus
purchases and cash receipts from real estate
transactions, it said.
"The group has also
been found involved in layering of unaccounted
sums through share premium from Kolkata-based
shell companies."
"Certain instances of
unaccounted income generated through cash based
'sarafi' (unsecured) advances made have also
been found," the statement
said.

their inspiring show.
The Indian quartet of
Lovely Choubey (lead),
Pinki (second), Nayanmoni
Saikia (third) and Rupa
Rani Tirkey (slip) beat
South Africa 17-10 in the
women's fours final. It was
India's maiden final appearance in the women's
fours format of the competition. It is Indian contingent's fourth gold and first

outside the weightlifting
arena. The Indian team led
8-2 at one stage but the
South African team comprising Thabelo Muvhango
(lead), Bridget Calitz (second), Esme Kruger (third)
and Johanna Snyman
(skip) made it 8-8 to spice
up the contest. The Indians
though kept their nerves to
pull away in the last three
rounds.

New Delhi, Aug 02 (PTI):
As many as 81 Chinese
nationals were given
'Leave India' notices and
117 others from that country were deported for violating visa conditions and
the other illegal acts between 2019 and 2021, the
Lok Sabha was informed
on Tuesday.
Union Minister of State
for Home Nityanand Rai
also said 726 Chinese nationals were placed in the
'adverse list' for violating
visa conditions and other
illegal acts.
"During 2019 to 2021, 81
Chinese nationals were

given 'Leave India' notice,
117 were deported and 726
were placed in adverse list
for violating visa conditions and the other illegal
acts," he said replying to a
written question.
The minister said the
government maintains
the records of such foreigners,
including
Chinese nationals, who
enter India with valid
travel documents.
He said some of these
foreigners overstay beyond visa period owing to
ignorance or under compelling circumstances like
medical emergency or
other personal reasons.

Task force to monitor testing
kit, vaccine development
New Delhi, Aug 02 (PTI)

Female college students dance with their teachers to celebrate Teej Festival in the holy month of Shravan, in
Amritsar, Tuesday.

Man trampled to
death by wild tusker
Balod, Aug 02:
A 48-year-old man was
trampled to death by a
wild elephant in a village
in Balod district, a forest
official said on Tuesday.
The victim, Ramji Gond,
encountered the elephant
in a sugarcane field in
Mulle village, under Balod
forest range, late evening
on Monday, the official
said. The pachyderm
caught hold of the victim
with its trunk and trampled him to death, he said.
Forest and police personnel were alerted and
the body was sent for postmortem, he said. The deceased man's family was
provided an instant relief

About the incident
The victim, Ramji Gond,
encountered the elephant in
a sugarcane field in Mulle
village, under Balod forest
range, late evening on
Monday.The pachyderm
caught hold of the victim
with its trunk and trampled
him to death.

of Rs 25,000, while the remaining compensation of
Rs 5.75 lakh will be disbursed after the completion of necessary formalities, the official said. The
forest authorities have
asked the villagers to remain alert, as the elephant
was wandering in the
same area, he added.

Eight cases of monkeypox have been reported so
far in India and a national
task force has been set up to
monitor the development of
diagnostics and vaccines,
Health Minister Mansukh
Madaviya said on Tuesday.
Replying to queries in
Rajya
Sabha
during
Question Hour, he informed the members about
the various steps being
taken to prevent the spread
of the disease, and to develop testing kits and vaccines.
Till date eight cases of
the disease have been detected in India, out of
which five have foreign
travel history, the Minister

‘SII conducting research to find
monkeypox vaccine’
Serum Institute of India CEO Adar Poonawalla Tuesday said his firm
is conducting research to find a vaccine against monkeypox as
cases rise in the country. Poonawalla is learnt to have briefed Union
Health Minister Mansukh Mandaviya on the subject during a meeting at the Nirman Bhawan here on Tuesday. The Pune-based
National Institute of Virology (NIV), which functions under the
Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR), has already isolated
monkeypox virus from the clinical specimen of a patient. The ICMR
on July 27 invited expression of interest (EOI) proposing to handover
the virus strain to interested Indian vaccine manufacturers, pharma
companies and in-vitro diagnostic (IVD) for developing an indigenous vaccine and diagnostic kits.

of Health and Family
Welfare said. The Indian
Council
of
Medical
Research (ICMR) has successfully isolated the monkeypox virus and an expression of interest has

been floated for research institutions, vaccine and diagnostic kits manufacturers in India to take the
virus strain for further research to develop a vaccine
in the country, he added.

Corbevax approved
SC applies provocation exception, as booster for adults
modifies conviction & sentence of lifer ̈ Vaccinated with
APPEAL FILED BY A CONVICT OF DURG

New Delhi, Aug 02 (PTI):
The Supreme Court Tuesday
modified the conviction and
sentence of a man serving life
term for killing his brother,
saying the "acts of provocation" that led to the incident
were sudden and grave and
there was loss of self-control.
While applying the "provocation exception", the apex
court converted the man's
conviction of murder under
section 302 of the Indian Penal
Code (IPC) to Part 1 of section
304 which deals with punishment for culpable homicide
not amounting to murder.
The top court, while noting
that the appellant has under-

gone incarceration for over 10
years since September 2011,
modified the sentence to the
period he has already served.
A bench of Justices Sanjiv
Khanna and Bela M Trivedi
noted that according to the
prosecution, the deceased was
addicted to alcohol and used
to constantly torment, abuse
and threaten the appellant.
"Gravity of provocation turns
upon the whole of the victim's abusive behaviour
towards the accused. Gravity
does not hinge upon a single
or last act of provocation
deemed sufficient by itself to
trigger the punitive action,"
the bench said. The apex
court delivered the verdict on

an appeal filed by the convict,
a resident of Durg district in
Chhattisgarh. It noted that on
September 26, 2011 the
appellant had himself gone to
police station and confessed
to the crime.
The bench observed that the
case would fall under
Exception 1 to section 300 of
the IPC. Section 300 deals with
murder and Exception 1 to this
provision says culpable homicide is not murder if the
offender, whilst deprived of
the power of self-control by
grave and sudden provocation,
causes death of the person
who gave the provocation or
causes the death of any other
person by mistake or accident.

The district administration is continuously making efforts to protect the
investments made by the
people in chit fund companies. In this sequel,
Collector
Pushpendra
Kumar Meena conducted a
review meeting with the
Revenue Officers and
Police Department officials on Tuesday. SP Dr
Abhishek Pallava informed that the operators
of chit fund companies are
being identified and FIR is

being registered against
them. The Collector asked
the concerned officers to
target those chit fund companies whose properties
are within the state so that
their properties could be
attached and auctioned for
returning the investments
of the people proportionately. He again directed to
thoroughly investigate the
movable and immovable
properties of all chit fund
companies operating in
the district. Along with
this, he also instructed the
Tehsildars to collect infor-

mation about the movable
and immovable property
of the Chit Fund Company
Directors from the company’s agents and other
sources so that further action could be facilitated.
He asked the revenue officers to scrutinize all the
documents
properly.
Additional
Collector
Arvind Ekka, Additional
Collector Padmini Bhoi,
SDM Mukesh Rawate,
SDM Brijesh Kshatriya,
Joint Collector Praveen
Verma and other officers
were present.

CCM GMC charges to be at par with government medical college
Bhilai, Aug 02:
Chandulal Chandrakar
Memorial Government
Medical College (CCM
GMC)
Managing
Committee meeting was
held on Monday. Mahadev
Kavre,
Divisional
Commissioner,
Durg
Division, chaired the
meeting.
Pushpendra
Meena, Collector Durg,
Vishnu Dutt, Director,
Medical Education, PK
Patra, Dean, Ashwini
Devangan,
Chief
Executive Officer, District
Panchayat Durg, Dr
Meshram, Chief Medical
and Health Officer Durg
and other officers were
present.
In the meeting of the
Management Committee,
it was decided to fix the
hospital fees in the colleges affiliated to the
medical college such as
outpatient registration
fee, various examination
fee, operation fee etc as
per the prevailing rate in

the affiliated hospital of
Pt JLN Medical College,
Raipur. Discussion was
held regarding the determination of the tuition
fees of the students after
the acquisition of the college by the state government. The proposal to
charge fees equivalent to
the tuition fee charged in
Medical College Raipur
was discussed.
D i v i s i o n a l
Commissioner Kavre directed the officers that all

Covishield, Covaxin

New Delhi, Aug 02 (PTI)
A government panel on
Covid immunisation has
recommended allowing
Biological E's Corbevax as a
precaution dose for adults
fully vaccinated with either
Covishield or Covaxin, official sources said on
Tuesday.
If approved by the government, this would be the
first time a booster dose of a
Covid vaccine different
from the one used for primary vaccination would be
allowed in the country.
The COVID-19 Working

Group of the National
Technical Advisory Group
on Immunisation (NTAGI)
made the recommendation
in its 48th meeting held on
July 20, an official source
told PTI. "Corbevax may be
considered for a third/precaution dose six months
after completion of primary series of Covaxin or
Covishield vaccines for population above 18 years
wherever indicated," the
recommendation stated.
India's first indigenously
developed RBD protein subunit vaccine Corbevax is
currently being used to inoculate children in the age
group of 12 to 14 years under
the COVID-19 Immunisation
programme.

the roads leading to the
college, the construction
of main and other gates
of the institution, intern’s hostel, auditorium
and other construction
work in the campus
should be jointly inspected by the college officers
and the officials of the
Public
Works
Department. It was decided to prepare a detailed
action plan. Divisional
Commissioner Kavre directed to start the process

of direct recruitment on
the posts of third and
fourth class employees, librarians, lab technicians
in the institution in
which permission has
been given from the government.
Clear instructions were
given
to
Tehsildar
Prakash Soni to take immediate action regarding
the removal of unauthorized occupation on the
main road and surroundings of the college.

The committee was apprised about the need of
land for the expansion of
the college like cancer
medical building, trauma
unit, burn ward, super
specialty center etc, on
which the committee decided to start the process
of transfer of government land. Various instruments like MRI and
CT are installed in the institution. Discussion was
held on the proposal to set
up a scan machine from
government funds and
CSR heads.
The need and proposal
of additional transformers, additional feeders
were discussed, as well as
instructions were given
to dispose of the waste
generated from the institution through the municipal corporation. The decision to repair the vehicles received from the former management of the
institution was taken by
the officials of the committee.

BSF conducts tree plantation drive in its area of deployment Salute Tiranga programme
held at Bethany Vidyalaya
Bhilai, Aug 02:

‘81 Chinese nationals
given ‘Leave India’ notice,
117 deported in 3 years’

‘Eight cases of monkeypox reported’

TEEJ FESTIVITY

Budaun: Eleven people
have been arrested for
allegedly thrashing some
kanwariyas over playing
music on speakers in
Wazirganj area here,
police said on Tuesday.
The incident took place in
Dungopur village Monday
evening when the kanwariyas were returning
from Bareilly, they said.

Ghazipur: A father-son
duo died as they got electrocuted at a village in
the district, police said on
Tuesday. According to
police, the incident took
place on Monday in
Madhupur village under
the Bhawarkol police station limits, when Satish
Narayan Malviya (63), a
farmer was, bringing
down clothes from a wire.
Seeing his father struggling, Ankit Malviya (28)
rushed to rescue him.

Bhilai, Aug 02:

Raids On Gujarat Group

Arrested

Electrocution

India claim historic CWG gold

Properties of local chit fund
companies to be attached

Bhilai, Aug 02:
Border Security Force
conducted tree plantation
drive in its area of deployment in the naxal infested
areas of Kanker. Under the
direction of IG Indraj
Singh (BSF Frontier
Headquarters, Special
Operations, Bhilai), tree
plantation drive was con-

ducted by the 81st BSF
Battalion and 157th BSF
Battalion near the company operated bases (COBs)
on July 31. Company
Commander Inspector
Darshan Singh and staff of
COB Temrupani of 81st
Battalion planted more
than 250 saplings at villages Keshlapara and
Matiyakhar. They provid-

ed 250 saplings to villagers
for plantation. In-charge
Company Commander
Kanan P and staff of COB
Sureli of 81st Battalion
planted about 200 saplings
in villages Sureli, Godari
and Ghumsimunda. They
also
distributed
250
saplings among villagers.
157th Battalion’s COB
Maroda
Deputy

Commandant SS Karki,
Deputy
Commandant
Manoj Kumar Rai and staff
planted 700 saplings near
COB Maroda.
Along with fighting naxals, the BSF is also committed to the conservation of
the environment. Every
year during monsoon, BSF
conducts tree plantation
drives in its area of deploy-

ment. The officers and personnel of BSF positioned
in Kanker took a pledge for
environment conservation
and gave a message that
forests are an integral part
of human life and hence it
is the responsibility of
every person to protect nature. They urged all to
plant more and more trees
for spreading greenery.

Salute Tiranga programme was organized in
Bethany Vidyalaya Borsi
on
Monday.
Manoj
Thackeray,
President,
Salute
Tiranga
Organization, Bhanu Rao,
Chief Advisor, Salute
Tiranga Organization,
Ratna
Narmdev,
Alderman,
Durg
Municipal Corporation,
Kishore Kannauje, State
Secretary, Salute Tiranga
Organization and Dr
Laxprad were present in
this
function.
The
Principal Indulekha Vijay
Nair, explained the importance of the national flag
in her speech. Group
dances were presented on
the patriotic songs - Vande
Mataram, Jhanda Uncha

Rahe hamara, Ye Desh Hai
Veer Jawano Ka, Desh
Mera rangeela, etc. Sister
Pratiksha,
Sarita,
Sangeeta, Amit, Jitendra,
Sujata, Shweta, Swati and
all the teachers extended
support to organise the
event.
All the teachers of the
school, head boy Aman
Tamboli, head girl Alfia
Kalim played a vital role

in making the programme
successful. The martyrs
were remembered through
patriotic songs and music
and a heartfelt tribute was
paid to them.
Manju Pal, a teacher of
the school, conducted the
programme. Principal
Indulekha Vijay Nair was
honored with a certificate
for her participation in
International Yoga Day.

SHGs produce hand-made Rakhis for Raksha Bandhan Pt Ravi Shankar Shukla and Pt Vidyacharan
Shukla remembered on birth anniversary

Bhilai, Aug 02:

Hand - made rakhis will
be available in the village
market and shops at price
range of Rs 5 to Rs 65. The
SHGs of Bihaan Scheme
are producing attractive
Rakhis for the festival of
Raksha Bandhan.
Raksha Bandhan is a
symbol of the immense affection of brother and sister. Women of various
SHGs under Bihaan are
preparing rakhis from silk
threads, pearls, Rudraksha
and Akshat with their own
hands to strengthen the
bond of this relationship
with the fragrance of the
Chhattisgarhi art and culture. On one hand the tradition is being revived and
on the other hand it is also
becoming a source of
livelihood for women.
Rakhi production is being
done by Bharat Mata
Vahini Self-Help Group in

Obituary

Ram Shringar
Mishra

Bhilai: Retired BSP employee Ram Shringar
Mishra left for heavenly
abode at the age of 82
years on Tuesday. Funeral
procession will be taken
out from his residence situated at Qr No 10-D, Street
03, Sector 02 on August 03
around 11:00 hrs and last
rites of the mortal remains will be performed
at Ramnagar Muktidham.
He was the father of
Sanjay Mishra and grandfather of Akshat Mishra
and Mayank Mishra.

Gram
Panchayat
Navagaon (B) of Block
Patan of the district. They
are using many types of
food items like wheat,
paddy, lentils, rice, thread,
pearl, small big thread,
stone pearl, golden stone,
etc in the work of making
Rakhi. The women of
Navagaon (B) are making
beautiful Rakhis by their
own hands. Till now, the

total cost of making Rakhi
summed up to Rs 2500. On
the other hand, they have
earned an income of Rs
4000 by selling the rakhis.
The women of the group
sell the Rakhis at Haat
Bazar fancy stores and at
villages. Recently, the
group has made Rakhis
available for sale at CMart. The group has
utilised the income made

from Rakhi to purchase a
Cotton-Wick machine.
Now they are making cotton wicks for the upcoming Teej and other festivals. The women of this
group are continuously
taking their steps towards
self-employment.
Rakhi will be made
available by the women of
Self Help Group through
the market and shops of
their village. These rakhis
will be available in the
price range from Rs 5 to Rs
65. Rakhis are also being
prepared by the women of
Kumkum Self Help Group
in Sankara.
On the other hand,
Kavra Chaturvedi of
Samridhi Self-Help Group
of Gram Panchayat Rauda
in Janpad Panchayat
Dhamdha said that till
now they have sold Rakhi
worth Rs 6000. They contact the nearby stores for
Rakhi sales.

Bhilai, Aug 02:
The first Chief Minister of
undivided Madhya Pradesh,
freedom fighter and mass
leader Late Pandit Ravi
Shankar Shukla was remembered on the occasion of his
birth anniversary on August 2,
2022.
A programme was organised at his statue installed in
front of the Jawaharlal Nehru
Hospital and Research Center,
Sector-9.
A large number of district
Congress
office-bearers,
Congress Seva Dal, Kanyakubj
Samajik Chetna Manch, steel
fraternity of Bhilai Steel Plant
and citizens of Steel City paid
floral
tributes
to
Pt
Ravishankar Shukla and Pt
Vidyacharan Shukla.
On the occasion, tributes
were paid to former MLA Late
Bhajan Singh Nirankari and
other Congress leaders who

departed in the recent past.
Saplings were distributed
among the people and they
were motivated for tree plantation. Former MLA BD
Qureshi, former councilor and
labor leader Prabhunath
Mishra, former Mayor Neeta
Lodhi (Vice President of

BMC intensifies drive against banned plastic
Bhilai, Aug 02:
Products made of single
use plastic have been completely banned within the
limits of Bhilai Municipal
Corporation.
BMC
Commissioner Lokesh
Chandrakar has constituted a team to take action on
banned plastic and single
use plastic. Soon after the
constitution of the team
on July 01, the campaign
against banned plastic and
single use plastic was intensified on the instructions of Nodal Officer and
Additional Commissioner
Ashok Dwivedi.
In the month of July, a
fine of Rs 1.20 lakh has
been recovered by taking
action at 256 places. Raids
are being conducted in
shops, commercial establishments at different
places in each zone.
Plenary action is being

Antyavasayi
Corporation),
former President of Durg
District Congress Tulsi Sahu,
Mayrani
Shukla,
Satish
Parakh and Rajiv Choubey
addressed and remembered
the contribution and personality of Pt Ravi Shankar Shukla,
the pioneer of the establish-

Sangeet Sandhya to be
organised on Aug 03
Bhilai, Aug 02:

taken against the establishments wherever single-use plastic and banned
plastic are found. It needs
to be mentioned here that
Mayor Neeraj Pal has also
appealed to the residents
of the city not to use
banned plastic and single
use plastic. To keep the
city clean and healthy, it is
necessary to boycott
banned plastic and single

use plastic. Use cloth bags
etc to carry any kind of
material. Plastic causes a
lot of damage to the environment. Considering the
situation, BMC is taking
strict action against the violators.
On Tuesday, Bhilai
Municipal Corporation
took action at 7 places and
a fine of Rs 5600 has been
recovered. In the past one

month, a fine of Rs 63800
was collected from 84
shops in Zone One, fine of
Rs 28100 was collected
from 54 shops in Zone 2,
fine of Rs 9200 was collected from 43 people in Zone 3

Mother Teresa Nagar area
and a fine of Rs 6700 has
been collected from 26 people from the Zone 4 area
and Rs 6900 fine has been
collected from 42 people
from Zone 5 area.

ment of Bhilai Steel Plant.
Swadesh Shukla, Jayesh
Shukla, Rakesh Shukla, Shyam
Kumar Tiwari, Ram Lakhan
Tiwari, Ghaffar Khan, Arun
Singh, Prashant Kshirsagar,
Sarla Poddar, Mrs Devangan,
Sarita Parganiha, Subhash
Gupta, RK Tiwari, Ashok Giri,
RK Pandey, Suma Prem Gupta,
RD Kori, Top Singh Varma,
Rakesh
Tiwari,
General
Manager (Public Relations) of
Bhilai Steel Plant Prashant
Tiwari, Sanat Kumar and
other dignitaries offered floral
tributes at the portrait of Pt
Ravi Shankar Shukla.
The program was conducted by Manoj Mishra, General
Secretary, Pt Ravi Shankar
Shukla Social and Cultural
Committee and in the end the
vote of thanks was proposed
by the State Organization
Secretary of ‘SMEFI’ (HMS)
and senior journalist Ashok
Panda.

A Sangeet Sandhya
under the banner of
‘Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav’
will be organised by
Sports, Culture and Civic
amenities department of
SAIL-Bhilai Steel Plant on
August 03, 2022 at
Mahatma Gandhi Kala
Mandir at 07.30 pm.
Renowned
National
level Sitar artist Ashotosh
Sahay will be performing
in the programme. Sahay
is the recipient of a
National scholarship from
Ministry of Culture.
He has also received the
Balshri award, Pogo
award, Vilayat Khan
award and was the
Runner
up
at
an
Aakashvani programme.
Sahay is currently a third
year student of B Tech.

Yashwant
Vaishnav,
International tabla artist
will perform tabla during
the Sangeet Sandhya.
Yashwant
Vaishnav
(Mumbai) has received
the Gold medal from
Aakashvani,
Balshri
award from Ministry of
Culture and has also been
awarded
the
Ustad
Bismillah Khan Yuva
Puraskar from Sangeet
Natak Academi.
Vaishnav has performed in different locations abroad including
America, London, Sri
Lanka, Bangladesh etc. He
has also performed in the
Tansen
Samaroh,
Doordarshan Samaroh
and Mehar Samaroh. All
music lovers are invited
for the Sangeet Sandhya.
Entry for the programme
is free of cost.
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Cabinet sub-committee
okays transfer policy
District-level govt
employees transfers likely from
August 16
Raipur, Aug 02: The
Cabinet sub- committee
has prepared the policy for
the transfer of government employees which
would be approved by
Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel soon.
As per the information
received, the Cabinet subcommittee comprising
Home
Minister
Tamradhwaj
Sahu,
Transport Minister Md
Akbar,
Urban
Administration Minister
Dr Shivkumar Dahariya,
Education Minister Dr
Premsai Singh Tekam and

Minister for Women &
Child Development Anila
Bhedia, have come up with
the recommendations of
transfer within district
from August 16 to
September 15 whereas the
state-level transfers could
be done from September 16
to September 30.
Government employees
who have been posted at
any place before August
15, 2021 would be eligible
for the transfer. Sub- committee has also suggested
for the transfer of grade III
and grade IV employees
through District Collector
on the approval from
Guardian Minister of respective
Districts.
However, a maximum
limit of only 10% transfer
would take place as per the
new policy. Similarly, the

Departmental Minister
would be the competent to
recommend transfer of
Grade I employees on the
proposal of department
with the ceiling of 15%
employees. A balance on
the vacancy in urban and
rural areas too have to be
ensured in the process of
transfer of employees.
At the same time, specific provisions have been
made for the School
Education department
transfers. Departments
have also been asked to ensure substitute in case of
any emergency.
Officials informed that
the recommendations of
the cabinet sub- committee would be presented to
CM Bhupesh Baghel who
would make a final call on
the new transfer policy.

Three nabbed with cash and
goods worth Rs 1.67 lakh
Raipur, Aug 02: Three accused for theft in the
house in Shaktinagar of
Khamardih thana area
were taken into arrest
here on Tuesday. The
thieves conducted theft on
night of July 31 when the
owner left the house along
with his wife and went to
Odisha. It was in the night
the daughter of owner
and his sister left the
house and went to their
elder mother’s house to
sleep. But on Aug 1 in the
morning when they came
back, they found the lock
of the door opened and
some unknown person
has run away with TV,
gold and silver ornaments
and cash. A case under
section 457 and 380 of IPC
was filed.
It was after thorough interrogation with the
daughter, sister of the
owner of house and infor-

mation was passed onto
informers and it was
learnt that one of the history-sheeter recently released from the jail –Rafiq
Khan was spotted in this
area. On this police arrested Rafiq Khan and interrogated him and he accepted the crime saying
that he conducted theft
along with one person
Yogesh Yadav and one

minor boy and so the two
others were also taken
into arrest.
The Police after arresting the three seized the
TV, boofer, and gold and
silver jewelleries and cash
of Rs 19,500 and total
items worth Rs 1.67 lakhs.
All three are from
Khamardih area and involved thefts and other
crimes in the region.

Aadhaar collection
work from voters
begins on August 1
Two-day training of
master trainers and
officers related to
revision work
Raipur, Aug 02: Keeping
in view the upcoming assembly and Lok Sabha
elections in Chhattisgarh,
the work of special brief
revision of voter list has
started from August 1. For
this, two days training has
been given to the officers
related to the elections by
the
office
of
the
Chhattisgarh Electoral
Officer.
Addressing the concluding ceremony of the training program, Chhattisgarh
Chief Electoral Officer P
Dayanand said that as per
the instructions of the
Election Commission of
India, work should be done

in the direction of moving
towards paperless in the
election process.
He informed the officers
in the training programme
about preparing electoral
rolls, compiling Aadhaar,
issuing EPIC cards to new
voters, removing names
cut, correcting names, collecting the Aadhaar data
from the voters and linking them with the data of
the voter list and amendment in act-rule and format for authentication.
Information was given
regarding the amendment

and adding the names of
voters in the voter list on
the prescribed four qualifying dates. The training
was completed at New
Circuit House in the capital Raipur.
Additional
Chief
Electoral Officer Smt
Shikha Rajput Tiwari informed that as per the instructions of the Election
Commission of India, the
work of issuing voter
photo identity card with
new security standards
and special brief revision
of photo-edited electoral

Central Bank, Zonal
Head, Bhopal TS Zira
meets customers

Raipur, Aug 02: T.S.Zira,
Zonal Head, Central
Bank of India, Bhopal
during his visit to Raipur
met the valued customers
of the Bank in a
Customer Meet function
held in the capital.
Shailesh
Verma,
Head
and
Regional
Mahendra Singh, Deputy
General Manager alongwith other executives of
the Bank were present on
the occasion. Valued
clients of the Bank viz.
Mr. Achin Banerjee, Mr.
S.K.Batra,
Mr.

S.S.Bhramankar,
Mr.
Jayesh
Pithaliya,
Mr.
Gangadhar
Agarwal,
Mr.
Baljit Singh, Mr.
Amit Agarwal,
Mr.
Ashish
Agarwal, and a
large number of
esteemed customers were
also present on the occasion. Earlier Mr. Zira visited few branches of
Raipur city and took review of the customer service rendered by them. He
advised the Branch Heads,
officers and the staff to
rededicate themselves to
serve the customers with
good and speedy service
with a smile. He further
added
that
every
Centralite should gearup
for improving the position
of the Bank during this
financial year.

roll for the qualifying date
of January 1, 2023 has
started. Four qualifying
dates have been fixed for
new voters to add their
names, these include 01
January, 01 April, 01 July
and 04 October.
Smt Shikha Rajput
Tiwari said that two days
training was provided to
the officers associated
with the work of the voter
list revision. These included all the Deputy District
Election Officers, Electoral
Registration Officer for
each assembly constitution, a District Level
Master
Trainer
and
Assistant Programmer.
She instructed the officers
to take special care in
preparing electoral rolls
with photographs. She
said that the compilation
of Aadhaar numbers from
voters is voluntary. Voters
themselves can also link
EPIC card with Aadhaar
by uploading the data
number in the Voter
Helpline and NVSP.
Officials said that keeping in view the upcoming
assembly general election 2023 and Lok Sabha

election 2024, the success
of the election depends
on the quality of voter
list and active participation of the voter. The officials gave detailed information about adding the
names of eligible citizens
in the electoral rolls and
carefully doing the work
of deleting names of the
dead voters under the
special brief revision
programme of the electoral rolls.
The officers apprised
about the instructions of
the Election Commission
of India during the training program. While discussing about the program outline for obtaining Aadhaar number
from voters, they said
that the compilation of
Aadhaar number is to be
obtained voluntarily by
the voters. The training
programme was attended
by Joint Chief Electoral
Officer Vipin Manji, Dr
KRR Singh, mater trainers US Agrawal, Bharti
Chandrakar, Sandeep
Thakur, MR Sawant,
Vinay Agrawal and
Rupesh Verma.

Awareness workshop with DISCOMs organised by CREDA, BEE
Raipur, Aug 02: Chhattisgarh
State
Renewable
Energy
Development Agency (CREDA)
in association with Bureau of
Energy Efficiency (BEE) has
conducted one-day awareness
workshop with DISCOMs and
Energy Efficiency Solutions
Providers on Demand Side
Management (DSM) Action Plan
on August 02nd. 2022 at Raipur.
Chief Guest, Hemant Verma,
Chairman, Chhattisgarh State
Electricity
Regulatory
Commission stated about the
inception of DSM work in the
State & suggested to develop
Action Plan on the basis of highest & lowest proportion of transmission & distribution losses of

DISCOM.
During the workshop Alok
Katiyar, CEO, CREDA has
briefed about the role of
Generation, Transmission and
Distribution on energy demand
and suggested to implement
energy efficient solutions in

society to meet the growing
population demand.
Sanjeev Jain, Chief Engineer,
CREDA has highlighted the
energy efficiency activities
implemented in various sector
executed in the state and stated
about the importance of

BJP Organizational leader Jamwal
holds meet with CG leaders

Devotees watching the snake-charmers with snakes on occasion of ‘Nag-Panchami’
and offering charity to them for the show.

Work towards making election process paperless: CEO
New voters can
apply online for
EPIC card
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‘NAG-PANCHAMI’

Demand Side Management
Program.
Milind
Deore,
Director, Bureau of Energy
Efficiency has briefed about the
BEE’s initiatives under DSM program for various DISCOMs in
India. He has explained about
the implementation method,
budget & cost, energy savings &
benefits under ESCO mode of
implementing energy efficient
projects. Ms. Archana Nagrale,
Executive Engineer, CSPDCL
has presented the status of
identified energy efficient
measures in DSM Action Plan
implemented by CSPDCL, where
Mr. Rakesh Sahu, Asst.
Manager, EESL has delivered a
presentation on the EESL’s ini-

tiative under DSM program &
prevailing business models of
implementing energy efficiency
projects. Mr. Milind Chittawar,
CEO, See-Tech Solution & his
team presented on the innovative energy efficient projects
such as Energy efficient pumps
for agriculture, energy efficient
motors, axial fans & HVAC for
industries.
Rajeev Gyani, Superintending
Engineer, CREDA has moderated the entire program & introduced the DSM concept related
to DISCOMs. The event was
attended by officials from
CSERC, CSPDCL, TEED, JSPL
Raigarh, CREDA, EESL &Seetech
Solution, Nagpur.

Raipur, Aug 02: Newlyappointed
Regional
Organizational General
Secretary of Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) Ajay
Jamwal reached Raipur
on his maiden visit here
on Tuesday. BJP State
Organizational General
Secretary Pawan Sai accorded warm welcome to
him on his arrival at
Raipur Airport. Senior
party leaders including
Leader of Opposition in
Chhattisgarh Legislative
Assembly
Dharmlal
Kaushik,
MLAs
Brijmohan Agrawal and
Ajay Chandrakar were
present on the occasion.
After having formal
chat with the leaders, he
reached party headquarters
situated
at
Kushabhau
Thakre
premises to hold meeting with senior leaders
of the party including
the Core Group mem-

On Minimata
Memorial Day, the
first woman MP of
Ch’garh

In the tehsils which
received scanty
rainfall
28 tehsils of the state
recorded below normal rainfall
bers on existing political
scenario
in
Chhattisgarh.
It is notable that
Jamwal has been appointed with the objective to strengthen the
Chhattisgarh BJP ahead
of Legislative Assembly
polls scheduled to be
held late next year.

Three NITians selected for
ET campus stars 2022
Raipur, Aug 02: National
Institute of Technology
Raipur’s Akhil Soni and
Yash Bansal, 7th Sem.,
Computer Science and
Engineering
and
Ayushman Satpathy, 7th
Sem.,
Information
Technology got selected
as the Economic Times
Campus Stars 2022. ET
Campus Stars is India’s
biggest hunt for bright engineering students. The
program structure comprised of a rigorous 6+
months 4-phase process
that evaluated each candidate across various assessment parameters like
functional knowledge and
application, team building and collaboration
skills, strategic and innovative thinking and emotional intelligence. A total
of 91 people were selected
out of 2000+ colleges.
In the first phase of the

assessment, they were
tested based on their aptitude, cognitive behaviour
and personality skills.
The second phase was
crafted to gauge their understanding of their respective domains by evaluating them on their conceptual and theoretical
knowledge. After being
selected, they underwent
an online group exercise
that evaluated their
group dynamic and highlighted their leadership
and team-building skills.
The fourth and final
phase of ET Campus
Stars was designed as a
one-on-one interaction
session with various wellcelebrated
CXOs
of
India Inc.
Akhil had a very motivating and inspiring interaction with Annie
Mathew,
Chief
Information
Officer,

Mother Dairy Fruit &
Vegetable
Pvt
Ltd.
According to him, this
whole process helped him
develop as a holistic person rather than just becoming a good technical
engineer. Yash had the
chance to interact with
Prabhjeet
Singh,
President, Uber India
South Asia where they
had a discussion on how
technology can benefit
mankind in coming years
whereas, Ayushman got
the opportunity to interact with Himanshu
Verma, Chief Product
and Technology Officer,
Licious. He was asked
about his goals and ambitions and learnt a lot from
the overall assessment.
The jury then selected
them for India’s most coveted list of bright engineering students, ET
Campus Stars.

Bank of India Q1 posted net
profit of Rs 720 crore
Raipur, Aug 02: Bank of
India on Tuesday reported 22 per cent decline in
standalone net profit at Rs
561 crore for June quarter
on higher operating expenses, even as bad loans
declined. The lender had
posted a net profit of Rs
720 crore in the corresponding quarter ended June
2021. As compared to the
pervious March quarter,
the net profit was down
7.4 per cent. Total income
during April-June 2022-23
fell to Rs 11,124.36 crore
from Rs 11,641.37 crore in
the year-ago period as in-

come from other sources
was down, Bank of India
said in a regulatory filing.
The core interest income
grew 7 per cent in the
quarter at Rs 9,972.64
crore, while other income
declined by over 50 per
cent to Rs 1,152 crore.
Operating expenses were
higher by 12 per cent during the quarter at Rs 3,041
crore from Rs 2,715 crore.
On consolidated basis,
the net profit in June
quarter was down 11 per
cent at Rs 657.62 crore
compared to Rs 735.37
crore. Total income too de-

clined to Rs 11,207.57 crore
from Rs 11,709.62 crore.
Bank of India improved
on its asset quality substantially as gross NonPerforming Assets (NPAs)
fell to 9.30 per cent of
gross advances by the end
of June 2022. The same
was at 13.51 per cent a
year ago. In value terms,
gross NPAs were down at
Rs 44,414.67 crore as
against Rs 56,041.63 crore.
Net NPAs (bad loans) too
fell to 2.21 per cent (Rs
9,775.23 crore) from 3.35
per cent (Rs 12,424.13
crore).

Bulldozer runs over 18
houses in Shivnagar
Raipur, Aug 02: The team
of Municipal Corporation
demolished 18 houses by
running bulldozers on
them in Shivnagar Slum
behind
Khamhardih,
Raipur. However, the municipal corporation staff
and police deployed at the
site faced wrath of people.
Angry women and men
protested against the action and also scuffled with
the police.
BJP leader Sanjay
Srivastava and ward corporator Rohit Sahu, who
were protesting in support
of the affected residents,
were arrested by the police and sent to the Vidhan
Sabha Police station.
Angry people allege
that the residents were
rendered homeless in the
holy and auspicious
month
of
‘Savan’.
According to them the
Municipal Corporation
administration took ac-

tion without making alternative arrangements.
When the staff of the
Municipal Corporation
reached to demolish the
houses, the BJP workers
along with the residents
started protesting. People
started scuffling with the
police team that arrived
with the corporation staff.
The dispute gradually
turned tense due to which
the action action had to be
stopped. Additional SP
City
Sukhnandan
Rathore, arrived on the information along with the
team. Meanwhile, the
women of the slum started a scuffle with the police
force. Local corporator
Rohit Sahu and BJP
leader Sanjay Srivastava
staged a sit-in protest on
the road leading to
Shivnagar Basti. The police arrested both of them
and sent them to the
Vidhan Sabha Police

CM directs to conduct crop Talented women, children to be felicitated
condition assessment
through visual estimation

Station. The police somehow handled the situation
and the corporation staff
completed the demolition
of the houses. The action
of forcibly breaking the
settlement has been
termed as wrong by the
BJP leaders. According to
a local resident of
Shivnagar Basti Keshav
Sahu the dispute pertaining to vacating the settlement is going on in the
court for the last two-three
months. The High Court
had also directed the corporation to make arrangements for the local residents. Mayor Aijaj Dhebar
had also assured not to remove the settlement, but
on Monday, suddenly the
corporation
officials
reached with a notice and
asked them to vacate the
houses. The people of
Shivnagar Basti asked for
15 days’ time, but the officials refused.

Instructions given to
collectors to send
proposals to declare
Tehsils as drought-hit
Central Chronicle News
Raipur, Aug 02: Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel
has directed officials concerned to conduct assessment of crop condition
through eye estimation in
the tehsils of the states
which received below normal rainfall. He has also
directed to prepare an immediate action plan for relief work in tehsils with
scanty rainfall. It is noteworthy that in the current
monsoon season, 28 tehsils
of the state have recorded
less than 60 per cent rainfall as on August 01 and
are reeling under threat of
drought.

The weakening of monsoon in the state and below
normal rainfall in the districts of northern part of
the state especially in
Surguja,
Surajpur,
Balrampur and Jashpur,
has affected sowing of
Kharif crops. Expressing
their concern over this,
Parliamentary Secretary
Mr. Chintamani Maharaj,
MLA Mr. Brihaspat Singh
along with other MLAs
met the Chief Minister
and urged him to declare
these tehsils of Surguja
division as drought-hit.
Taking cognizance of the
same, Chief Minister Mr.
Bhupesh Baghel has directed
the
Chief
Secretary to conduct an
assessment of the crops
through eye estimation in

the affected tehsils and
take necessary steps for
relief work.
In compliance with the
instructions of Chief
Minister Bhupesh, Chief
Secretary Amitabh Jain
on Monday reviewed the
current monsoon situation in the state by chairing a meeting of all the
Commissioners
and
Collectors through video
conferencing. He directed
the collectors to get eye estimation of the crops
done in tehsils with less
than average rainfall by
the officers of
the
Department
of
Agriculture
and
Horticulture, as per the
provision of the Relief
Manual 2022. The Chief
Secretary said that an immediate action plan
should also be prepared to
start relief work in these
28 tehsils.
It is worth mentioning
that 28 tehsils of 9 districts
of the state have received
less than 60 per cent average rainfall as on 01
August 2022, out of which 8
tehsils have received less
than 40 per cent rainfall.
Instructions have been

Three research scholars conferred
with Ph.D. degrees at CU
Bilaspur, Aug 02: It is notified that in accordance
with the decision taken in
the meeting of the
Executive Council held on
27th January, 2004, and on
the basis of the report of
the concerned examiners
and the oral examination
held on 24th June, 2022,
the Vice-Chancellor, on behalf of the Executive
Council, accepting the thesis presented by Vinod
Kumar Gurjar is declared
eligible for conferment of
the degree of “Doctor of
Philosophy” of Guru
Ghasidas
University,
Bilaspur from the date of
oral examination. He
carried out the research
the Research Supervisor Dr. Dilip Kumar Pal
from department of
Pharmacy under school
Natural Resources. The

title of the dissertation
was ‘Design, Synthesis
and Evaluation of some
1,8
Naphthyridine
Derivatives for Their
Antihistaminic and other
Activities’.
The Vice-Chancellor, on
behalf of the Executive
Council, also accepted the
thesis presented by Ajay
Kumar Bharadwaj and declared him eligible for conferment of the degree of
“Doctor of Philosophy” of
Guru
Ghasidas
University, Bilaspur from
the date of oral examination. He carried out his
research under guidance
of Supervisor - Dr. Manish
Kumar
Tripathi of
Department of Zoology
and from School –
Biotechnology. His title
of the dissertation was
Organophosphate

Insecticide
Tyzophos
Fresh Innate immunity of
leukocytes in water induced changes in responses teleost channapunctatus tension
The third Ph.D. conferred by the ViceChancellor, on behalf of
the Executive Council,
was the thesis presented
by Devendra Kumar
Singh. He carried out his
research under guidance
of supervisor Dr. Manish
Srivastava from department - Computer Science
and Engineering, under
School - Engineering and
Technology. The dissertation title of his subject
was ‘Improved Intrusion
Detection System Using
Feature
Optimization
Technique Based on
Artificial
Neural
Networks’.

given to send a proposal
after assessment to the
state government within a
week to declare them as
drought-hit.
According to the information received from
Secretary (Revenue and
Disaster Management)
Ambikapur, Mainpat and
Sitapur Tehsils of Surguja
district, Latori of Surajpur
district, Balrampur, Kusmi
and Wadraf Nagar of
Balrampur
district,
Duldula,
Jashpur,
Pathalgaon,
Sanna,
Kunkuri and Kansabel of
Jashpur district, Raipur
and Arang of Raipur district, Sonhat of Koriya district, Darri of Korba district, Berla of Bemetara
district and Gadiras and
Konta tehsils of Sukma
district have received less
than 60 per cent rainfall.
While Lundra, Darima,
and Batauli Tehsils of
Surguja
district,
Pratappur and Biharpur of
Surajpur district and
S h a n k a r g a r h ,
Ramanujganj and Rajpur
of Balrampur district have
received less than 40 per
cent rainfall as on
August 01.

Jagdalpur, Aug 02: In the
Indira Stadium of Bastar
divisional headquarters, it
was claimed to have built
an international level football ground at a cost of
more than Rs 7 cr. But after
torrential rains yesterday
in city, the turf laid on the
football field is seen floating and its video is becoming increasingly viral. This
football ground was inaugurated by Chief Minister
Bhupesh Baghel. Along
with this, he was also seen
playing with children.
It is notable here that it
is just few months back
that Indira Stadium football ground was prepared.
Torrential
rains
on
Monday in Jagdalpur have

exposed the quality of the
football ground built at a
cost of more than Rs 7 cr.
The whole ground seems to
be floating in the water.
Everyone standing there
can feel the smell of corruption in the Rs 7 cr football field literally floating
in the water. During this,
some players present in the

floating football field, made
its video viral on the social
media. Since then the floating football field has remained a topic of discussion. In the video, the football field is seen floating in
the water. Players are
jumping in it and it seemed
as if the field has become a
swamp.

Bilaspur, Aug 02: With
the innovative efforts and
guidance of the ViceChancellor
of
Guru
Ghasidas Vishwavidyalaya
(a Central University) efforts are going on to make
students self-reliant under
Swavalambi Chhattisgarh
with the making of attractive rakhis from paddy and
rice. At present, many
components are used for
making rakhis which are

Regarding the floating
football ground, Bastar
Collector Chandan Kumar
says that the information
has been given to the
Sports Academy. Soon the
team will reach Jagdalpur
and survey it, only after
that it will be clear
whether there is a technical fault. But the players
playing here say that, how
can there be a technical
fault. Administrative approval will be issued on the
basis of technical approval. The technical approval should have been
checked before the administrative approval. In this
ground prepared with the
expenditure of more than
Rs 7 cr after a fair investigation of this matter. The
market is buzzing with discussions on the possibility
of massive corruption in
construction of this football ground.

Munshi Premchand Jayanti celebrated at CBI office
Raipur, Aug 02:
Renowned Hindi
Novelist, Munshi
Premchand Jayanti
was celebrated at
Central Bureau of
Investigation office,
Raipur
under
chairmanship of
Head
of
the
B r a n c h ,

Superintendent of
Police,
Ajay
Kumar. Amaresh
Pandey from AAI
was present as
Chief Guest.
Winners of essay
competition
on
“Katha
Samrat
M u n s h i
Premchand” were

Raipur, Aug 02: The 50th
death anniversary of Mini
Mata, the first woman MP
of Chhattisgarh, will be
celebrated on August 11.
On this occasion, talented
women and meritorious
students who have done ex-

cellent work will be felicitated in the Satnami
Pratibha Samman ceremony. Discussions were held
to finalize the program in
the meeting of the society
at
Guru
Ghasidas
Academy building located
in New Rajendra Nagar.
Responsibilities of the program were also distributed

to the officials here.
Organizing Committee
President KP Khande and
spokesperson
Chetan
Chandel
said
that
Memorial Day has been organized on August 11 at 12
noon at Shaheed Smarak
Bhawan. Many doctors
will provide services in the
free mega health camp.

CAIT CG Chapter distributed Covid security kit at Collector office
Raipur, Aug 02: Confederation
of All India Traders (CAIT)
Senior National Vice President
Amar Parwani,
Chairman
Mangelal Malu, Amar Gidwani,
State President Jitendra Doshi,
Working President Vikram
Singhdeo, Parmanand Jain,
Vashu
Makhija,
General
Secretary Surinder Singh,
Executive Secretary Bharat
Jain, Treasurer Ajay Agarwal
and media in-charge Sanjay
Choubey informed that CAIT
CG Chapter distributed Kovid
protection kit at Collector
office.
CAIT Senior National Vice
President Amar Parwani and
State President Jitendra Doshi
told that on Monday CAIT CG

Chapter distributed covid
security kit at Collector office
premises.
He further said that the rate
of corona infection is increasing
continuously in the state. The

number of active patients in the
state has reached 3457. CAIT
CG Chapter appealed to the
people of the state to wear
masks and maintain physical
distance for the safety and

awareness of the people in view
of the increasing outbreak of
Corona and make it a habit to
sanitize hands from time to time
as the fight against Carona is
yet to come.
For Corona epidemic prevention CAIT CG Chapter will work
shoulder to shoulder with the
administration.
District
Collector Mr. Sarvesh N. Bhure
described the distribution of
Covid protection kit by CAIT as
a commendable work for prevention of corona. CAIT officials
mainly present in the distribution of covid protection were
Amar Parwani, Jitendra Doshi,
Parmanand Jain, Bharat Jain,
Ajay Aggarwal, Rakesh Ochwani
and Mahesh Khilosia.

Rakhis of rice and paddy will decorate the
wrists of all the brothers

Football field built at a cost of
7 cr started floating in water
After incessant
rains in city on
Monday

50th death anniversary of Minimata,
the first woman MP
of Chhattisgarh, will
be celebrated on
August 11.

The Chief Guest will be
Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel
and
Urban
Administration
and
Labour Minister Dr.
Shivkumar Dahria will
preside over the function.
Before this, at 9 o’clock in
the morning, CM would
pay homage at the statue of
Minimata at Pandri.
Community members including Dr. JR Soni, SK
Sonwani,
DS
Patre,
Sunderlal Jogi, Chetan
Chandel, Pawan Lahare,
Kriparam Chaturvedi, DD
Bharti, Prakash Bandhe,
Pt. Anjor Das Banjare, RK
Patle, Ghasidas Kosale,
Sukhnandan Banjare, Utit
Bhardwaj and a large number of people were present.

awarded with attractive
prizes.
Abhishek
Prakash, Jr. Trans.
Officer of the branch
narrated about the
noble contribution of
the litterateur in Hindi
Literature. All the members of the branch were
present at the auspicious occasion.

not easily degradable.
Also, rakhis come from
abroad too because of
which people here do not
get employment but this
time rakhis are being
made from paddy and rice,
which are considered very
auspicious in our culture,
by our students.

At the beginning of the
training, Dr. Pushpraj
Singh, Head of the
Department of Rural
Technology and Social
Development said that this
time a 10-days’ training is
being given to the students
of the department on making rice and paddy rakhis.

Marketing will be done of
the rakhis made and the
income will be used for the
education and development of students.
The organisor of the
training program, Dr Dilip
Kumar
(Assistant
Professor, Department of
Rural Technology) told

that 30 students are participating in this training
program
and
Mr.
Chudamani Suryavanshi
has been invited as the
chief trainer. In this training, more than 100 types of
rakhis are being made by
the students.
The Dean of the Faculty,
Prof. BN Tiwari had said
that natural gulal was
made by the Department of
Rural Technology last time
and this time the work of
making rakhis is a very
commendable step. The
Nodal Officer of Skill
Development Cell, Dr
Rohit Raja said that with
the help of such skill development programs students
take interest in self-employment along with their
studies and they can get
self-employed.

Vajan Tyohar celerbated weighing 1891 children
Jagdalpur, Aug 02: By
forming a cluster of 1891
Anganwadis in the district, the weight of children up to the age of 6
years is being taken. This
‘Vajan Tyohar’ (weighing
festival) will be celebrated
till Ayg 13 and it will be ensured that no targeted
child of the district should
be missed. To ensure this
and the Collector has given
strict instructions to the

staff of the Department of
Women
and
Child
Development in this regard.

District Program Officer
Manoj Kumar Sinha informed that the ‘Vajan
Tyohar’ is being celebrated
from 9 am to 5 pm. The cooperation of local public
representatives is also
being taken to make the
festival a success. About
85000 children upto 6 years
are to be covered in the
district. Weight and height
of children is being measured in Anganwadi cen-

ters. He said that during
the weight festival, instructions have been given
to take the weight of children who comes under
‘Vagabond’ in the civic
areas, along with children
of workers in the construction sector etc.
During this, it has also
been asked to ensure that
the data entry of all the
children weighed is done
in an online app.

‘India facing most challenging phase
since Independence’
Democratic institutions getting
destroyed in last
8 years
Raipur, Aug 02: Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel
on Monday said the country was going through its
most challenging phase
since Independence as
democratic institutions
were being destroyed one
after the other since the
last eight years.
Baghel was virtually addressing a conference titled
‘India at 75: In Review’,
which is being held by
SOAS
University
of
London with the aim of
starting a reflective conversation on India’s growth

story in the 75th year of its
Independence, a government official said.
The three day conference will conclude on
August 3, he added.
“Our freedom fighters
proved by their sacrifice
that our unity as a nation
amid the diversity of all
caste, religion, societies
was our greatest strength,”
an official statement quoted the CM as saying in the
conference.
Carrying forward the
values with which India
had started the journey
after Independence, it was
moving ahead on the path
of development, the CM
said, adding that these values are the very soul of our
Constitution that has kept
our democracy alive de-

spite the challenges.
In a veiled attack on the
BJP-led Central government, Baghel said, Our
Constitution ensures social, economic and political
equality for every citizen.
But the irony is that for the
last eight years, democratic institutions in the country are being demolished
one after the other.
Secularism is being outrightly denied.”
“It is the most challenging
phase
after
Independence. The freedom and autonomy of the
democratic institutions in
the country are being destroyed. The country is facing the threat of a divided
society in the name of religion,” he added.
He said the Congress

was presently fighting the
second battle for independence in the country and the
battle was to protect freedom rather than to achieve
it.
Baghel
said
new
schemes and policies formulated by his government in Chhattisgarh were
inspired by the ideas of
Mahatma Gandhi and
Jawaharlal Nehru.
“We shifted the focus of
Chhattisgarh’s economy
from cities to villages. We
ensured farmers and tribals got fair value for their
hard work and have access
to their legal rights on jaljungle-zameen (water-forest-land). We made farmers
financially empowered and
resourceful by waiving off
their debts,” he said.
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Form issued by Naxalites
Consumers are receiving
to celebrate ‘Martyr Week’
ends to get power connections
Gaurela-PendraMarwahi, Aug 02: Urban
and rural consumers in
Gaurela Pendra Marwahi
district have to travel a distance of more than 50 to
100 kilometers to get electricity pump connection
and domestic or commercial electricity connection.
Neither the officials of the
electricity department nor
the local public representatives are realizing this
problem of electricity consumers.
In such a situation, the
Chhattisgarh
State
Electricity Board is organizing Electricity Festival
under the theme of ‘Ujjwal
Bharat-Ujjwal Bhavishya’
under the Amrit Mahotsav
of Azadi, under which
C h h a t t i s g a r h
Government’s Electricity
Bill Half Scheme, More
Electricity App, Chief
Minister
Urban
Vidyutikaran
Yojana,
Chief
Minister
Vidyutikaran Yojana are
turning to be a reminder

that how still consumers
are striving to get connection s taken for both commercial and personal connections.
In the program, the
changes brought in the
lives of common people by
these public welfare
schemes of the Electricity
Board are being highlighted and in the Bijli
Mahotsav program, the
beneficiaries are also
telling their experiences

about the benefits received
from the public welfare
schemes of the Electricity
Department, but on the
ground of reality.
In the power house located at district headquarter
Gaurela
Pendra
Marwahi Chhattisgarh
State
Electricity
Distribution Company
Limited of Chhattisgarh,
one has to apply for electricity connection in the
divisional engineer office.

In this way, the regional
farmers and common people have to spend Rs.300500 to come to this office to
get electricity connection.
According to the information, consumers Gorela
Pendra including Basti
Bagra, Kari Mango,
Kenchi,
Thadpathra,
Karangra,
Dhanauli,
Andhiarkhoh to Dhanpur
Boyani, Dumdum, Godha,
Amaru Kodgar and adjoining these two cities are lo-

Balco Mahila Mandal organizes Teej festival
Balkonagar, Aug 02:
Balco Mahila Mandal
organized Teej Mahotsav
with great pomp. The chief
guest of the program was
Mrs. Ranjana Jha, wife of
Korba Collector Mr.
Sanjeev Kumar Jha and
Mrs. Vandana Singh, wife
of Korba Superintendent
of Police, while Balco
Mahila Mandal Vice
President Smt. Sangeeta
Sharma received the
guests.
In her welcome address,
Smt. Sangeeta Sharma apprised about the various
social works of Balco
Mahila Mandal and informed that the Mahila
Mandal organizes programs from time to time
for the talent development
of women and children.

Praising the event, Smt.
Ranjana Jha said that the
event was very entertaining and said that BALCO
is making excellent contribution to the local area
through its community development works.
While congratulating
everyone, Mrs. Singh said
that the members of Balco

Mahila Mandal presented
excellent cultural programs.
Selection
of
‘Sawan Queen’ was done
in several stages. The participants also presented
hair decoration, dance,
mehndi, drawing, rangoli,
singing etc. In the third
stage, the eloquence and
comprehension of the par-

CM is determined to
increase silk production: Jain
Through the medium of silk mission

Jagdalpur, Aug 02: MLA
and
Parliamentary
Secretary Rekhchand Jain,
while addressing the
women trained in the programme organized under
the Chief Minister’s Silk
Mission organized by the
Silk Department, said that
the state government
stands committed to promote Sericulture through
the CM Bhupesh Baghel’s
Silk Mission and to get fair
price to those involved in
its collection. For this, he
has brought Rally Kosa
under
Minor
Forest

Produce and is getting it
purchased through the
Minor Forest Produce
Association. Earlier, where
the persons collecting the
same used to get 50 Paisa to
Re 1 per cocoon, today they
are getting Rs 4.20 per cocoon. Rs 4500-5000 per kg is
being received through
‘Dhaagakara’. If they are
trained and make thread
with the new scientific
technology, then its value
will be increased. On
Monday a total of 20
women were given machines and 30 women have

Demand for extension
of admission date
In Swami Atmanand School
Rajim, Aug 02:
The admission date
for the students selected in the Swami
Atmanand Excellent
English
Medium
Rambishal
Pandey
Higher
Secondary
School of the city was
from 26 July to 30 July
2022.
In this context, there
is a rush in the school
to submit the photocopy of other certificates including the

transfer certificate,
therefore a large number of parents and children have demanded
extension in the admission time period.
These parents have
requested the District
Collector and District
Education Officer to
extend the admission
date and start the
school soon by arranging necessary materials and teachers so that
the studies can start
soon.

been issued training certificates. On this occasion,
MLA
along
with
Awadhesh Jha, Research
Associate of
Gender
Mainstreaming Society Dr.
Pooja Jha, Deputy Director
Sericulture JP Bariha,
Assistant
Director
Sericulture
SK
Vishwakarma,
Field
Officer
AR
Rizvi,
Balabhadra Bhandari, GN
Dhurve and Sericulture
Officers, employees of the
department and a large
number of trained women
were present.

ticipants were tested.
Three contestants for
‘Sawan Queen’ in which
first Shippy Agarwal, second Mamta Katakwar and
third place Seema Sahu
were chosen as the winners.
At the beginning of the
program, the members of
the Mahila Mandal won
the hearts of all with
dance and excellent performance of Malhar folk
song.
The members made excellent participation in
various stalls, hammocks
and cultural programs.
Smt. Simran Kaur expressed her gratitude to all
the members of the
Mahila Mandal and the
chief guest for the successful conduct of the program.

cated in this office. The
public representatives of
the area and the officials of
the electricity department
remain unaware of this
big problem of electricity
consumers.
Tribal leader demands
resources
Tribal leader of the district and Secretary of
District
Congress
Committee
Pitambar
Singh Marko and former
MLA of Marwahi and
state president of Janata
Congress Chhattisgarh
Amit Jogi have demanded
from Chief Minister
Bhupesh Baghel to amplify electricity connection
for domestic and commercial and agricultural
pump connections as in
the past. There were different arrangements in
Pendra and Pendra Road,
in the same way, the same
system should be implemented. The changed system is causing a lot of
problems to the local people.

Konta / Sukma, Aug 02:

 From July 28- Aug 03

Martyr Week is celebrated by
the Naxalites every year from 28
July to 03 August in the memory
of the Naxalites killed in the
Naxalite organization, during
which the names of the Naxalite
comrades killed in various
encounters / diseases in 01 year
are issued by mentioning them.
There are forms. In this context,
pamphlets, banners were put up
by the Naxalites in the interior
areas, which have been captured
by the security forces, calling for
celebrating Martyr’s Week in the
year 2022. The analysis of the
seized pamphlets has revealed
the important new strategy of
the Naxalites. Allegations of
fake encounter are being made
by calling the working members
as villagers. In the Naxalite pamphlet issued this year, 02 such
cases of Sukma district have
come to notice. Against whom
11 offenses were registered in
different police stations of the
district, in some cases a permanent warrant for arrest was
issued by the Hon’ble Court.
Similarly, on 30/01/22, in an
encounter with security forces in
the jungles of Timmapuram,
Naxalite Janmilitia Commander
Madkam Joga, who was rewarded with one lakh rupees, was

killed. It is noteworthy that after
the death of the Naxalites in the
encounter of Madvi Bhima, the
Naxalites defamed the security
forces. By issuing a press note
by the committee, the security
forces were accused of fake
encounter by calling Madkam
Joga a villager and misleading
the general public, tribal social
organizations and intellectuals,
students and appealed to
protest, but in the year July /
2022, Naxalites In its pamphlet
issued by the organization to celebrate Martyr’s Week, the
Naxalites killed in both the incidents, respectively, Bhima resident Tadmetla and Timmapuram
resident Madkam Joga have been
addressed as Comrade Bhima
and Com. Names have been
given. It is also worth mentioning
that the names of the dead
Naxalite comrades are mentioned every year in the pamphlets issued by the Naxalite
organizations during their martyr
week and not the villagers.
Through
a
press
note,
Superintendent of Police Sukma
Sunil Sharma has issued pamphlets / press notes issued by
Naxalites after the death of both
the Naxalites in the encounter
and this year the pamphlets

‘Sports to be encouraged and players will be given opportunities’
Konta/Sukma, Aug 02:
Sukma District Collector
Harish S. On the occasion
of
inauguration
of
Chhattisgarh 21st Junior
B a d m i n t o n
Championship, said that
the said event is being organized under the aegis of
Sukma
District
Badminton Association at
the newly constructed
Kawasi Hadma Stadium.
To participate in this
championship, selected
badminton players from
Bilaspur,
Raipur,
Dantewada, and other districts are participating in
the under-19 age group,
under this competition, a
match between single and
double will be organized,
more than 120 participants
are participating in the
competition.
Kawasi

Bonke,
President
of
Gadiras Lamps Society,
was the chief guest on the
occasion of the inauguration today. Apart from
this,
Om
Chandel
A d d i t i o n a l
Superintendent of Police,
Municipal Vice President
Ayesha Hussain, Ramesh
Rathi, Rajesh Nara, C. C.
Member
Yoga
Commission, Dharmendra

Korba, Aug 02:

said that it is often seen
that encroachment is
being done by placing
sale and display material
on the road and pavement
in front of shops, which
creates hindrance in traffic, traffic system is affected and chances of accidents etc. Strict action
will be taken by the administration on this so
that the traffic system of
the city can be improved,
so businessmen should
not keep sale and display
material on the road sidewalk in front of shops,
give their full cooperation in this and avoid in-

New Delhi: Two men
were arrested for allegedly killing a person over an extramarital affair, in northeast Delhi’s Khajuri
Khas area, police said
on Tuesday. The accused have been identified as Atin (26), a
resident of Purnia in
Bihar, and Ahsan (22),
a resident of Jaitpur.
On Sunday, police received information
that a man identified
as Anawarul Haq, a
resident of Purniya
in Bihar, has been
stabbed by some persons. The injured was
shifted to hospital
where he was declared brought dead,
police said.

Income Tax raids
Chennai: Income tax
sleuths on Tuesday
held searches at the
premises linked to
some well known
Tamil cinema producers, official sources
said. The raids were
being reportedly carried out at multiple locations in the state,
including Madurai.

Chauhan,
Manoj
Chaurasia,
Surendra
Chandak, Mohd. Hussain,
Rohit Pandey, Nagraj
Karma, Hari Sethia,
Jagdish Kanojia, District
Sports Officer Virupaksha
Puranik,
Amit
Nag,
Sonsingh
Kashyap,
Shahid, Deepak Usendi,
Dhirendra Manjhi, Arjun
Markam, Mukesh Kashyap
were present in the pres-

convenience caused by
administrative action.
Commissioner
Prabhakar Pandey said
that the junk vehicles
have been parked on the
side of the road in the
city especially in TP
Nagar area, due to which
the traffic system of the
city is badly affected.

During the meeting,
Deputy Superintendent
of Police Traffic S.C.S.
Parihar,
Additional
Commissioner, Treasurer
Potter, Tehsildar Sonit
Meriya,
Zone
Commissioner Akhilesh
Shukla, Encroachment
In-charge
Yogesh
Rathore, Chamber of
Commerce
President
Yogesh Jain, Senior Vice
President Jagdish Soni,
Narendra
Agarwal,
Shivshankar Agarwal,
Vinod Agarwal, Rajendra
Tiwari,
Mohanlal
Agarwal,
Ramsewak
Agarwal, Vinod Sinha,
Anil Agarwal etc were
present along with others.

ence of Sukma District
Badminton Association
President Raju Sahu said
that the championship will
end on August 05, 2022.
Proper arrangements have
been made for the accommodation and food and
play of the guest players.
If there is a doubt, he
should go to his area and
tell him that the district
Sukma is the opposite.

Thane: A container
truck transporting
tanks of a chemical
overturned on the
busy Ghodbunder
Road in
Maharashtra’s Thane
city on Tuesday
morning, resulting in
a huge traffic jam, officials said. Following
the incident, the
chemical- hydrogen
peroxide- leaked on
the road, emitting a
foul odour. An official
of the Thane civic
body’s Regional
Disaster Management
Cell (RDMC) said the
container truck was
transporting 23,000
litres of hydrogen
peroxide in 20 storage
tanks from Gujarat to
Nhava Sheva when it
overturned near the
Gaimukh creek at
around 7:15 AM.

3 held
New Delhi: Three
men were arrested for
allegedly robbing a
scooter from a food
delivery executive in
Subhash Place area
here, police said on
Tuesday. Suraj (25),
Sonu (19) and Chand
Khan (25) also attacked the victim
with a sharp-edged
object, police said.
Police said the accused were involved
in several cases of
snatching, robbery
and theft. Deputy
Commissioner of
Police (Northwest)
Usha Rangnani said,
a PCR call was received at the Subhash
Place police station
regarding the robbery
on July 29. A police
team reached the spot
and took the injured
to hospital for treatment, she said.

Mumbai, Aug 02:
The Shiv Sena on
Tuesday slammed the
Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) over the arrest of
Sanjay Raut by the
Enforcement Directorate,
saying such targeting of
the Opposition did not
happen even during the
Emergency imposed by
the then prime minister
Indira Gandhi.
In an editorial in the
party
mouthpiece
Saamana, the Sena said
democracy and a country
perish if the Opposition is
not treated with respect.
Raut was arrested by the
ED on Sunday night in
connection with a money
laundering case emerging
from a chawl redevelop-

ment scheme in Mumbai.
He was remanded in ED
custody till August 4.
The Sena said Raut,
Raya Sabha MP and
Saamana executive editor,
was arrested out of political revenge and many
“false proofs” were produced to frame him in the
alleged Patra chawl case.
“Had Raut aligned with
the BJP, he too would have
got cleaned in its washing
machine,” the edit said.
Questioning the “haste”
in arresting Raut, the Sena
said he had submitted a
letter to the ED stating he
will appear before the antimoney laundering agency
post the monsoon session
of Parliament and the Vice
Presidential elections, but
the ED didn’t consider it

BSF fires at flying object
along IB in Jammu

and raided his residence
on Sunday morning.
“People in power have
decided to chop off the
tongues or strangle those
who speak the truth. This
never happened even during the Emergency imposed by Indira ji,” the
edit
said.
Many
Opposition leaders, political workers, and journalists were arrested during
the Emergency in 1975-77.
In another swipe at BJP,
the Sena said when notices
were issued by Central
agencies to Opposition
leaders, alleged economic
offenders like Nirav Modi,
Mehul Choksi, and Vijay
Mallya fled the country.
It also slammed the
rebel group led by Chief
Minister Eknath Shinde,

Jammu, Aug 02:

with police and other agencies, the officer said, adding
nothing has been recovered
so far.
Earlier, police had busted
three Lashkar-e-Taiba modules, arrested seven of its
members and recovered a
huge cache of arms, ammunition, and explosive material reportedly dropped by
35 drone sorties from
Pakistan.
Reportedly, LeT had set
up three terror modules in
Jammu and Rajouri districts to collect and transport weapons dropped by
drones in border areas of
Jammu, Samba, Kathua
and Rajouri districts to terrorists in Kashmir.

Being an inclusive,
multi-lingual social media
platform, Koo drives digital freedom of expression
for a billion voices, empowering them to freely
express themselves in
their mother tongue. The
platform’s innovative feature - Multi-lingual Koo
(MLK) further breaks
down language barriers
through real-time translations, which enable a creator to connect with
speakers of multiple languages and enhance
reach. With 40 million
downloads and 7000 eminent personalities, several
of whom actively leverage
MLK to engage with
masses, Koo is spearheading a revolution-of-sorts
in the social media landscape.
Kabaddi player Pawan
Kumar Sehrawat has a
massive following on social media. He enthralls

Oommen Chandy becomes longest serving
member of Kerala Assembly

fans by sharing videos
from his practice and
gymming sessions. And
interestingly, interacts
with them in Hindi,
Marathi, Gujarati, Tamil,
Telugu,
Kannada,
Bengali,
Assamese,
Punjabi and English!
Well, Sehrawat is not really fluent in 10 languages. In fact, he expresses himself best in
his mother tongue –
Hindi. But his Hindi content gets translated in a
real-time manner into
nine other languages
through Multi-lingual
Koo (MLK) - a distinctly
innovative feature on social media platform - Koo.
This enables him to connect with a pan-India audience in their respective
languages. Sehrawat followers from Asansol to
Ahmedabad and Bathinda
to Bangalore consume his
content in their own native language and interact
closely
with
their

Thiruvananthapuram, Aug 02 (PTI):
Congress veteran and
former Kerala Chief
Minister
Oommen
Chandy on Tuesday became the longest serving
member of the state
Assembly by representing
his home constituency
Puthupally, in the House

came the CM of the state
for two times-from 2004-06
and 2011-16. Besides becoming the minister for
four times in various cabinets in the past decades, he
also served as the Leader
of Opposition in the state
Assembly four times.
Reacting to the media,
Chandy gave all credit to
his rare record to the people of Puthuppally, saying
each of his victories was
the opportunity given by
the voters of the home
turf. Late K M Mani still
holds the record of having
been the longest serving
minister in the state
Assembly till date.

favourite athlete.
India boasts 467 million
social media users, who
spend 2.36 hours per day
on various platforms.
But given that 90%
Indians speak a native
language, online communication has largely been
limited to English speakers. The rise of multi-lingual social media has attracted millions of firsttime users, this includes
native language speakers
who would earlier feel
alienated on English-first
platforms.
These users increasingly look to participate in
social media discussions,
engage with eminent people, and create and consume content in their own
language.
They also look forward
to interacting with users
from different linguistic
backgrounds in common
areas of interests - in
their respective mother
tongue.

PM’s brother Prahlad Modi stages
dharna at Jantar Mantar with fair
price shop dealers’ demands
New Delhi, Aug 02 (PTI):
Prime
Minister
Narendra Modi’s brother Prahlad Modi, who is
also the vice president of
All India Fair Price
Shop
Dealers’
Federation, on Tuesday
staged a dharna here
with various demands of
the organisation.
Prahlad along with
several other members
of the All India Fair
Price Shop Dealers’
Federation (AIFPSDF)
gathered at Jantar
Mantar, holding banners
and raising slogans.
AIFPSDF
national
general
secretary,
Biswambhar Basu told
PTI that they will also
submit a memorandum
listing their nine-point
demands, addressed to
the prime minister.
We also plan to meet
Lok Sabha Speaker Om
Birla on Wednesday, he
said.

The AIFPSDF has
been demanding compensation for loss on
rice, wheat and sugar,
and also for edible oil
and pulses to be supplied
through fair price shops.
It has also demanded
that the ‘West Bengal
Ration Model’ of free
distribution be implemented across the country. Further, the members said all due margins for all the states, including Jammu and
Kashmir, should be reimbursed immediately.
We also demand that
edible oil, pulses and
LPG gas cylinders be
supplied through fair
price shops. Rural areas’
fair price shop dealers
should be allowed to
function as direct procurement agents for rice
and wheat. Our demands were also raised
by TMC MP Sougata Roy
in Parliament, Basu
added.

‘Tiranga bike rally’ for MPs of all parties today
New Delhi, Aug 02 (PTI):

for 18,728 days.
By completing 51 years
and over three months as
MLA, he broke the existing record in the name of
former Kerala Congress
(M) supremo late K M
Mani.
Like Mani had represented only Pala, his home
turf, in the House, Chandy
represented
only
Puthuppally in the past
five decades.
Beginning his stint as a
legislator by winning in
the 1970 state Assembly
polls at the age of 27, he
has won 11 back-to-back
polls since then.
78-year-old Chandy be-

Indian Coast Guard rescues a boat after the failure of its engine in the sea at
Alappuzha, near Kochi, Tuesday, Aug. 2.

Multi-lingual Kooing bridges the
language divide on social media
Mumbai, Aug 02:

The Border Security
Force opened fire at a flying
object
near
the
International Border in
Kanachak sector of Jammu
and Kashmir, a senior official said on Tuesday.
The unidentified flying
object with a blinking light
was detected at 9.35 pm on
Monday as it tried to intrude into the Indian territory from across the border,
he
said.The
Border
Security Force troops
opened fire and the blinking light was not observed
thereafter, he added. A
search operation was
launched in the area along

saying the MPs and MLAs
who are now speaking the
words of courage are
under the radar of the ED
and Income Tax.
All these people are
talking like saints today,”
the party said. The Sena
recalled Raut had submitted a letter to Rajya Sabha
Vice Chairman Venkaiah
Naidu six months ago stating that he was approached by certain people who asked him to assist in toppling the then
MVA government in
Maharashtra or else he
has to face the consequences. “Those who kept
the sword hanging toppled
the Thackeray government. This chronology has
to be understood, the Sena
said.

The culture ministry
will organise a ‘Tiranga
bike rally’ from Red Fort
to
Parliament
on
Wednesday morning for
MPs, Union minister
Pralhad Joshi has said and
appealed to members of
all political parties to attend it.
Briefing reporters after
the BJP Parliamentary
Party meeting on Tuesday,
the parliamentary affairs
minister stressed that it
was a culture ministry
programme and not of his
party as he asked MPs of
all parties to join the exercise at 8.30 am.

HAR GHAR TIRANGA CAMPAIGN

At the meeting, BJP
president J P Nadda laid
out a host of exercises for
the party members during
a week-long programme
starting from August 9 in
the run up to August 15,
the 75th anniversary of
India’s Independence.
Nadda asked party
members to take out ‘prabhat pheri’ (morning procession) between 9 am and
11 am to publicise the ‘Har
Ghar Tiranga’ campaign
while its youth wing will
carry out “Tiranga yatra”
on bikes across the country, Joshi said.
Under the campaign,
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi has urged everyone

to hoist or display the national flag at their house
between August 13 and 15.
Party members will also
undertake ‘prabhat pheri’
down to the booth level between August 11 and 13,
playing ‘Raghupati raghav
raja Ram’, Mahatma
Gandhi’s favourite devotional song or India’s national
song
‘Vande
mataram’, he said.
In his remarks, Nadda
asked MPs to ensure their
presence in the party programmes and called for
working to strengthen the
organisation during the
week at booths where the
BJP has not done well in
recent polls.

The party will also be
observing
Partition
Horrors Remembrance
Day on August 14. Modi
had announced it last year
in the memory of the
struggles and sacrifices of
people during the country’s division, saying the
pain of partition can
never be forgotten.
In the meeting, the BJP
president took note of the
party’s good performance
in recent elections, including the local polls in
Madhya Pradesh.
The party MPs are set to
meet again on August 5 for
a briefing ahead of the
vice presidential poll on
August 6.

Heavy rains continue to lash
Kerala, Red alert in 10 districts
Thiruvananthapuram (Ker), Aug 02 (PTI):

Man arrested
New Delhi: A man
has been arrested by
customs officials for
allegedly trying to
smuggle out foreign
currencies worth Rs
58 lakh at Indira
Gandhi International
airport here, according to an official statement. The passenger
was intercepted after
he was proceeding to
depart for Dubai on
Sunday. The passenger was offloaded on
the basis of suspicion,” it said. On detailed personal and
baggage search, Saudi
Riyals 2,62,500 and US
Dollars 5,000 equivalent to Rs 58.16 lakh
were recovered from
his bag, the statement
said.

ENGINE FAILURE

Not even during Emergency:
Sena on Oppn clampdown

Traffic hit

Everyone’s cooperation necessary in
maintaining traffic system: Commissioner
Commissioner
Prabhakar Pandey said
in the meeting of the office bearers of Chamber
of
Commerce
and
Transport Association
today that everyone’s cooperation is necessary in
maintaining the traffic
system of the city, and in
eliminating the possibilities of accidents and
smooth running of traffic.
Commissioner
Prabhakar Pandey, he
took an important meeting of the office bearers
and members of the
District Chamber of
Commerce and Transport
Association Korba in the
meeting hall of Saket, the
main
administrative
building of the Municipal
Corporation, Korba, during which the smooth
functioning of the city’s
traffic system was discussed
in
detail.
Commissioner Pandey

issued by Naxalites calling for
martyr week have been issued.
Due to which the lies of Naxalites
are clearly exposed. Here the
fact is conceivable that the leaders/commanders of banned
Naxalite organization who have
been working for years in their
organization are killed in encounters to defame the security
forces, demoralize and spoil the
image of the police among various social organizations and
intellectuals. Villagers can tell
that it has become common for
them to use sentences like “fake”
in the right proceedings.
Naxalites do such acts to defame
the security forces after every
encounter, misleading the general public, social organizations,
intellectuals and transmitting
wrong information. By pressurizing the general public, sponsored rallies are taken out etc.
Recently, Naxalites Madvi Handa
( Vice President of DAKMS) and
injured Naxalites who were killed
in an encounter with security
forces in Muler forests on
22.7.2022. Information has been
received through confidential
sources regarding the attempt by
the commanders to spread the
fake encounter by pressurizing
the public and giving wrong
information to the social organizations.

BRIEF
2 arrested

BJP leader Vijay Goel with citizens after distributing national flags to them as part of ‘Har Ghar Tiranga’ campaign
under ‘Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav’ ahead of upcoming Independence Day, in New Delhi.

As incessant rains continue to lash Kerala with
reports of landslides and
rising river water levels in
some parts of the state, the
India
Meteorological
Department (IMD) issued
red alert in 10 districts of
the southern state for
Tuesday.
IMD also issued a Red
alert in the same 10 districts for August 3 also.
The red alert is issued in
all the districts of the
state
barring
Thiruvananthapuram,
Kollam, Pathanamthitta
and Kasaragod, where
Orange alerts have been
issued for August 2 and 3,
according to an IMD district rainfall forecast issued for Kerala at 10 AM
on Tuesday.
The department also
warned of widespread
and isolated heavy and
very heavy rainfall in the

state till August 5.
As the heavy rains continued, the authorities
have set up relief camps
in various districts and
tourist spots in high
range areas of Idukki
have been closed down.
In Kottayam, the body
of a man who had gone
missing a day ago was recovered on Tuesday
morning
from
the
Koottikkal Chappath area
of the district, the emergency operations centre
there said.

In
Thrissur,
the
Chalakudy river water
levels rose by nearly 5 metres around 2 AM on
Tuesday due to the heavy
rains leading to the district administration advising those living on the
low-lying areas of the
river’s banks to move to
safer places.
On Monday, Kerala
Chief Minister Pinarayi
Vijayan had said that till
August 1 six people died
in rain-related incidents
and one was missing.
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World one step from nuclear
annihilation, UN chief warns
United Nations, Aug 02 (AP):
Secretary-General
Antonio Guterres sounded
the alarm over the war in
Ukraine, nuclear threats
in Asia and the Middle
East, and other tensions,
warning that humanity is
just one misunderstanding, one miscalculation
away from nuclear annihilation.
The warning came
Monday as a pandemic-delayed conference opened to
review the 50-year-old
Nuclear Nonproliferation
Treaty, which is aimed at
preventing the spread of
nuclear weapons and eventually achieving a nuclearfree world.
The threat of nuclear catastrophe was also raised
by the United States,
Japan, Germany, the U.N.
nuclear chief and many
other opening speakers.
Russia, which came
under criticism from some
speakers, didn’t give its address in its scheduled slot
Monday but was expected
to speak Tuesday. China’s
representative was scheduled to speak Tuesday.

U.S. Secretary of State
Antony Blinken said
North Korea is preparing
to conduct its seventh nuclear test, Iran has either
been unwilling or unable
to accept a deal to return to
the 2015 nuclear agreement aimed at reining in
its nuclear program, and
Russia is engaged in reckless, dangerous nuclear
saber-rattling in Ukraine.
He
cited
Russian
President Vladimir Putin’s
warning after its Feb. 24 invasion that any attempt to
interfere would lead to consequences you have never
seen, emphasising that his

country is one of the most
potent nuclear powers.
Japanese
Prime
Minister Fumio Kishida
said divisions in the world
since the last review conference in 2015, which
ended without a consensus
document, have become
greater,
adding
that
Russia’s threat to use nuclear weapons in the
Ukraine war has contributed to worldwide concern that yet another catastrophe by nuclear
weapon use is a real possibility.
German
Foreign
Minister
Annalena

Baerbock said Moscow’s
reckless nuclear rhetoric
since its invasion of its
smaller neighbour is putting at risk everything the
NPT has achieved in five
decades.
Putin appeared to roll
back on his nuclear warning in a message of greetings to NPT participants
posted on his website
Monday.
We believe that a nuclear war cannot be won
and must never be fought,
and we stand for equal and
indivisible security for all
members of the world
community, the Russian
leader said.
Blinken also noted
Russia seized Europe’s
largest nuclear power
plant in Zaporizhzhya and
is using it as a military
base to fire at Ukrainians,
knowing that they can’t
and won’t shoot back because they might accidentally strike a nuclear reactor or highly radioactive
waste in storage. He said
this brings the notion of
having a human shield to
an entirely different and
horrific level.

DAHLIA FLOWERS

FERRY SERVICE

Chronicle
AAP inches towards national role

A ferry service transports passengers and vehicles along the Mekong River in front of the Sokha Hotel where the
55th ASEAN Foreign Ministers’ Meeting (55th AMM) is taking place in Phnom Penh on August 2.

Taiwan, Aug 02:
Ahead of US House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s
possible visit to Taiwan on
Tuesday,
Chinese
Ambassador to ASEAN
Deng Xijun said that
Beijing will hold military
exercises in the South
China sea from August 2-6.
Maritime entry during
the drill will be prohibited,
the Chinese envoy said citing Hainan Maritime
Safety Administration.
“According to Hainan
Maritime
Safety
Administration, #China
will hold MILITARY EXERCISES
in
the
#SouthChinaSea
from
August 2-6. Entry will be
prohibited,” he tweeted.

Pelosi is expected to
visit Taiwan today, as per
reports. She is going to
Taiwan with scheduled
meetings with government
officials at the self-governed island that China
threatens to forcefully
overtake.
On Monday, China reiterated that it is keeping a
close watch on the reports
of Pelosi’s planned visit

and warned of a resolute
response and strong countermeasure if she insists
on going ahead with the
visit to Taipei.
Meanwhile, the White
House said that Pelosi has
the right to visit Taiwan.
“If she goes it’s not without
precedent, it’s not new,” US
National Security Council
coordinator John Kirby on
Monday.

US deploys 4 warships amid Pelosi’s Taipei visit
As
US
House
of
Representatives
Speaker
Nancy Pelosi headed to Taipei
on Tuesday amid intensifying
warnings from China, four US
warships, including an aircraft carrier, were positioned
in waters east of the island on
“routine” deployments. The
carrier USS Ronald Reagan
had transited the South China
Sea and was currently in the
Philippines Sea, east of
Taiwan and the Philippines
and south of Japan, reports
say. ‘

Pelosi is expected to arrive
in Taiwan today and meet
with Taiwanese President Tsai
Ing-wen. She is also expected
to hold a meeting with other
high-ranking officials while in
Taiwan and leave the island
on Wednesday, as per reports.
Last month, Beijing had
warned the US against the
House of Representatives
Speaker’s Taiwan visit saying
that it will act strongly and
take countermeasures if the
US side insists on going ahead
with the visit.

Taliban violated deal not to
shelter terrorists: US
New York, Aug 02:
Taliban has grossly violated the Doha Agreement
by hosting and sheltering
Al-Qaeda chief Ayman alZawahiri, the US secretary
of state Antony Blinken
said on Monday (local time).
Zawahiri was killed in an
air strike by the United
States
on
Saturday,
President Joe Biden said.
“By hosting and sheltering the leader of al Qa’ida in
Kabul, the Taliban grossly
violated
the
Doha
Agreement and repeated assurances to the world that
they would not allow
Afghan territory to be used
by terrorists to threaten the
security of other countries,”
Blinken said in a statement.
The US and the Taliban
signed the peace agreement
in February 2020 under the
Presidency of former US
President Donald Trump.
The deal stated the withdrawal of the US troops
from Afghan soil and the
Taliban would abate violence and guarantee that its
soil will not be a safe haven
for the terrorists.
In a statement, Blinken
said that the Taliban also betrayed the Afghan people
and their own stated desire
for recognition from and
normalization with the in-

Antony Blinken
ternational community.
“In the face of the
Taliban’s unwillingness or
inability to abide by their
commitments, we will continue to support the Afghan
people with robust humanitarian assistance and to advocate for the protection of
their human rights, especially of women and girls,”
Bliken said in a statement.
al-Zawahiri was one of
the world’s most wanted terrorists and a mastermind of
the September 11, 2001 attacks, was killed in a drone
strike carried out by the US
in Kabul. Zawahiri, an
Egyptian surgeon was
deeply involved in the
planning of 9/11 and he
also acted as Osama Bin
Ladens personal physician.
Al-Qaeda, who had
just turned 71, took over
the leadership of AlQaeda after the US Forces
hunted down Osama bin
Laden in Jalalabad of
Pakistan. 11 years after

Laden was killed, Zawahiri
had become an international symbol of the group, and
a global terrorist with a reward of USD 25 million on
his head.
The culmination of
Zawahiri’s terror plotting
came on September 11, 2001,
when nearly 3,000 people
were killed in the attacks on
the twin towers of the World
Trade Center and Pentagon.
A fourth hijacked airliner,
headed
for
Washington, crashed in a
Pennsylvania field after
passengers fought back.
His whereabouts were a
mystery for several years,
but he was believed to be
hiding along the border
between Pakistan and
Afghanistan. In January
2006, the US had earlier
tried to kill Zawahiri in a
missile strike near
Pakistan’s border with
Afghanistan.

A top Pakistani army
general and five senior
military officials were
killed when their helicopter crashed while on a
flood relief operation in
troubled
Balochistan
province, the army said on
Tuesday.
The six individuals on
board
included
the
Commander XII Corps Lt
Gen Sarfraz Ali, who was
supervising the flood relief
operations in Balochistan
province.
The wreckage of unfortunate helicopter which
was on flood relief operations was found in Musa
Goth, Windar, Lasbela. All
six officers and soldiers including Lt Gen Sarfraz Ali
died, said Major General
Babar Iftikhar, Director
General Inter-Services
Public Relations - the
media wing of Pakistan’s

armed forces.
He said the accident occurred due to bad weather
as per initial investigations.
The Pakistan Army
Aviation helicopter was on
flood relief operations in
Lasbela, Balochistan when
it lost contact with ATC on
Monday.
Incidentally, General
Sarfraz was one of the contenders interviewed by
then prime minister
Imran Khan for the post of
director General InterServices Intelligence (ISI)
in October last year, according to the Express
Tribune newspaper.
He has served as
Pakistan’s defence attache
in the United States.
The others on board included Major Syed the
pilot, Major Talha the copilot, Director-General of
Coast Guards Brigadier
Amjad,
Engineer

Brigadier Khalid and
Chief Naik Mudassir.
The helicopter took off
from Uthal at 5:10pm on
Monday and was supposed
to land in Karachi at
6:05pm, but it lost contact
with the air traffic controller, officials said.
Pakistan’s Army chief
General Qamar Javed
Bajwa on Tuesday had a
telephonic conversation
with Prime Minister
Shehbaz Sharif and apprised him on the latest developments,
state-run
Associated
Press
of
Pakistan reported.
Sharif expressed concern over the incident.
Heavy rains and flash
floods have wreaked havoc
in Balochistan, claiming
478 lives.
The civil authorities
and the Pakistan Army
are currently providing relief programmes to the
displaced in the province.

Rajapaksa not accorded any privileges,
immunity by Singapore govt: Minister
Singapore, Aug 02 (PTI):
Former Sri Lanka president Gotabaya Rajapaksa,
who fled his country amid
massive protests against
his government last month,
was not being provided any
privileges, immunity or
hospitality,
Singapore
Foreign Affairs Minister
Vivian Balakrishnan said.
Rajapaksa fled to the
Maldives on July 13 and
reached Singapore the next
day in the face of public revolt against his government’s mishandling of the
economy. The 73-year-old
leader emailed his resignation letter to the

Parliament Speaker on
July 14, soon after he was
allowed by Singapore to
enter the city-state on a
“private visit”. “In general,
the Singapore government
does not accord privileges,
immunity and hospitality
to former heads of state or
heads of government,”
Balakrishnan said in a
written reply to a question
in parliament on Monday.
“Consequently, former
president
Gotabaya
Rajapaksa was not accorded any privileges, immunity or hospitality,” he wrote

in response to the question
from
parliamentarian
Gerald Giam of the opposition Workers’ Party.
Replying to a question
from ruling People’s Action
Party parliamentarian Yip
Hon Weng on concerns that
Singapore will become a
“destination for political
fugitives”, Home Affairs
and Law Minister K
Shanmugam
said,
“Foreigners who possess a
valid travel document and
meet entry requirements
will be allowed to come into
Singapore.

Colombo, Aug 02 (AP):

Sri Lankans who have endured months of fuel and
food shortages are bracing
for more pain as a newly installed government scrambles to find solutions to the
Indian Ocean nation’s economic emergency.
Like many others, fish
monger
Gamini
Mallawarachchi says he is
pinning his hopes on
President
Ranil
Wickremesinghe ‘s ability to
revive the economy and restore stability after months
of turmoil and protests.
Things are really, really bad
now and my life is almost ruined, said Mallawarachchi,
who has given up on selling
fish because he can’t find
fuel to get to the village
where he used to buy it, and
anyway his customers were
buying less and less.
Mallawarachchi said he
views Wickremesinghe his
last hope. I think he will do
something. With his experience and knowledge, I believe he has the capability,
said Mallawarachchi. But,
he must show some results
before the end of this year,
otherwise, he will also have
to face protests from the people, he said.
Sri Lanka inched closer to
ending its dire economic and
humanitarian crisis with

the July 20 appointment of
Wickremesinghe’s new government after months of
protests and turmoil. But
daunting hurdles lay ahead.
Lawmakers backed him in
extending a national emergency that gives the president broad powers to crack
down on any violence. That
may buy him time to try to
reach a deal with the
International Monetary
Fund on a requested USD3
billion bailout. By his own
admission, that’s easier said
than done. On Saturday,
Wickremesinghe said he has
pushed back by a month his
aim of getting an agreement
by early August since talks
with the IMF stalled amid recent political turmoil. So far
there are scant signs of
progress in negotiations
with Sri Lanka’s other creditors on more than 50 billion
that it owes to lenders.
Because public debt is assessed as unsustainable, the
IMF’s approval would require adequate financing assurances from Sri Lanka’s
creditors that debt sustainability will be restored, the
lending agency said in a
statement. That would require lenders, both public
and private, to agree to accept smaller payouts on
bonds, lower interest rates
or extended repayment
terms.

Developments in Sri Lanka have served as an eye-opener to the inherent
dangers of prodigal spending by governments and the implications of
freebies model. Unprecedented visuals from the island nation -- of people dropping dead while waiting in multikms long queue for petrol and
diesel, a sea of humanity swarming the presidential palace and other
grandiose buildings, running them down and savouring the luxuries once
enjoyed by their rulers—have made political leaders in India sit up and
think. There is a new awareness about the unsustainability of short-term
gains of welfare politics. Leading the chorus is prime minister Modi himself, whose trademark welfare model under the PM Yojana series has
ensured a solid addition to the vote base of his Hindutva party from the
beneficiaries belonging to women and the neglected classes of people,
guaranteeing BJP much more longevity in power than it seemed plausible at one point of time while it pushes ahead with its own divisive agenda. Modi last week came down rather heavily on what he described as
the ‘revadi culture’, alluding to a popular sweet associated with festivals, of offering freebies to catch votes, which he said was dangerous
for the country’s future. “In our country today, attempts are being made
to bring a culture of garnering votes by distributing ‘revadis’. This ‘revadi culture’ is very dangerous for the development of the country. People
of the country and especially the youth need to guard against this culture,” Modi said, while inaugurating a new expressway in Bundelkhand,
Uttar Pradesh, the state that plays the kingmaker role in national elections due to the most number of MPs it sends to parliament. From
Kashmir to Kanyakumari, there are many dynastic families like the
Abdullahs. Tall leaders among them have mesmerized their electorate.
The Muftis in Kashmir, the Badals and Captain Amarinder Singh in
Punjab, the Rajes and Pilots in Rajasthan and the Yadavs in Uttar
Pradesh and Bihar are such dynasts. In Maharashtra, both Thackeray
and Pawar families are prominent. The Patnaik in Odisha, the Gowdas
and Bommais in Karnataka, the Gogoi's in Assam, Karunanidhis in Tamil
Nadu, the Raos, and the Reddys in Telangana and Andhra Pradesh, the
Sorens in Jharkhand, and the Chautalas and Hoodas in Haryana are
notable. The southern states are currently under the sway of regional
satraps—Telangana Rashtra Samithi's K. Chandrashekar Rao, Y.S. Jagan
Mohan Reddy in Andhra Pradesh, M.K. Stalin in Tamil Nadu, and Pinarayi
Vijayan in Kerala. The BJP eyes to weaken all four of them as their next
project. The party currently has just four MLAs in Tamil Nadu (riding piggyback on the AIADMK) and none in Andhra Pradesh or Kerala. Kejriwal
has kept Modi’s BJP away from power in Delhi, the seat of the national
government, for consecutive terms, thanks to his own freebies model
that is successfully challenging the Modi model. With Delhi and Punjab
already under its feet, Arvind Kejriwal’s party is making no secret of its
national ambitions and is emerging as a tenable new alternative, dislodging Congress as the main opposition party. In both, Modi’s BJP has
been reduced a fringe player, though the Centre has kept a tight leash
on the Delhi government through the Lt Governor appointed by the
Union home ministry.AAP is the only regional party that is currently in
control of two states, a feat that no contemporary party has managed to
perform. Buoyed by its Punjab success, AAP has announced plans to
contest the forthcoming assembly elections in six states, including
Modi’s Gujarat, which is going to the polls later this year. Gujarat will be
an important stop in the party’s quest to emerge as a national party.
Modi knows it as much as Kejriwal does and that is what makes the
Gujarat election so very important. Kejriwal’s sops are not like those
promised by Congress, which could not make any mark on the voters so
far. Rahul Gandhi’s much-touted minimum income scheme, abbreviated
creatively to NYAY, which means ‘justice’ in Hindi, failed to move the
masses in the Lok Sabha election, although on paper it sounded better
than Modi’s scheme for direct deposit to the bank accounts of the beneficiaries. But that is not the case with Arvind Kejriwal’s model, which
has a proven track record, much to the discomfort of BJP.

Developing religious tourism circuit
India bestowed with a great treasure of rich cultural and religious heritage is in the immediate near future going to emerge as a global icon of
religious tourism. Religious tourism, therefore, has tremendous potential
in this country otherwise known for high spiritual knowledge, culture,
legacy and learning besides having heritage and beautifully built symbols
and buildings of worship with unique and specific workmanship. Such
wonderfully and tastefully built heritage spiritual buildings carrying lot of
historical importance invoke good measure of awesome interest in the
tourists. Looking to immense benefits from this type of tourism , it encompasses a good measure of communication with the individuals within and
outside a particular place of worship. The pilgrim tourists, therefore,
develop an intense interest in local values, different hues of culture, traditions, history, legacies and heritage and thus cause a sense of empowerment and a pride to be felt in the local communities besides very importantly throwing ample and sustainable opportunities of employment. Just
imagining pilgrims from all over the country paying obeisance at the
world famous shrine of Shree Mata Vaishno Devi in Katra , Jammu – numbering on an average, between seventy to ninety lakh annually, with the
exception of the brief period of COVID pandemic restrictions last two
years , is not of any less great importance in terms of promoting other
types of tourism too besides most of the tourists making it a point to go
shopping buying things specific to the areas of Jammu division in growing
and making them as the case be. Similarly, pilgrimage to Shree Amarnath
Shrine in Kashmir involving a good footfall of pilgrims, though once in a
year lasting for an average of two months, generates an active cycle of
economic and commercial activities right from transport, hotel accommodation, hiring of ponies, sightseeing, purchasing commodities of local
arts and crafts etc. How much important it is, therefore, that there are
more facilities provided to pilgrim tourists which are quite easily accessible and are hassles free. In this connection, introduction and employment
of digital modes, infrastructure and ways are not only the requirements of
the day but the most important, transparent and tourists friendly measures ensuring better connectivity as also in turn reaping of the expected
benefits by various stakeholders. Since pilgrimage to the Holy shrine of
Shree Mata Vaishno Devi is uninterrupted and continuously going on
almost round the clock all the months of the year, the Shrine Board as well
as the UT Government regularly keep on adding more facilities especially
now through the e-governance mode. In this connection, Lieutenant
Governor Manoj Sinha recently laying efoundation of Yatri Queue
Management System (Sky Walk), Gaytri Bhawan and other infrastructural projects of the Holy Shrine are with the sole objective of ensuring hassles free and added better facilities to be provided to the pilgrim tourists.
We observe that queuing for proceeding to the ultimate sanctum sanctorum of the shrine is the most sensitive and even crucial aspect of the pilgrimage and thus to making it doubly sure that safety, security and comfort were not only provided but made available to the commuters, fresh
slew of measures have been taken . Preventing congestion of traffic for
the devotees at the Bhawan and making it more regulated and smooth for
both the sides, climbing up and down the track, Sky Walk is proposed to
be built at Bhawan which will be 20 feet above the track level and made
of wooden flooring, the emphasis in the process also being on providing
seating arrangements for senior citizen and women pilgrims. Sky Walk is
slated to be followed by others mini projects like Gaytri Bhawan and residential quarters for the staff at Katra. Since on the occasion, one more
facility, that of launching of “Panch Mewa Prasad” was launched by the
Lt. Governor, now it would be made available to the pilgrims at multiple
spots going to result in decongestion and making it easily accessible at
one of the choices of the pilgrims. There being no limit to providing of
more facilities and safety and security measures to pilgrims, it is however, a fact that the overall management of such issues and on constant
basis is being improved by means of regular reviews by the Shrine Board
and the UT Administration. What is, therefore, needed is generating an
increasing awareness among the visiting and prospective pilgrim tourists
about the provision and availability of such facilities.
Central Chronicle welcomes, articles, write ups, comments on different issues for
editorial page (800-900 words), Letter to editor for this page. It can be sent by
e-mail at: editorcentralchronicle@gmail.com
The letters can be edited or rewritten for clarity of thoughts.
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China flexes muscles ahead Pakistan Army Lt Gen among 6 dead in Sri Lankans bide time as leaders
helicopter crash in Balochistan province seek fix for economic woes
of Pelosi’s Taiwan visit
Islamabad, Aug 02 (PTI):

✍

C E N T R A L

A farmer picks dahlia flowers from a field on the outskirts of Bangalore on August 2.

External threats to internal security
DC PATHAK

The contemporary national security scenario of India is conditioned
by the reality of friendly relations
built by this country all across
geopolitical boundaries on one
hand and the acceleration of crossborder covert offensive of the two
hostile neighbours - Pakistan and
China - acting in concert for long,
on the other. India's comprehensive strategy of combining military,
diplomatic and security initiatives
is working well, however, it calls for
stronger measures on the domestic
front to counter the mischief of the
adversaries.
The threat of 'radicalization' has
multiplied at present and the 'lone
wolf' phenomenon may be on the
rise requiring a deeper study. The
Sino-Pak axis is showing its military dimension as Chinese drones
are used by Pakistan to surreptitiously drop arms, ammunition and
narcotics in bulk from across the
border in Kashmir and Punjab, in
aid of terrorists. There is an
increased threat to economic targets and establishments of strategic importance - this is part of the
continuing 'proxy war' against
India.
Anti-India lobbies are working
overtime to build narratives against
the Modi regime in alignment with
many elements of political opposition here to create internal conflicts and divides in the country on

the issues of human rights, the status of minorities and alleged
'authoritarianism'. There is a campaign about 'unconstitutional'
methods being adopted by the BJP
government at the Centre and in
the states even though no policy
measure of the Modi government
has so far failed judicial scrutiny.
Some individual cases of action by
the Police authorities being struck
down by higher judiciary stand on a
different footing - they will no
doubt yield learning for the administration concerned.
In any case, the country needs at
this juncture a firm and prompt
legal prosecution of those who
indulged in speeches that hurt the
religious sentiments of a community or damaged national unity under
the excuse of freedom of speech.
There was too much fun-making of
Hindu Gods going on from before.
In a multi-religious setting, this has
to completely stop. What is of
deepening concern on the internal
security front is that there is a rapid
rise of militancy borne out of communal conflicts and a determined
push of this militancy towards
faith-based terrorism, manoeuvred
by ISI. Short-lived tensions
between the two communities at
local levels were known to be a
familiar feature of the Indian scene
after Independence; they were a
manageable law and order problem. Three developments, all linked
to Pakistan, have, however, created
a new level of threat to the internal
security of India.
First, at the beginning of this year,
Imran Khan, the then Prime
Minister of Pakistan, announced
the National Security Policy (NSP)
of his country- which was projected
as the first time event of this kind.
While talking of the need for building economic security for Pakistan,
NSP identified India with its
'Hindutva politics' as the principal

adversary of Pakistan, contended
that the Muslim minority of India
was not secure and reiterated that
Kashmir was the 'core issue'
between India and Pakistan. Imran
Khan put the India-Pakistan relationship in a Hindu-Muslim framework and even his successor
Shehbaz Sharif is playing this card.
Sharif is, in particular, raising allegations of human rights violations
by India in Kashmir, to gain the
attention of the Biden administration and draw closer to the US once
again in the backdrop of the damage earlier done to the Pak-US relationship by the Imran Khan regime.
The second development that has
greatly strengthened the capability
of Pak ISI to create internal instability in India is the success that
Pakistan achieved in mediating
peace between the Taliban and the
US in a situation where President
Biden desperately wanted to fulfil
the commitment of pulling out
American soldiers from the messy
battleground of Afghanistan.
The recent cases of terror in the
name of Islam occurring in
Amravati and Udaipur, reveal links
with ISI-backed radical organizations functioning undercover like
the PFI in India - with stray links
with SIMI - as well as the Karachibased Dawat-e-Islami that had an
outreach to Sufi shrines on one
hand and the Jamiatul Ulema
Pakistan on the other. What is
revealing is the fact of social media
has been used as an instrument for
radicalization and as a weapon of
'proxy war' against India. Some of
the accused in these cases not only
visited Pakistan but joined
WhatsApp groups run by Pak ISI.
Interestingly, even as they were
evidently not products of Islamic
Madrasas, they were wedded to a
'political cause' that was ultimately
rooted in faith - avenging the
'insult' to the Prophet caused under

a 'Hindutva dispensation'. This is a
telling illustration of the known fact
that there was no distinction
between 'politics' and 'religion' in
Islam. The threat of radicalization
spreading slowly in various parts of
the country because the covert
plans of ISI call for closest coordination among the external, internal, technical, Police and Military
Intelligence agencies. Constant
scanning of social media and cyber
communications, activation of
District Intelligence units to read
suspicious activities at the ground
level, prompt legal action against
speeches ridiculing Gods of any
religion, watch over subversive
activities of foreign-funded civil
society forums and modernization
of Madrasa education with the support of community's leadership and
municipal assistance- all these
together will effectively counter
the Pak mischief of fishing in
India's
troubled
waters.
Representative Muslim organizations should be persuaded to take a
public stand that there was no
place for advocacy of Jihad in
today's world, and democratic
means of grievance redressal
should be adopted instead. Local
administration in minority pockets
should enhance its connectivity
with the public through Collector's
town hall meetings to be held periodically. Muslims are used as political fodder by their community
leaders, a closer interaction with
local authorities will reduce their
dependence on communal leaders
and so will be the case if initiatives
are taken by non-Muslims to provide leadership to the minority
community on citizen's issues.
Meanwhile, using diplomacy, India
should build a world opinion
against the injection of religion into
international politics.
The writer is a former Director
Intelligence Bureau

The majority of engineering
colleges in our nation are
owned by politicians, celebrities, businessmen, etc. These
colleges are only in operation
to make money and do not
offer their students a quality
engineering education. As a
result of this engineering graduate remains unemployed. All
engineering colleges in our
nation are connected with
Technological Varsities and
accredited by the AICTE. For
any college of engineering the
Center of Excellence (CoE)
promotes
collaboration
between business and academia. CoE incorporated offers
guidance, research, support,
training for trainers, and skill
development for students in a
particular industry.CoE will
benefit process and product by
assisting students to get
actively participating in realworld difficulties. CoE must be
suggested in each and every
engineering college in the
nation in order to address the
skill demand-supply gap,
maintain a steady flow of
skilled Engineers, and spread
best practises. Every engineering college should be
made mandatory to incorporate CoE in order to improve
quality of Engineering education by AICTE, UGC, and all
technological varsities.
Vijaykumar H K, Raichur

Climate goals
The growth of any country is
directly linked to the rate of its
carbon emissions. Climate
change due to greenhouse
gases is haunting the entire
world. It is vital to reduce carbon emissions for our energy
requirements.
Developed
countries are the major polluters, followed by India in the
fourth position. However, in
terms of per capita emission, it
is
way
behind
major
economies. In order to remove
poverty, India has to achieve
rapid growth that will invariably lead to rapid carbon emissions. The need of the hour,
therefore, is to reset the climate goals for the major producers.
Ramesh Dogra, Panchkula

PLA overhaul
PLA overhaul is a wake-up call
for India. In today’s unpredictable world, India must
strive to be a regional power,
if not a superpower. The late
former President Abdul Kalam
had the vision for the country
to be a superpower by 2020,
but this has not been
achieved, mainly due to rampant corruption and according
low priority to defence forces.
All those in power should keep
India first in their policies,
uproot corruption, modernise
defence and police forces —
the panacea to be a superpower and checkmate the
designs of any aggressor. This
will also ensure vikas of the
entire nation.
Col Sajjan Kundu (retd), by mail

Managing Monkeypox Virus
Vinod Chandrashekhar Dixit

Cases of Monkeypox are
on a rise across the globe.
The WHO has declared monkeypox as an international
public health emergency.
The last time it sounded
such an alarm was when
Covid-19 hit the world.
Monkeypox, a rare tropical
disease spread by wild animals in Africa, has unexpectedly spread abroad this
month, posing questions

about what precisely it is
and how dangerous it might
be. It is a respiratory virus
and can also spread to humans without contact. It is a
viral zoonosis (a virus transmitted to humans from animals) with symptoms very
similar to those seen in the
past in smallpox patients, although it is clinically less severe. It is caused by the monkeypox virus which belongs
to the orthopoxvirus genus
of the Poxviridae family. It
was first identified in humans in 1970, in the
Democratic Republic of
Congo (DRC). The disease is
called monkeypox because it
was first identified in
colonies of monkeys kept
for research in 1958. It was
only later detected in humans in 1970. It is a reemerging disease that’s been
causing large outbreaks in
Nigeria and DRC since 2017.
Since 1970, human cases of
monkeypox have been reported in 11 African countries – Benin, Cameroon, the
Central African Republic,

the Democratic Republic of
the Congo, Gabon, Côte
d’Ivoire, Liberia, Nigeria,
the Republic of the Congo,
Sierra Leone, and South
Sudan.
Monkeypox primarily occurs in central and west
Africa, often in proximity to
tropical rainforests, and has
been increasingly appearing
in urban areas. Animal
hosts include a range of rodents and non-human primates. It is a disease of global public health importance
as it not only affects countries in west and central
Africa, but the rest of the
world. In 2003, the first monkeypox outbreak outside of
Africa was in the United
States of America and was
linked to contact with infected pet prairie dogs.
Monkeypox (MPX) does not
spread easily between people. Human-to-human transmission occurs through
close contact with infectious
material from skin lesions of
an infected person, through
respiratory droplets in pro-

longed face-to-face contact,
and
through
fomites.
Humans can contract the
disease by getting bitten by
an infected animal, or after
coming in contact with its
blood, body fluids or fur.
Eating the meat of an infected animal that has not been
cooked properly could also
cause infection. Among humans, the virus can spread
through clothing, bedding or
towels used by someone
with a rash; touching skin
blisters or scabs of an infected person or coming in contact with droplets from his
or her cough and sneeze.
According to the World
Health Organization (WHO),
the smallpox vaccine is approximately 85 percent effective in preventing the development of monkeypox.
There are effective vaccines
against monkeypox – the
second and third generation
smallpox vaccines, both live
virus vaccines using the vaccinia virus. Vaccinia is another orthopoxvirus that
confers immunity against

smallpox and monkeypox,
but can have serious side effects in some people, especially those with compromised immune systems. No
doubt, WHO is working with
all affected countries to enhance surveillance and provide guidance on how to stop
the spread and how to care
for those infected. WHO’s
studies says one in 10 infected people die in the region,
where people have less access to healthcare facilities.
Most of the patients recover
two to four weeks. One
should remember to practice good hand hygiene after
contact with infected animals or humans. For example, washing your hands
with soap and water or
using an alcohol-based hand
sanitizer. Use personal protective equipment (PPE)
when caring for patients.
Because monkeypox virus is
closely related to the virus
that causes smallpox, smallpox vaccine can also protect
people from getting monkeypox.
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BRIEF
Hydrogen Mission

There is no collapse of Indian
rupee, asserts FM Sitharaman
New Delhi, Aug 02:

New Delhi: The government on Tuesday
informed that the draft
Hydrogen Mission document has been prepared. In his
Independence Day
speech last year, Prime
Minister Narendra
Modi had announced
the launch of the
National Hydrogen
Mission. "The ministry
of new and renewable
energy has accordingly prepared a draft
Mission document,"
Minister of State for
New and Renewable
Energy (MNRE)
Bhagwanth Khuba
said in a written reply
to the Rajya Sabha.

Resignation
New Delhi: Realty
firm Godrej Properties'
MD and CEO Mohit
Malhotra has resigned
from the company, and
Gaurav Pandey will
succeed him with effect
from January 1 next
year. In a regulatory filing, the company informed that "Mohit
Malhotra has resigned
as the Managing
Director and Chief
Executive Officer" to
pursue opportunities
outside Godrej
Properties with effect
from the close of business hours on
December 31, 2022. His
resignation has been
accepted by the board
of directors at its meeting held on Tuesday.
Pandey, who is currently serving as Chief
Executive OfficerNorth Zone, has been
appointed as the
Managing Director and
Chief Executive
Officer of the company
with effect from
January 1, 2023.

Amid concerns over the
decline in the value of the
rupee against the US dollar,
Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman on Tuesday asserted there is no collapse
of the unit and it is actually
finding its natural course.
Sitharaman informed the
Rajya Sabha that the RBI is
continuously monitoring
the local currency and intervening only if there is
volatility.
"The RBI interventions
are not so much to fix the
value of the Indian Rupee
because it is free to find its
own course," the minister
told the Rajya Sabha during
Question Hour. Replying to
supplementaries, she said
interventions that are happening from the RBI side
are more for containing
volatility that is happening
between the Indian rupee

Union Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman speaks in the Rajya
Sabha during ongoing Monsoon Session of Parliament, in New
Delhi, Tuesday, Aug. 2.

and the US dollar and so on.
"Even the interventions
being made by RBI are not
so much to determine the
value - increase or decrease, of the Indian rupee.
It is not for that. It is more
to avoid the volatility and
allow it to find its course.
"India, like many other

Verification of ITR timeline reduced
to 30 days from 120: I-T dept order
New Delhi, Aug 02:
The Income Tax department
has reduced the time limit for
e-verification or hard copy
submission of the ITR-V, post
filing of returns by taxpayers,
from the current 120 days to
30 days, beginning August 1.
The department issued a notification on July 29 announcing
the change in the timeline. Everification of an ITR completes the return filing
process and if it is not done
within the stipulated time, an
ITR is treated as invalid. "It
has been decided that in
respect of any electronic
transmission of return data on
or after the date of this notification comes into effect, the
time-limit for e-verification or
submission of ITR-V shall now
be 30 days from the date of

transmitting/uploading the
data of return electronically,"
the notification said. It said
the order comes into effect
from August 1. Till now, the
time period to e-verify the ITR
or send the ITR-V through
post, after filing of an Income
Tax Return (ITR), was 120 days
from the date of the uploading
of the ITR. The notification
clarified that in case the e-verification of the ITR or hard
copy ITR-V is sent through
post beyond the time-limit of
30 days, the return shall be
treated as late or beyond the
due date. Those who wish to
send the ITR-V in a hard copy
can send it through the usual
address through "speed post
only" to: Centralised
Processing Centre, Income Tax
Department, Bengaluru560500, Karnataka.

Chandigarh: Punjab
Finance Minister
Harpal Singh Cheema
on Monday said the
state's GST collections
grew 24.15 per cent
year-on-year and excise
duty increased 41.23
per cent in the first four
months of the current
fiscal. "In four months -April till July, the GST
(goods and services tax)
collection in the state
jumped by 24.15 per
cent," said Cheema
while addressing the
media here. Sharing details, Cheema said the
state's GST collection
from April till July
stood at Rs 7,243 crore
compared to Rs 5,834
crore mopped up in the
corresponding period
of the last fiscal.

Gold bar
London: The UK's
Royal Mint has issued
a new 24-karat gold
bar engraved with an
image of Lord Ganesh
for sale in the lead up
to Ganesh Chaturthi
on August 31, marking
an expansion of its
Indian-inspired gold
minted bullion bar
range. The 20-gram
"999.9 fine gold"
Ganesh bullion bar is
on sale online from
this week and is
priced at GBP 1,110.80,
the same as Royal
Mint's 24-karat
Goddess Lakshmi
gold bar launched for
Diwali last year.

GST collection rose 28
per cent to touch the second-highest level of Rs 1.49
lakh crore in July on the
back of economic recovery and steps taken to curb
tax evasion, the government said. Goods and
Services Tax (GST) collection stood at Rs 1,16,393
crore in the same month a
year ago. GST, introduced
in July 2017, touched a
record high of Rs 1.68 lakh
crore in April, 2022. This is
the sixth time that the
monthly GST collection
crossed the Rs 1.40-lakhcrore mark since the inception of GST and fifth
month at a stretch since
March 2022, the ministry
said in a statement.
During July, revenues
from import of goods were
48 per cent higher and the
revenues from domestic

transactions (including
import of services) were
22 per cent higher than the
revenues from these
sources during the same
month last year.
Of the Rs 1,48,995 crore
GST collected in July,
Central GST is Rs 25,751
crore, State GST is Rs
32,807 crore, Integrated
GST is Rs 79,518 crore (including Rs 41,420 crore collected on import of goods)
and cess is Rs 10,920 crore
(including Rs 995 crore
collected on import of
goods). The government
has settled Rs 32,365 crore
to CGST and Rs 26,774

New Delhi, Aug 02:
BJP leader and former
minister of state for finance
Jayant Sinha asserted that
there is no 'mehngai' (inflation) and the Opposition
has been looking for it but
is unable to find it.
Participating in the debate
on price rise in Lok Sabha,
Sinha contended that the
government has ensured
that the ''thali'' (plate) of the
poor is full of eatables and
the people are shielded
from the impact of inflation
caused by the COVID-19
pandemic and the Ukraine
crisis. Hitting out at opposition parties for doling out
freebies, he said, "There are
a lot of the 'revadi' people.
In Rajasthan also choorma
is being made and ghee is
being added to it. We have
to be careful of those making choorma, sandesh,
jalebi and those reveriwalas who are destroying
the country." In a swipe at
the Aam Aadmi Party and

India to have 31 new shopping malls in two
years on strong retail sector demand: Report
New Delhi, Aug 02:
As many as 31 new shopping malls are expected to
be operational by the end
of next year on the back of
strong revival in the retail
sector,
according
to
Anarock. This year, a total
of 15 new malls will enter
the market spread across
12 cities and in 2023, another 16 new malls will come
up.
In terms of area, property consultant Anarock
said fresh retail space in
shopping malls is expected
to rise 76 per cent this year
on an annual basis. "Retail
real estate is staging a
strong comeback, with
nearly 10.15 million square
feet of new mall supply set

GST collection rises 28 pc to
Rs 1.49 lakh cr; 2nd highest ever
New Delhi, Aug 02:

GST collection

countries, is not pitching
its currency at a level extraneously. So the ways and
which we want to strengthen... the RBI and the
Ministry are fairly engaged
in it," she said as members
expressed concerns over
the decline in the value of
the Indian currency. On

suggestions that non-resident Indians should be allowed to make remittances
in foreign currency, she
said it is not an assurance
that the Ministry of
Finance will give but she
can only pass on the suggestion to the RBI.
Sitharaman said the rupee
has seen more fluctuations
against the US dollar but its
performance is better than
its peers. "We have withstood the impact of the US
Fed's decisions much better
than any other peer currencies," she told the house.
Actually, if you compare
the Indian rupee versus
other currencies, it is appreciating in its value, she
said, urging the members
to understand the context
and speak about the Indian
rupee. "I would like to assure the member that there
is no collapse of the Indian
Rupee," she asserted.

Oppn looking for ‘mehngai’ but
it is not there: Jayant Sinha

crore to SGST from IGST.
The total revenue of
Centre and the States in
the month of July 2022
after regular settlement is
Rs 58,116 crore for CGST
and Rs 59,581 crore for the
SGST, it said.
During June 2022, 7.45
crore e-way bills were generated, which was marginally higher than 7.36 crore
in May 2022. The growth
in GST revenue till July
2022, over the same period
last year, is 35 per cent and
displays a very high buoyancy, according to the
statement. "This is a clear
impact of various measures taken by the GST
Council in the past to ensure better compliance.
Better reporting coupled
with economic recovery
has been having a positive
impact on the GST revenues on a consistent
basis," it said.

Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal, he said,
"Delhi people have got a halwaai who keeps making
jalebi and he has taken that
to Punjab and now since
elections are coming, that
'Jalebiwala' is going to
Gujarat and Himachal
Pradesh."
The
MP
from
Jharkhand's Hazaribagh
slammed the Opposition
parties, saying they ventured out to look for inflation but did not find it and if
they must worry about inflation it is in their own
states. "Supriya Sule ji
rightly pointed out that

stomach is not filled by statistics, I go to panchayats in
my constituency and the
people tell me that 'Prime
Minister Narendra Modi
has ensured that our stomachs are full'. During the
COVID pandemic, the free
ration was provided to all
the poor and everything
was made available to
them," said Sinha, whose father Yashwant Sinha was
the joint opposition nominee in the recent presidential polls. "If you look at the
'thali' of a poor, and ask him
what is the price you are
paying for rice, he would
tell you that it is for free, dal
also is available at low
prices. The vegetables you
were getting for Rs. 10-15
eight years back, you are
still getting it for around
the same price and at a
maximum of Rs 15-20," he
said. Sinha claimed that the
control of the government
on the prices of essentials
such as flour, milk and eggs
has been unmatched.

See industry investing Rs 2-3 lakh cr in
two years: Telecom Minister Vaishnaw

"COVID-19 severely impacted the general economy - and retail in particular - in 2020. Brick-andmortar retail stores in
malls and high streets
were hit hard, and a quick
recovery seemed improbable," Pankaj Renjhen, COO
and Joint MD of Anarock
Retail, said.
Mall operators had to rethink their business plans
and strategies due to disruption caused by the
COVID
pandemic.
"However, the massive nationwide
vaccination
drive resulted in a much
milder third wave at the
beginning of 2022 - and the
withdrawal of restrictions
allowed economic activities to restart.

Rupee jumps 41
paise to close at
78.65 against dollar

Report directly to me: Air India CMD asks its
operations control centre to cut flight delays

India's telecom industry
is likely to see an investment
of Rs 2-3 lakh crore in the
next two years as reforms by
the government have removed uncertainty and
risks, and provided a stable
investment
regime,
Communications Minister
Ashwini Vaishnaw said on
Monday. Buoyed by record
bids in the auction of 5G
spectrum, Vaishnaw said he
expects investments to be infused into both fourth and
fifth generation technologies, for providing better
voice quality and high-speed
data. On what kind of mobile tariff could be expected
by consumers in 5G as operators begin rolling out services from October, the minister told PTI he is of firm be-

New Delhi, Aug 02:
The rupee jumped 41
paise to close at 78.65 (provisional) against the US
dollar on Tuesday buoyed
by persistent foreign fund
inflows into capital markets and softening crude
oil prices.
At the interbank forex
market, the local unit
opened strong at 78.96
against the greenback and
witnessed an intra-day
high of 78.49 and a low of
78.96. It finally ended at
78.65
against
the
American currency, a rise
of 41 paise over its previous close. In the previous
session, the rupee had
closed at 79.06 against the
US dollar. "Against the
odds, the Indian rupee and
equities outperformed in
the region as foreign institutions turned into net
buyers of equities and
debt.

Air India's newly appointed CMD Campbell
Wilson has asked the airline's integrated operations
control centre (IOCC),
which is the "nerve centre"
of any carrier, to report directly to him and give recommendations on how to
improve the on-time performance.
Air India's on-time performance (OTP) is not up to
the mark and it is certainly
not world class, Wilson said
in an internal communique
to employees on July 28.
"IOCC is the nerve centre of
an airline. It not only manages our network of flights
24X7, 365 days of the year, it
plays a crucial role in driving our OTP," Wilson said in
the communique, which
has been accessed by PTI.
While Wilson joined the airline in June, he formally

took charge as the CMD in
the last week of July after
getting requisite security
clearance from the Union
home ministry. The aviation veteran -- who has
around 26 years of experience -- said that since he has
joined Air India, he has observed that the airline's ontime performance "is not up
to the mark" and "certainly
not to the world class level
to which we aspire and
which our customers expect". Air India's on-time
performance at four metro
airports -- Bengaluru,
Delhi, Hyderabad and

lief that the trend of affordable services will continue
in India. The minister's comments assume significance
as the telecom industry
spruced up its spectrum
holdings at India's first-ever
5G auctions, that concluded
on Monday. India's biggest
ever auction of telecom
spectrum received a record
Rs 1.5 lakh crore of bids,
with Mukesh Ambani's Jio
cornering nearly half of all
the airwaves sold with Rs
88,078 crore bids.

Mumbai, Aug 02:
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Edelweiss
Cleansing
Concentrate, and Edelweiss
Intense Smoothing Cream.
Found growing in brutal
Alpine conditions against
extreme wind, snow and
rain, the resilient Edelweiss
flower thrives. It protects
and repairs itself, thanks to
its natural antioxidants, including Leontopodic acid,
which is only produced
when the flower is in distress.Growing in rocky,
limestone
areas,
the
Edelweiss flower offers benefits to maintain the skin
barrier’s
health
and
smoothen the skin’s surface
for all skin types and ages.

The benchmark BSE
Sensex and Nifty closed
marginally higher in a
volatile trade on Tuesday
as gains in FMCG, power
and energy stocks helped
the indices extend gains
for a fifth straight day. The
30-share BSE benchmark
ended 20.86 points or 0.04
per cent higher at 58,136.36
with 16 of its constituents
ending in the red. During
the day, it hit a high of
58,328.41 and a low of
57,744.70. The broader NSE
Nifty ended at 17,345.45, up
5.40 points or 0.03 per cent.
Among
Sensex
constituents, IndusInd Bank,
Asian Paints, NTPC,
Maruti,
Hindustan
Unilever, State Bank of
India,
Mahindra
&
Mahindra and Power Grid

were among the biggest
gainers. However, Tech
Mahindra, HDFC, Larsen
& Toubro, Tata Steel and
HDFC Bank were the
biggest laggards. "Global

indicators did not favour
bulls, with most Asian and
Western markets trading
lower over concerns of rising geopolitical tension between the US and China.

India does not face any
risk of either recession or
stagflation as its macroeconomic fundamentals are
"perfect", Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman asserted in the Lok Sabha on
Monday. In nearly two-hour
long reply to a debate on
price rise, she said India
continues to be a fast-growing economy in the world
quoting reports of global
agencies. Not satisfied with
the reply, the opposition led
by the Congress staged a
walkout.
Sitharaman said that
India is doing better than its
peers and "there is no question of India getting into recession or stagflation ...
there is no question of us
getting into stagflation or
like the US a technical recession." The GDP of the US fell

0.9 per cent in the second
quarter, following a 1.6 per
cent decline in the first
quarter, marking the start of
what they call an unofficial
recession.
She further said, "A
Bloomberg survey which
was done by economists
says there is zero probability of India slipping into recession, so it is not just me
saying. There is zero probability of India slipping into
recession even though there
are several major economies
who are in substantial risky
position of getting into recession." On the macroeconomic fundamentals of the
country,
the
Finance
Minister said that the country's debt-to-GDP ratio is better than many developed nations, including Japan, and
the GST collection has
touched the second-highest
since its rollout in July.

V actress Sneha
Wagh is currently
seen playing a negative role for the first time
in the TV show 'Na Umra
Ki Seema Ho'.
'Ek
Veer
Ki
Ardaas...Veera' actress is
known for her bubbly and
optimistic roles but breaking the stereotype, she decided to explore a different

character.
She says: "I lost many
roles because people
thought I can't play a negative character as they didn't get a negative vibe from
my look."
Talking more about her
role, she adds: "Amba is a
challenging character because I've never done
something like this before.

n actor's preparation is just as important as their performance, especially when the physical, vocal
modulation, or persona of the character
differs significantly from their real life
personality. The most enduring and admirable performances on screen comes
from actors who truly reflect a character's
traits in all of the subtleties and nuances
of their performance. And, actor Gaurav

Samyuktha Hegde to
undergo surgery for
ligament tear
ctress Samyuktha
Hegde, who sustained
a ligament tear while
shooting for a stunt sequence
for the Kannada film
'Kreem', will undergo a surgery to recover from the
injury.
Taking to Instagram,
the actress posted a video
clip of the stunt sequence
in which she sustained the
injury and wrote, "I tore
my ACL and that's how it
happened! We were
shooting for a fight sequence. I rehearsed
the scene perfectly
about six times before the take and
then, on take, I
slipped a dot
and my

A

k n e e
slipped a little more
than a dot.
"I screamed with a chilling
pain and my mind went

It feels nice and light to
work on 'Na Umra Ki
Seema Ho' as I was stuck
with genres like mythology and all for the longest
time. I am nervous as well
as excited to perform a
negative role."
The show also features
Iqbal Khan and Rachana
Mistry. It airs on Star
Bharat.

Gaurav talks about his
transformation journey

A

Mumbai -- was just 83.1 per
cent in June, lower than
IndiGo,
Vistara
and
AirAsia India, according to
data from aviation regulator DGCA. The airline's
OTP at these four airports
was just 81 per cent in May.
The OTP of IndiGo, Vistara
and AirAsia India was 82
per cent, 87.5 per cent and
90.8 per cent in May, according to the data from the
Directorate General of
Civil Aviation (DGCA).
Wilson said in his communique that this status quo
regarding OTP is "simply
not acceptable". "So, I have
decided that the IOCC located at Safdarjung will henceforth report directly to me.
With my authority, they
will be recommending
some amendments to the
ways we operate and will
regularly update me on the
status of implementation,"
he mentioned.

Zero probability of India getting
The Body Shop introduces
Sensex, Nifty close marginally up amid
transversal skincare range geopolitical concerns; extend gains to 5th day into recession or stagflation: FM

Monday:Bringing the
phrase ‘Flower Power’ to
life, The Body Shop, a
Britain-based international
personal care brand, has
launched transversal skincare range infused with the
Edelweiss flower, known for
its remarkable antioxidant
properties. The Body Shop
has packed powerful natural
protection systems found in
Edelweissinto its new rangecovered in more sustainable
and recyclable packaging,
reiterating the brand’s commitment to “Changemaking
Beauty”.The Vegan certified
Edelweiss line-up includes
Edelweiss Daily Serum
Concentrate, Edelweiss Eye
Serum
Concentrate,
Edelweiss
Serum
Concentrate Sheet Mask,
Edelweiss Bouncy Jelly
Mist, Edelweiss Liquid Peel,

anhvi Kapoor has talked about how initially in her acting career the Bollywood
actress was made to feel that she got
everything on a platter and got things she
does not deserve.
Recalling the same, Jahnvi in B4U podcast
'Hear It Here with' Suchitra Pillai and Sudhi
Sachdev, said: "During 'Dhadak' and 'Gunjan', I have been
made to feel that I got everything on a platter, and I got
things I don't deserve, which means that I am technically
worthless, and I am getting opportunities because of the
work my parents have done." "At the same time, I also felt
an overwhelming respect and love for my parents, and I
am being given love and work because of that. But the
truth is that I love acting and I live for it. I work my ass
off to give it back to them for what they have done for
me, and because I am doing what I do because of their
love. And then I realised that what I can do is to enjoy
my work." The daughter of late veteran actress Sridevi
and producer Boney Kapoor added: "I do have respect
for the fact that other people have lost out on the opportunity. But no thanks. I realised that what I can do is to
make sure that I can give it more than my best and my
everything. I don't know about the beauty and talent I
have, that you mention, but I do I know about the hard
work I have put in for all my films." Janhvi also spoke
about her latest release 'Good Luck Jerry' and how
she worked on her diction. "I started training for my
diction and dialect, and there is a specific rhythm to
the Bihari accent and it's so meetha. Once you tap
into the rhythm it's difficult to get out of it. And
then I was playing a girl from Bihar, in Punjab,
amongst a gang, and I was the only girl in a
group of thugs. They were all in character,
and most technicians were also male."
She added: "They did make me comfortable, but it does feel funny because there
are these very sweaty groups of men
whose job is to intimidate you.

New Delhi, Aug 02:

to hit Tier 1, 2 and 3 cities
in 2022, and another 7.25
million square feet in
2023," Anarock said in a
statement. In 2021, 5.76
million square feet of new
retail real estate supply entered the country. Chennai
will see the highest supply
of four new malls this year
spread over an area of 2.55
million square feet.
Other Tier 1 cities with
new mall supply include
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru,
Hyderabad,
Mumbai,
Pune and Ghaziabad in
NCR spanning 5.10 million
square feet area. Tier 2
and 3 cities include
Baroda, Budaun, Indore,
Nagpur and Udaipur with
total area of about 2.50
million
square
feet.

Mumbai, Aug 02:

Janhvi Kapoor: Sneha Wagh: People thought I
I was made to can’t play a negative character
feel worthless
T
J

blank. A few seconds later, I
couldn't even understand
where the pain was felt from.
I'm someone who doesn't cry
for small injuries. I just dust
myself off and get back to
whatever I was doing but
this time, I couldn't.
"I was on set so my team
helped me to the hospital and
the doctor looked at me and
said it shouldn't be anything
major cause I'd be in a lot of
pain and tears if it was.
"We did an x-ray and all
my bones looked fine, then
we did an MRI (my first MRI)
and there we could see that
my ligament was completely
torn. I consulted five different surgeons, two physiotherapists and everyone has
suggested I get a surgery
done as the damage is not repairable by itself.
"When the last surgeon
told me that this is the way, I
cried not being able to accept
the fact that I won't be able to
do anything except rehab
and recovery for at least
three-four months (best case
scenario) post op.

Amlani who has
received immense popularity for his portrayal as Khanderao in Sony
Entertainment Television’s ‘Punyashlok
Ahilyabai’ has been doing a lot of homework and following a strict fitness regime
that aids with his performance.
Gaurav strongly believes that how you
portray yourself in totality plays an important part in portraying the on-screen
character. And, the actor is really thrilled
to have got the chance to prove his acting
prowess further as he goes on to play the
role of a father at such a young age.
Sharing his experience, Gaurav
Amlani said, "I had to do a lot of homework in very less time because post
leap his character witnesses a transformation from Khanderao being
a brat prince to the journey of becoming a king now, with the wisdom of leading a kingdom and
bringing up 2 children. I have
worked on his demeanor, his
aura, his style of talking
and much more. I’ve made
it more crisp. Khanderao
post leap is now a man of
few words. Along with
this, I have also been
following a strict diet
regimen and exercise every day with
a personal trainer,
as I have to maintain
my built.

Ayushi opens up about her character ‘Ajooni’
A
yushi is prepared
to portray her first
lead role in television with a fervour and
enthusiasm which is unmatched. The actress
opens about her bubbly
character ‘Ajooni’ and
spills all the beans explaining about her. She
professes to be incredibly
enthused about the show
and thrilled about her
new endeavour. She also
stated that they had a
great experience filming
the show because everyone imbibed only positivity while shooting and
hence the entire experience was incredible and
fantastic for her.
Excited about her character, Aayushi says, “
Firstly, I feel that it’s an
amazing character to
play on screen for me because ‘Ajooni’ is a very
bubbly girl who’s full of
life and is only devoted
spreading happiness.
Every character comes
on with their own persona and so does Ajooni
in this show. She is a very

positive girl who never
fails to take a stand for
anything that goes wrong
around her. She is a very
doting girl who unconditionally takes care of her
family and makes sure
that they are always

happy.”
She further goes onto
saying, “ The most special part of the character
Ajooni is that she strives
hard to fight all the battles that life throws at her
with immense positivity

C R O S S WO R D

HOROSCOPE WEDNESDAY AUGUST 03
Aquarius: Jan 21 – Feb 18

Pisces: Feb 19 – Mar 20

Aries: Mar 21 – Apr 20

Taurus: Apr 21 – May 21

Things are sporadic today, Aquarius. You
may find a thousand things on your
plate, and all of them look delicious.
There's a great deal of wind to fuel your
fire, so let it burn red hot. You might get
caught up in a frenzy of activity. Have a
good time but realize that it might not
last forever.

Don't get pulled off track by empty promises today, Pisces. Someone may try to sell
you oceanfront property in the middle of
Iowa. Beware of things that sound too good
to be true. People may be talking quite a
bit, but in reality, they probably have nothing to say. Don't waste your time trying to
make sense of useless drivel. You've got
more important things to do.

Catch the wave of activity that's spinning
in your direction today, Aries. You'll find
prosperity and good fortune within your
reach. Expand your horizons and connect
with others intellectually. Hurdles will
shrink to nothing as long as you maintain
a positive attitude. It will be tremendously easy for you to make great strides in
any project you're working on.

You may find it hard to trust others
today, Taurus. Trust your instincts they're probably right. Don't take anything at face value. There's a fanciful
frenzy that's threatening to lure you
into its madness. Approach things cautiously. You may discover that people
are full of hot air.

Gemini: May 22 – June 21

Cancer: June 22 – July 22

Leo: July 23 – Aug 23

Virgo: Aug 24 – Sept 22

There may be a bit of opposition coming
at you, Gemini. There's a light, airy feeling that's prevalent everywhere. This is
definitely the kind of energy you can
connect with today. There's a great deal
of strength in numbers. Don't let anyone
try to stand in your way. It could very
well be that they are operating on incorrect information.

What seems like the perfect plan today
may not necessarily seem like the perfect
plan tomorrow, Cancer. Don't put all your
eggs in one basket. There's an expansive
feeling in the air that's working to catch
you up in its net and pull you into its plan.
Beware of get-rich-quick schemes. The
wool could get pulled over your eyes on a
day like this.

There's a flurry of activity around you
today that you should latch onto, Leo.
You'll be on a magic carpet ride that
takes you into the clouds. The most difficult thing to remember is to not get so
carried away that you lose sight of the
ground. Keep in mind that things aren't
always exactly the way they seem.

You'll find yourself working well with
any group today, Virgo. There will be a
great connection between you and the
people around you. Make sure you
ground your relationships in something
meaningful or else you could find that
you've built a whole reality out of
something that doesn't exist.

Libra: Sept 23 – Oct 23

Scorpio: Oct 24 – Nov 22

Sagittarius: Nov 23 – Dec 21

Capricorn: Dec 22 – Jan 20

There's an incredibly expansive feeling in
the air that you should latch onto, Libra.
Things are moving rapidly. You'll find longterm trends come together quite well. The
thing to be aware of today is making sure
you're operating based on facts you know
to be true. Check your sources. Be cautious, but if you see an opportunity that
looks good, run with it.

Sticking close to home may leave you feeling like you're missing the boat on certain
things, but you're probably better off,
Scorpio. People may make outlandish
promises that sound good today but will
basically flop tomorrow. Stay safe and
don't invest a great deal of time or money
in risky ventures. Keep moving at a steady
pace. You'll find success your own way.

You're riding a wave of prosperity and
things are looking up for you,
Sagittarius. The situation today may
appear too good to be true. The bad
news is that's probably the case. It may
be that the truth is being masked, and
that there's a great deal of speculation
and hype causing a frenzy of activity.

The wind is blowing quite strongly today,
and you'll find that things are flying
around in a frenzy, Capricorn. This whirlwind of activity is threatening to pick you
up, spin you around, and take you away.
Be cautious of anything that suggests
this. People may take on unrealistic attitudes that lure you into grand schemes.
Beware of fanciful promises.
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44. Or ____!
45. Indignation
46. Witty reply
47. Branch of math
49. African desert
53. Breakfast cereal
58. Fortuneteller's offering
61. Upon
62. Land units
63. Wizard's rod
64. Shakespeare's river
65. Not these
66. Change for a five
67. Sort

DOWN

ACROSS
1. Ramble
5. Original thought
9. Chubby
14. A cinch
15. Salty drop
16. Nile animal, for short
17. Spoiled child
18. Change
20. Paving material
22. Builds
23. Cat breed

26. Nome's state
30. Astonish
31. Inner being
35. Lurch
36. Fishing aid
37. Attractive
38. Turn over
39. Cocktail lounge
40. Must, slangily
41. Afternoon affairs
42. Permit
43. Wears away gradually

and determination which
you’ll clearing witness as
the show continues. She
is willing to endure and
sacrifice her own happiness for others and thinks
about them selflessly. I’m
overwhelmed to play this
character as Ajooni inculcated all the morals and
values that her parents
have taught her which is
quite rare these days.“ It
has been a tremendously
amazing
experience
throughout for her . The
environment was so real
and authentic and this
has been a very blissful
moment for Ayushi as
she has imbibed positive
energies only while she
comes up with her first
pragmatic lead role. The
character that she is playing also resembles with
the personality that she
carries in herself. She
also feels that she had
never played such a bubbly character before.
Stay tuned to watch
'Ajooni' from Monday to
Saturday at 8.30 pm only
on Star Bharat.

1. Musician ____ McEntire
2. Paddles
3. Urgent acronym
4. Legendary story
5. From Naples
6. Letter before epsilon
7. Take food
8. Common verb
9. Chicago's airport
10. Morsel
11. Long tale
12. Speck
13. Long periods
19. Adjust again
21. Requested
24. Aquatic mammal
25. Water pitcher
26. Sharp
27. Jacket part

28. Locales
29. Taste or smell
31. Scram!
32. Surpass
33. Complete
34. Minimum
39. "Titanic" foe
40. Excellent
42. Purple flower
43. Trips to the bank, e.g.
47. Ascend
48. Pioneer Daniel ____
49. Petty quarrel
50. Curve
51. Courageous person
52. Summer coolers
54. Castle trench
55. Jealousy
56. Above
57. Unescorted
59. Tango need
60. Actor ____ McKellen
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India’s new ‘Fab Four’ bowls
over fans with historic gold
Birmingham, Aug 02 (PTI):
The Indian women lawn
bowls team bagged a historic gold medal at the
Commonwealth Games on
Tuesday, an unheralded
quartet pulling the sport
from obscurity to limelight with its inspiring
show.
The Indian team of
Lovely Choubey (lead),
Pinki
(second),
Nayanmoni Saikia (third)
and Rupa Rani Tirkey
(skip) overcame midmatch slump to beat South
Africa 17-10 in the
women's fours final.
The team had got the nation hooked to the sport
after its surprise win over
New Zealand, and its incredible campaign culminated in the best possible
manner.
This is India's fourth
gold and first outside the
weightlifting arena in this
edition. The Indian team
led 8-2 at one stage but the
South African side comprising
Thabelo
Muvhango (lead), Bridget
Calitz (second), Esme
Kruger
(third)
and
Johanna Snyman (skip)
made it 8-8 to spice up the

contest. The Indians
though kept their nerves
to pull away in the last
three rounds. The 'leader'
of the pack, Lovely is a
constable with Jharkhand
Police while Rupa, who too
is from Ranchi, works in
the sports department.
Pinki is a sports teacher
with DPS R K Puram in
New
Delhi
while
Nayanmoni comes from a

farming family in Assam
and works in the state's
forest department.
The players would now
expect that the gold medal
winning performance will
"open the doors" for further progress of the game.
Lovely, who will turn 42
on Wednesday, said the
success in Birmingham
will go a long way in raising the profile of the sport.

"We wanted to do something not only just for this
team but for India. We
knew that without medal
doors will remain shut.
Now doors have opened. I
thank media, our federation, IOA, our manager
Anju madam for support,"
Lovely said.
"Anju madam gave us
the freedom to select our
shots, and make decisions.

It made it easy for us," she
added. Pinki, 41, was naturally ecstatic.
"The hard work has finally paid off today, we
have created history. We
knew that gold medal will
create more impact, so we
are happy."
Nayanmoni Saikia said
the team did not lose heart
after the South Africans
staged a comeback to
make it 8-8.
"The skip (Rupa) told us
we can do it because we
are a good team. We
should not lose focus and
enthusiasm, it will be
done," said Saikia.
Team manager Anju
Luthra said years of toil
has finally culminated in
happy memories.
"We were losing from
very close. I have been
with this team since 2010
Games. The margins of defeats were not much in
previous editions. We were
losing by one point and
that was not letting us
sleep.
"We were determined to
do something this time.
We have created history
and this is the luckiest
(best) day in Indian lawn
bowls history," she said.

Mandhana attains
Was hoping against hope something
career-best third spot would happen and it did: Harjinder Kaur
in ICC T20 rankings
Birmingham, Aug 02 (PTI):

Dubai, Aug 02 (PTI):
On the back of her unbeaten
half-century
against Pakistan in the
Commonwealth Games,
star India opener Smriti
Mandhana has moved a
rug up to a career-best
third position in the ICC
T20 rankings for batters.
Mandhana, who scored
24 in India's game against
Australia in Birmingham,
followed it up with a
match-winning unbeaten
63 off 42 balls against
Pakistan. She has overtaken New Zealand's Sophie
Devine and reached within two rating points of
Australia's Beth Mooney.
Mooney with 707 rating
points is at the second position while her compatriot Meg Lanning continues

to lead the rankings for the
batters after regaining the
top spot last week.
Lanning has 733 rating
points.
The
left-handed
Mandhana, a formerly topranked batter in ODIs, has
been ranked third in T20Is
in the past too, reaching
that position for the first
time in 2019 and having
last held third position in
October last year.
Meanwhile,
New
Zealand's Suzie Bates has
gained two slots to reach
sixth position after smashing a superb 91 not out off
64 balls against South
Africa.
Australia's
Tahlia
McGrath (up one place to
12th),
India
captain
Harmanpreet Kaur (up
four places to 14th),
Pakistan's Nida Dar (up
three places to 40th) and
South Africa's Chloe
Tryon (up five places to
47th) have also made considerable progress among
batters.
Also, Australian allrounder Ashleigh Gardner
has moved up in all three
lists -- batters, bowlers and
all-rounders -- after shining with the bat against
India and with the ball
against Barbados.
Gardner's knock of 52
not out in the opening
match has lifted her five
places to 11th in the batters list while her haul of
two for six against
Barbados has taken her
from 45th to 26th spot in
bowling. She has reached
a career-best third position among all-rounders.

"I was hoping against
hope that something would
happen and it did," said
weightlifter
Harjinder
Kaur after getting a bronze
medal in the women's 71kg
at the Commonwealth
Games in a rather dramatic
climax.
Luck was on Harjinder's
side as she was assured of a
podium
finish
after
Nigeria's gold medal
favourite Joy Eze was
knocked out following three
failed attempts in the clean
and
jerk
category.
Harjinder totalled 212kg (93
in snatch and 119 in clean

and jerk). She could not believe her luck after a nailbiting end to the final.
"When I saw the silver
medallist complete her lift,
I was heartbroken. I had
given up all hope. But I was

taken aback when the
Nigerian who had been
ahead of her couldn't complete any of her lifts.
"I was hoping against
hope that something would
happen and luckily for me,
it did," she said.
Weightlifting has been a
happy hunting ground for
India at the ongoing Games
with three gold already in
the bag.
"I am extremely proud, as
there were a lot of expectations on me from the entire
country and I managed to
live up to them. Winning
this medal means so much
to me," said the 25-year-old
lifter from Nabha, Punjab.

India and Pakistan will
play each other for the first
time since the 2021 T20
World Cup when they face
off in the Asia Cup on
August 28 in Dubai, a day
after the tournament begins with Sri Lanka taking
on
Afghanistan.
Bangladesh open their
campaign
against
Afghanistan on August 30
in Sharjah.
The fixtures of the 2022
Asia Cup, which will be
played in the T20 format
ahead of the T20 World
Cup in October, were announced on Tuesday. India,
Pakistan and the team that
wins the qualifying tourna-

Harmeet Desai raised
his game in the decisive
singles as the Indian men's
table tennis team retained
its Commonwealth Games
gold medal after a close
fight against Singapore
here on Tuesday.
World no. 121 Harmeet
outsmarted 133rd-ranked
Zhe Yu Clarence Chew 118, 11-5, 11-6 in the third singles to ensure India's third
gold men's team medal in
CWG history.
The gold was India's seventh since the sport's inception in Manchester
2002. India were expected
to beat Singapore but
Clarence accounted for veteran Sharath Kamal in the
first singles to level the
match at 1-1. Harmeet and
Sathiyan had little difficulty in getting past Yong
Izaak Que and Ye En Koen
Pang in the opening doubles. Sathiyan had given
India a 2-1 lead with a 12-10,
7-11, 11-7, 11-4 victory over
lower-ranked Pang. The
stand-out performance
came from India's third
player, Harmeet. Sharath
had struggled to contain

Birmingham, Aug 02 (PTI):
The Indian men's hockey team would look to put
up a disciplined performance and avoid unnecessary cards in its bid to return to winning ways
against Canada at the
Commonwealth Games
here on Wednesday.
After a thumping 11-0
win over Ghana in their
opener, India squandered
a three-goal advantage
and were held 4-4 by hosts
England in their second
pool B match.
The Indians started brilliantly and dominated the
first two quarters to enjoy
a comfortable 3-0 lead at
half
time. But the
Englishmen came out
hard in the final two quar-

ters to stun the Indians.
England were also
helped by three cards to
India's Varun Kumar
twice, one for five minutes
in the first half and for 10
minutes in the second
half, besides a 10-minute
suspension for Gurjant

Singh in the final quarter
for dangerous play.
England made full use
of those lapses to put pressure on the Indian defence
and they eventually wilted
under pressure to share
the spoils. India vice-captain Harmanpreet Singh

ment comprise Group A,
while
Sri
Lanka,
Afghanistan
and
Bangladesh are in Group
B. All matches will start at
6pm local time, with ten
games in Dubai and three
in Sharjah. The qualifying
round of matches to determine the sixth team will
begin on August 20 in
Oman. The teams competing for a place in Group A along with India and
Pakistan - are UAE,
Kuwait, Singapore and
Hong Kong. In the main
draw, each team will play
the other two in their
group once, and the top two
teams from each group will
enter a Super 4 round that
starts on September 3.

Clarence but Harmeet
went on the offensive
against the left-hander and
ensured that he did not get
room to go for his powerful
forehand
winners.
Harmeet's backhand was
also on fire as he won majority of the long rallies. In
the first singles, Sharath
went down 7-11, 14-12, 311,9-11 against Clarence.
Whenever, the Indian
placed the ball deep on
Clarence's forehand, the
return was a winner.
Two net chords helped
Sharath in the second
game but Clarence comfortably won the next two.

India had beaten a
stronger opponent in
Nigeria on Monday with
Sharath stunning world
number 15 Aruna Quadri.
But his loss against a
much lower ranked opponent on Tuesday showed
rankings did not matter
much in a multi sporting
event. India had won the
team gold for the first in
Melbourne 2006 before repeating the feat in Gold
Coast four years ago. It
was also Sharath's 10th
medal in the Games history and he is set to add
more with singles and
doubles events to follow.

Birmingham, Aug 02 (PTI):
Indian heavyweight lifter
Vikas Thakur added yet
another Commonwealth
Games medal to his kitty,
winning a silver in the men's
96kg here on Tuesday.
The seasoned Thakur lifted a
total of 346kg (155kg+191kg)
to finish second and claim his
third CWG medal across
three editions.
It was Thakur's second silver,
having finished second in the
2014 Glasgow edition as well.
In Gold Coast, he had
returned with a bronze.
Samoa's Don Opeloge 381kg
(171kg+210kg) bettered his
2018 silver by clinching gold
with a record breaking performance.
Fiji's Taniela Tuisuva
Rainibogi walked away with
the bronze with a total effort
of 343kg (155kg+188kg).
Thakur, a five-time
Commonwealth
Championships medallist,

had three clean lifts of 149kg,
153kg and 155kg to be in
joint third-position after the
snatch round.
In the clean and jerk section,
Thakur started off with a
187kg lift, which he executed
perfectly. His second attempt
was of 191kg , which took
some effort but the Punjab
lifter was able to pull it off
and celebrated it with a
'thigh-five' made popular by
Indian cricketer Shikhar
Dhawan. With a silver

assured, Thakur went for
198kg, a kilogram more than
his personal best, in his third
attempt but was unsuccessful. But the event belonged to
Opeloge, who smashed the
Games record in snatch,
clean and jerk and total lift.
The 23-year-old Samoan celebrated his stellar show with a
groovy dance at the end.
It was heartbreak for home
favourite Cyrille Tchatchet
who failed to register a single
legal lift in clean and jerk.

Birmingham, Aug 02 (PTI):

on a strong note, making
quick moves and dominating possession to put pressure on India.
As early as the second
minute of the match,
England were awarded a
penalty corner. They could
not make that count, but
capitalised on the next one
which they got soon after
the first.
Emboldened by an early
goal, England continued to
dominate possession while
looking to put pressure on
the tourists with back-toback attempts from close
range.
India defended in numbers, but the midfield
looked a bit rusty and
under the pump amid
England's relentlessness
attack at the University of
Birmingham Hockey and
Squash centre.

The Indian women's
hockey team failed to impress in its first real test of
the
Commonwealth
Games, going down 1-3 to
England in a Pool A match
here on Tuesday.
England found an early
goal after Giselle Ansley
(3rd minute) got a deflection off a penalty corner
into the Indian goal. Tess
Howard made it 2-0 in the
third quarter (40th), before
Hannah Martin scored the
team's third in the fourth
and final quarter (53rd).
With few seconds to go
for the final hooter, India
scored a consolation goal
through
Vandana
Katariya (60th), via a deflection off a penalty corner.
The home team started

Vijender to return to
action against Ghana's
Sulley on Aug 17

Long jumpers Sreeshankar, Yahiya
and shot putter Kaur qualify for
final; Dutee exits early

Mumbai, Aug 02 (PTI):
Trailblazer
Indian
boxer Vijender Singh is
set to return to action
against Eliasu Sulley of
Ghana at 'The Jungle
Rumble', in his sixth professional bout in the country to be held in Raipur on
August 17.
It will be the first-ever
professional bout to held
in Raipur. The fight, organised by Purple Goat
Sportstainment LLP, will
take place at the Balbir
Singh Juneja Stadium.
Viacom 18 has joined
hands with the event to
telecast the bout live on
Sports 18 Khel and VOOT.

Rajasthan’s minister of
state for soldiers’ welfare
Rajendra Gudha has
claimed he was offered Rs
25 crore if he voted for a
particular candidate in the
recent Rajya Sabha elections.
The MLA, who switched
from the Bahujan Samaj
Party to the Congress earlier, claimed that he was
similarly offered Rs 60
crore during the rebellion
against Chief Minister
Ashok Gehlot in 2020.
Gudha said he spurned
both offers and did not
mention any leader or a
party while making the allegation.
The minister in the
state’s Congress government was addressing an
event at a private school in
Jhunjhunu on Monday.
In a video which surfaced Tuesday, he is heard
replying to a question
from a student. I had an

Rajendra Gudha
offer of Rs 25 crore to give
my vote to one person. I
then asked my wife, he
said, adding that she told
him that they would
rather have goodwill .
He also referred to the
rebellion against the
Gehlot government by the
then deputy chief minister Sachin Pilot.
I would also like to tell

Man sentenced to 10 years
jail term for dowry death
New Delhi, Aug 02 (PTI):
A Delhi court has sentenced
a man to 10 years of rigorous
imprisonment in a case of
dowry death in which his wife
who was subjected to cruelty
committed suicide within three
months of marriage.
Additional Sessions Judge
Shivaji Anand convicted the
husband saying that the time
gap between his marriage and
his wife’s suicide was barely a
few months and this meant
that the accused must have
extended cruelties on his wife
or harassed her.
Considering the totality of
the aggravating and mitigating
circumstances convict is sentenced to undergo rigorous
imprisonment for a period of
ten years for the offence under
Section 304 B IPC (dowry
death), the judge said. The
wife’s family registered an FIR
in Swaroop Nagar police station in northwest Delhi against

the husband, his father, mother, and sister, saying they were
harassing the deceased since
the day of marriage and they
made frequent demands for
dowry.
Rachna, 24, who was married to accused Sandeep in
April 2014, committed suicide
by consuming poison on July
20, 2014.
The court noted that the
case pertained to circumstantial evidence and the chain of
events pointed out that
accused Sandeep had committed the offence.
Also, the accused had
accepted that the death
occurred a few hours after he
was with his wife, and his argument that he had gone outside
to buy snacks was nothing but
an attempt to hide the truth,
the court said. The court, however, acquitted other members
of the family saying they were
not present at the house when
the victim committed suicide.

you that when the political
crisis was going on, I had
an offer of Rs 60 crore. I
talked to my family. My
wife, son and daughter
said that they want goodwill and not money, he
said.
When those with you
think like that, everything
will be fine, he told the
schoolgirl.

Gudha is one of the six
MLAs who won the 2018
assembly elections as BSP
candidates and joined the
Congress in 2019. They remained in the Gehlot
camp when Pilot and 18
other Congress MLAs revolted against his leadership in July 2020.
Gudha was made a minister of state, handling the
department for the welfare
of ex-servicemen, during
the cabinet expansion in
November 2021.
Gehlot has repeatedly
accused the BJP of trying
to destabilize his government by offering crores of
rupees to MLAs.
In the Rajya Sabha elections held for four seats in
June, the BJP had supported independent candidate
and media baron Subhash
Chandra.
Chandra was defeated.
Three ruling Congress
nominees and a BJP candidate won the RS elections from the state.

New Delhi, Aug 02 (PTI):
The
Enforcement
Directorate on Tuesday said it
has attached 67 windmills
worth more than Rs 51 crore
as part of a money laundering
investigation against the
Chennai-based Surana Group
linked to an alleged Rs 3,986
crore bank loan fraud. The
federal agency issued a provisional order under the
Prevention
of
Money
Laundering Act to attach the
windmills.
The action was taken after
it was found “that 67 windmills of Surana Group, which
were being auctioned by
banks to recover their dues,
were again purchased in the
name of one benami company.”
The windmills and the land
they are located on are worth
a total Rs 51.69 crore, the
agency said in a statement. It,

Birmingham, Aug 02 (PTI):
National record holder
Murali
Sreeshankar
topped the men's long
jump qualification round
to storm into the finals
along with Muhammed
Anees Yahiya, who qualified as eighth best, at the
Commonwealth Games
athletics competition here
on Tuesday.
Shot putter Manpreet
Kaur also made it to the
final as one of the nine
athletes who could not
breach the automatic qualification mark of 18m but
one among the best 12 per-

formers. The 32-year-old
Kaur finished fourth in
Group B qualification
round and seventh overall
with a best throw of
16.78m which she achieved
in her third and final
throw. She has a season's
best of 18.06m and personal best of 18.86m.
However, top Indian
sprinter Dutee Chand
crashed out of the CWG
after finishing 27th overall
in the preliminary heat
races. The national record
holder (11.17s) clocked a
disappointing 11.55 seconds to finish fourth in
heat number 5.

Biography of Prez Murmu
to release later this year
out to me was the fact that the
book would be on the first tribal woman to become the
President of India, which is
truly historic,” Sahu said in a
statement. “That she belongs
to the predominantly tribal
Mayurbhanj district of Odisha,
where I spent my entire adolescent period, was also another
tempting factor to take it on,”
he added. Sworn in on July 25,
President Murmu’s phenomenal rise from a sleepy village in
Mayurbhanj to the Rashtrapati
Bhavan presents a fascinating
study of democratic empowerment in India. She took her
first steps in politics in
Rairangpur where she was
elected as BJP councillor in the
Rairangpur Notified Area
Council in 1997. She rose ministership in Odisha’s BJD-BJP

coalition government from
2000 to 2004. She was appointed as the governor of
Jharkhand, and she stayed in
this post till 2021. With a stellar
record as a legislator and with
multiple awards for her work
as legislator, minister, and
governor, she has several firsts
to her credit — the first woman
from her area to become a minister in the Odisha government
and the first woman legislator
to win the coveted Nilakantha
Award as the ‘Best Legislator’
in Odisha Assembly, among
others. According to the publishers, Murmu’s story is a
story of the “great democratic
spirit of India”, which through
this book, will reach diverse
audiences influencing many to
dream their dreams and
realise it.

however, did not say where
these windmills are located.
Another set of immovable
properties valued at Rs 61.63
crore of Ramlal Jain, who
“amalgamated” the proceeds
of crime into his regular business, were also attached as
part of the same order, it said.
The total value of attachment
of properties as part of this
order stands at Rs 113.32
crore, it said.
The ED, last month, had
arrested four people in this
case including two promoters
of Surana Group and two
alleged shell company directors.
They
included
Dinesh
Chand Surana and Vijay Raj
Surana, both managing directors cum promoters of Surana
Industries Limited, Surana
Power Ltd and Surana
Corporation Ltd and P Anand
and I Prabhakaran, dummy
directors of shell companies.

Enforcement
Directorate has
attached 67 windmills
worth more than Rs 51
crore as part of an
alleged bank loan fraud
linked to money
laundering investigation
against Chennai-based
Surana group.

Kanpur (UP), Aug 02 (PTI):
An FIR was registered
against the managing director
of a private school here on
Tuesday after some parents
and right-wing members
objected to the recitation of
Islamic verses during the
morning assembly.
“A case has been registered
against Sumeet Makhija, managing
director,
Florets
International School under IPC
section 295A (deliberate malicious acts, intended to outrage
religious feelings of any class)
and section 5(1) of the Uttar
Pradesh
Prohibition
of
Unlawful
Conversion
of
Religion Act, 2021,” Assistant
Commissioner
of
Police
(Seesamau) Nishank Sharma
said. The case was registered
following a complaint by a parent Ravi Rajpoot, he said. Basic
Shiksha Adhikari (BSA) Surjeet
Kumar Singh also visited the

school and questioned Makhija
on the directions of the district
magistrate. The authorities
were also instructed to submit
the documents regarding the
school and its building, Singh
said. The school had on
Monday stopped the recitation
of religious prayers during the
morning assembly after rightwing protests over the inclusion of some Islamic verses in
the decade-old practice followed by the institution. The
Florets International School
announced a holiday Monday
after Vishwa Hindu Parishad
(VHP) and Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) workers held a
demonstration, claiming that
students were being compelled
to recite the ‘Kalma Tayyab’.
We had announced a holiday
on Monday after VHP and BJP
workers held a demonstration,
claiming that students were
being compelled to recite the
Kalma.

‘Money kept in residences without my knowledge’

Maharashtrian people perform yajnopavit rituals during Shravani Mahotsava in Bhopal, Tuesday.

New Delhi, Aug 02 (PTI):

FIR against Kanpur school

Bank Loan Fraud

SHRAVANI MAHOTSAVA

A biography of Droupadi
Murmu, India’s youngest
President and the first to be
born after Independence, will
hit the stands later this year,
Penguin Random House India
(PRHI) announced Tuesday.
Touted to be the first
authentic
and
definitive
account of India’s 15th
President, “Madam President:
A Biography of Draupadi
Murmu” claims to unpack the
many trials and tribulations,
and early years of struggle that
elevated the 64-year-old to the
highest office in the country. It
is written by Bhubaneswarbased
senior
journalist
Sandeep Sahu. “What made
the prospect of doing the book
when Penguin India reached

A worker prepares Indian national flags to be sold ahead of upcoming Independence Day, in Mumbai, Tuesday.

ED attaches 67 windmills of Chennai company director in prayer row

India lose 1-3 to England
in CWG women’s hockey

conceded that they need to
be more disciplined going
forward.
"Our resounding win
against Ghana was the
perfect way to start our
Commonwealth Games
campaign. But we are a little bit disappointed about
our performance against
England.
"There are several takeaways from that match for
us particularly when it
comes to discipline and
not letting our guard
down when we have a
good lead on board," he
said. The Indians are
placed second in the pool
with four points from a
win and a draw, while
England are in the lead
with seven points from
three games.

I-DAY PREPARATIONS

SENSATIONAL DISCLOSURE

‘I was offered Rs 25 cr for my Rajya Sabha vote’
Jaipur, Aug 02 (PTI):

Weightlifter Thakur strikes silver in men’s 96kg

Indian men eyeing disciplined
performance against Canada

Asia Cup: India vs Pakistan on August 28, final on September 11
Sharjah, Aug 02:

India clinch TT Gold in style
Birmingham, Aug 02 (PTI):

Kolkata, Aug 02 (PTI):
Suspended TMC leader
Partha Chatterjee’s close
aide Arpita Mukherjee,
who has also been held by
the
Enforcement
Directorate in connection
with its probe into a school
recruitment scam, said on
Tuesday that crores of rupees recovered by the
agency was slipped into
her residences without
her knowledge.
ED sleuths have recovered around Rs 50 crore in
cash, along with jewellery,
from her two flats in southwest
Kolkata
and
Belghoria.
Both Chatterjee and
Mukherjee were taken to
ESI Joka, on the southern
outskirts of the city, for
medical check-up, during
the day.
Mukerjee, after deboarding a vehicle, told waiting
reporters, Money was kept
in my residences without

A security personnel stand guard during a raid by the ED sleuths at the premises of Arpita
Mukherjee, close aide of suspended TMC leader Partha Chatterjee, in Kolkata, Tuesday.
my knowledge , sparking
speculation as to who was
she pointing fingers at.
Earlier, Chatterjee, who
has been relieved of his
ministerial duties, had
said that he was a victim
of a conspiracy and ex-

pressed displeasure over
the TMC’s decision to suspend him.
The veteran leader had
also said that only time
would tell if the action
against him was justified.
Both Chatterjee and

Mukherjee have said that
the money recovered did
not belong to them.
They will be produced
before PMLA court on
Wednesday, with the 10day ED custody of the duo
coming to an end.

SC seeks response of Centre,
CVC on pleas challenging extension of tenure


Of ED chief

New Delhi, Aug 02 (PTI):
The Supreme Court on
Tuesday sought response
of the Centre and the
Central
Vigilance
Commission (CVC) in 10
days on a batch of petitions challenging the extension of tenure of the
Enforcement Directorate
(ED) director and the
amended law allowing
such extensions up to five
years. A bench comprising Chief Justice N V
Ramana and Justices
Krishna Murari and
Hima Kohli issued notices
to the respondents, including the Centre, CVC and

the present ED Director,
based on as many as eight
petitions, including the
ones filed by Congress
leaders Randeep Singh
Surjewala and Jaya
Thakur and TMC’s Saket
Gokhale.
Lawyer M L Sharma
claimed to have filed the
first petition on the issue.
“Issue notice to the central law agency. List after
10 days. “ the bench said.
Senior advocate A M
Singhvi, appearing for
Surjewala, referred to the
apex court judgements
and said the fixed tenures
are the hallmark of independence and the fact that
an incumbent may get an
extension will demolish
the independence of the

office. Surjewala’s plea
has
challenged
the
amendment made by the
central government to the
fundamental concept decided by the apex court in
two judgements in the
Vineet Narayan and the
Common Cause cases
which were on fixed
tenure.
“...this amendment basically puts the incumbent on a fiduciary kind of
pattern where one year,
two year and three year
extension at the discretion of the executive can
be achieved. The amendments provide that you
can get extensions piecemeal, he said. The fact
that an officer can get the
extension in itself demol-

ishes the independence,
he said. During the hearing, the bench was informed about the appointment process of the ED
Director under the CVC
and the FEMA laws.
Singhvi said unlike the
CBI, the committee,
which
appoints
ED
Director, comprised only
the executive.
Senior advocate Gopal
Sankarnarayanan, appearing for one the petitioners, said the present
ED Director would be
completing four years in
the post this year, and an
ordinance was promulgated a few days before his retirement on November 18
last year extending his
tenure by a year more.
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MONEY LAUNDERING CASE

BRIEF

ED raids National Herald office
New Delhi, Aug 02 (PTI):

President Droupadi Murmu
in a meeting with Serum
Institute of India (SII) CEO
Adar Poonawalla (L) and SII
Director of Government and
Regulatory Affairs Prakash
Kumar Singh, in New Delhi.

Seized
Guwahati: Different types
of drugs, including heroin
and morphine, worth Rs
15 crore have been seized
and three persons were
arrested on Tuesday from
Karbi Anglong district of
Assam, police said.
According to a senior
police officer of the district, the trio was coming
from Manipur in a vehicle
and was heading towards
Siliguri in West Bengal
when it was seized at a
location under Dillai
police station in the early
hours of Tuesday.

The
Enforcement
Directorate (ED) on
Tuesday raided the head
office of the Congress
party-owned
National
Herald newspaper here
and 11 other locations as
part of an ongoing money
laundering investigation,
officials said, a week after
it questioned Congress
chief Sonia Gandhi.
The searches are being
carried out under the
criminal sections of the
Prevention of Money
Laundering Act (PMLA)
to "gather additional evidence with regard to the
trail of funds and they are
against those entities who
were involved in the
National Herald-linked
transactions", they said.
The action is being undertaken in light of fresh
evidence obtained by the
ED after the latest questioning of various people,
in this case, they said.

Balodabazar, Aug 02 (PTI):

Admit cards
New Delhi: The National
Testing Agency (NTA) on
Tuesday released the
admit cards for the second phase of the undergraduate Common
University Entrance Test
(CUET). The second
phase of CUET-UG exams
will be held on August 4,
5 and 6. The first phase
was conducted from July
15 to 20 at 247 centres
throughout 160 cities.

Suspended
Ranchi: Amid ruckus by
opposition BJP members
in Jharkhand Assembly,
demanding a debate on
corruption, Speaker
Rabindra Nath Mahato on
Tuesday suspended four
legislators of the saffron
camp till August 4, a day
prior to the conclusion of
the ongoing monsoon session. MLAs Bhanu Pratap
Shahi, Dhulu Mahto,
Jaiprakash Bhai Patel and
Randhir Singh were suspended from the House
for unruly behavior.

‘Condemn this
vendetta politics’

Media personnel gather outside the head office of Congress
party-owned National Herald newspaper amid a raid by
Enforcement Directorate (ED) officials as part of an ongoing
money laundering probe, in New Delhi, Tuesday.

The raids come after the
probe agency questioned
Congress president Sonia
Gandhi and her MP son
Rahul at its headquarters
here. While Sonia Gandhi
was questioned for more
than 11 hours, spread over
three rounds, last month,
Rahul Gandhi was probed
by the ED for five days, at

Elderly man among two
held for raping minor girl

̈ Luring her with Rs 10

A 13-year-old girl was allegedly raped multiple
times by two men, one of
them aged 76 years, who
lured her with Rs 10 whenever they committed the
crime
recently
in
Balodabazar district, police
said on Tuesday.
As per the preliminary
investigation, the girl was
raped over a couple of days
before the incident came to
light on Saturday due to a
woman who alerted the
child's parents. The accused
men, identified as Kunjram
Verma (76) and Ramesh
Verma (47), were arrested
on July 31 based on a com-

plaint lodged by the victim's
parents who work as ragpickers, said Balodabazar
kotwali police station officer (SHO) Yadumani Sidar.
The incident came to
light on Saturday when a
woman from the victim's
neighbourhood saw her
coming out of the houses of
the two accused and informed her parents, he said.
As per the complaint,
Kunjram who stays in the
same locality where the girl
lives used to call her to his
house promising to give her
Rs 10 each time and rape
her. Ramesh, who is known
to Kunjram, also started
sexually assaulting the girl
luring her with the same
amount of money, said the
police officer.

intervals, clocking over 50
hours in June. Senior
Congress politicians like
Mallikarjun Kharge and
Pawan Bansal were also
questioned by the ED in
April. The National
Herald is published by the
Associated Journals Ltd.
(AJL), and its holding
company is Young Indian.

The Congress on Tuesday
condemned as "vendetta
politics" the Enforcement
Directorate (ED) raids on a
dozen locations, including
the head office of the partyowned National Herald
newspaper, and said the
action was part of the continued attack on the country's principal opposition
party. Officials said the
searches are being carried
out under criminal sections
of the Prevention of Money
Laundering Act (PMLA) to
"gather additional evidence
with regard to the trail of
funds". "The raids on Herald
House, Bahadur Shah Zafar
Marg are a part of the continued attack against India's
principal opposition -Indian National Congress,"
Congress general secretary
Jairam Ramesh said in a
tweet.
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India's Lovely Choubey, Pinki, Nayanmoni Saikia and Rupa Rani Tirkey pose for photos during a
presentation ceremony after winning the Lawn Bowls Womens Fours final match against South
Africa, at the Commonwealth Games 2022 (CWG), in Birmingham, UK, Tuesday.

̈ In women’s four
lawn bowl
New Delhi, Aug 02:
The India lawn bowls
team bagged a historic gold
medal
at
the
Commonwealth Games on
Tuesday, a day after getting
the country hooked to the
rarely-followed game with

I-T dept detects Rs 1,000-crore
black income
New Delhi, Aug 02 (PTI):
The
Income
Tax
Department has unearthed "unaccounted" income of more than Rs
1,000 crore after it raided a
Gujarat-based business
conglomerate last month,
the CBDT said Tuesday.
"Unaccounted cash of
Rs 24 crore and unexplained jewellery, bullion
etc. valued at Rs 20 crore
have been seized so far," it
said in a statement.
The searches were
launched on July 20 and
the agency covered 58
premises
in
Kheda,

Ahmedabad, Mumbai,
Hyderabad and Kolkata.
The "prominent" business conglomerate is engaged in diversified fields
of textiles, chemicals,
packaging, real estate and
education, the CBDT said
without identifying the
group.
The Central Board of
Direct Taxes (CBDT) is the
administrative authority
for the tax department.
Documents and digital
data seized during the
raids show that the group
has been engaged in
"large-scale" tax evasion
by adopting various meth-

ods, including by way of
"unaccounted' cash sales
outside the books of account, booking of bogus
purchases and cash receipts from real estate
transactions, it said.
"The group has also
been found involved in layering of unaccounted
sums through share premium from Kolkata-based
shell companies."
"Certain instances of
unaccounted income generated through cash based
'sarafi' (unsecured) advances made have also
been found," the statement
said.

their inspiring show.
The Indian quartet of
Lovely Choubey (lead),
Pinki (second), Nayanmoni
Saikia (third) and Rupa
Rani Tirkey (slip) beat
South Africa 17-10 in the
women's fours final. It was
India's maiden final appearance in the women's
fours format of the competition. It is Indian contingent's fourth gold and first

outside the weightlifting
arena. The Indian team led
8-2 at one stage but the
South African team comprising Thabelo Muvhango
(lead), Bridget Calitz (second), Esme Kruger (third)
and Johanna Snyman
(skip) made it 8-8 to spice
up the contest. The Indians
though kept their nerves to
pull away in the last three
rounds.

New Delhi, Aug 02 (PTI):
As many as 81 Chinese
nationals were given
'Leave India' notices and
117 others from that country were deported for violating visa conditions and
the other illegal acts between 2019 and 2021, the
Lok Sabha was informed
on Tuesday.
Union Minister of State
for Home Nityanand Rai
also said 726 Chinese nationals were placed in the
'adverse list' for violating
visa conditions and other
illegal acts.
"During 2019 to 2021, 81
Chinese nationals were

given 'Leave India' notice,
117 were deported and 726
were placed in adverse list
for violating visa conditions and the other illegal
acts," he said replying to a
written question.
The minister said the
government maintains
the records of such foreigners,
including
Chinese nationals, who
enter India with valid
travel documents.
He said some of these
foreigners overstay beyond visa period owing to
ignorance or under compelling circumstances like
medical emergency or
other personal reasons.

Task force to monitor testing
kit, vaccine development
New Delhi, Aug 02 (PTI)

Female college students dance with their teachers to celebrate Teej Festival in the holy month of Shravan, in
Amritsar, Tuesday.

Man trampled to
death by wild tusker
Balod, Aug 02:
A 48-year-old man was
trampled to death by a
wild elephant in a village
in Balod district, a forest
official said on Tuesday.
The victim, Ramji Gond,
encountered the elephant
in a sugarcane field in
Mulle village, under Balod
forest range, late evening
on Monday, the official
said. The pachyderm
caught hold of the victim
with its trunk and trampled him to death, he said.
Forest and police personnel were alerted and
the body was sent for postmortem, he said. The deceased man's family was
provided an instant relief

About the incident
The victim, Ramji Gond,
encountered the elephant in
a sugarcane field in Mulle
village, under Balod forest
range, late evening on
Monday.The pachyderm
caught hold of the victim
with its trunk and trampled
him to death.

of Rs 25,000, while the remaining compensation of
Rs 5.75 lakh will be disbursed after the completion of necessary formalities, the official said. The
forest authorities have
asked the villagers to remain alert, as the elephant
was wandering in the
same area, he added.

Eight cases of monkeypox have been reported so
far in India and a national
task force has been set up to
monitor the development of
diagnostics and vaccines,
Health Minister Mansukh
Madaviya said on Tuesday.
Replying to queries in
Rajya
Sabha
during
Question Hour, he informed the members about
the various steps being
taken to prevent the spread
of the disease, and to develop testing kits and vaccines.
Till date eight cases of
the disease have been detected in India, out of
which five have foreign
travel history, the Minister

‘SII conducting research to find
monkeypox vaccine’
Serum Institute of India CEO Adar Poonawalla Tuesday said his firm
is conducting research to find a vaccine against monkeypox as
cases rise in the country. Poonawalla is learnt to have briefed Union
Health Minister Mansukh Mandaviya on the subject during a meeting at the Nirman Bhawan here on Tuesday. The Pune-based
National Institute of Virology (NIV), which functions under the
Indian Council of Medical Research (ICMR), has already isolated
monkeypox virus from the clinical specimen of a patient. The ICMR
on July 27 invited expression of interest (EOI) proposing to handover
the virus strain to interested Indian vaccine manufacturers, pharma
companies and in-vitro diagnostic (IVD) for developing an indigenous vaccine and diagnostic kits.

of Health and Family
Welfare said. The Indian
Council
of
Medical
Research (ICMR) has successfully isolated the monkeypox virus and an expression of interest has

been floated for research institutions, vaccine and diagnostic kits manufacturers in India to take the
virus strain for further research to develop a vaccine
in the country, he added.

Corbevax approved
SC applies provocation exception, as booster for adults
modifies conviction & sentence of lifer ̈ Vaccinated with
APPEAL FILED BY A CONVICT OF DURG

New Delhi, Aug 02 (PTI):
The Supreme Court Tuesday
modified the conviction and
sentence of a man serving life
term for killing his brother,
saying the "acts of provocation" that led to the incident
were sudden and grave and
there was loss of self-control.
While applying the "provocation exception", the apex
court converted the man's
conviction of murder under
section 302 of the Indian Penal
Code (IPC) to Part 1 of section
304 which deals with punishment for culpable homicide
not amounting to murder.
The top court, while noting
that the appellant has under-

gone incarceration for over 10
years since September 2011,
modified the sentence to the
period he has already served.
A bench of Justices Sanjiv
Khanna and Bela M Trivedi
noted that according to the
prosecution, the deceased was
addicted to alcohol and used
to constantly torment, abuse
and threaten the appellant.
"Gravity of provocation turns
upon the whole of the victim's abusive behaviour
towards the accused. Gravity
does not hinge upon a single
or last act of provocation
deemed sufficient by itself to
trigger the punitive action,"
the bench said. The apex
court delivered the verdict on

an appeal filed by the convict,
a resident of Durg district in
Chhattisgarh. It noted that on
September 26, 2011 the
appellant had himself gone to
police station and confessed
to the crime.
The bench observed that the
case would fall under
Exception 1 to section 300 of
the IPC. Section 300 deals with
murder and Exception 1 to this
provision says culpable homicide is not murder if the
offender, whilst deprived of
the power of self-control by
grave and sudden provocation,
causes death of the person
who gave the provocation or
causes the death of any other
person by mistake or accident.

The district administration is continuously making efforts to protect the
investments made by the
people in chit fund companies. In this sequel,
Collector
Pushpendra
Kumar Meena conducted a
review meeting with the
Revenue Officers and
Police Department officials on Tuesday. SP Dr
Abhishek Pallava informed that the operators
of chit fund companies are
being identified and FIR is

being registered against
them. The Collector asked
the concerned officers to
target those chit fund companies whose properties
are within the state so that
their properties could be
attached and auctioned for
returning the investments
of the people proportionately. He again directed to
thoroughly investigate the
movable and immovable
properties of all chit fund
companies operating in
the district. Along with
this, he also instructed the
Tehsildars to collect infor-

mation about the movable
and immovable property
of the Chit Fund Company
Directors from the company’s agents and other
sources so that further action could be facilitated.
He asked the revenue officers to scrutinize all the
documents
properly.
Additional
Collector
Arvind Ekka, Additional
Collector Padmini Bhoi,
SDM Mukesh Rawate,
SDM Brijesh Kshatriya,
Joint Collector Praveen
Verma and other officers
were present.

CCM GMC charges to be at par with government medical college
Bhilai, Aug 02:
Chandulal Chandrakar
Memorial Government
Medical College (CCM
GMC)
Managing
Committee meeting was
held on Monday. Mahadev
Kavre,
Divisional
Commissioner,
Durg
Division, chaired the
meeting.
Pushpendra
Meena, Collector Durg,
Vishnu Dutt, Director,
Medical Education, PK
Patra, Dean, Ashwini
Devangan,
Chief
Executive Officer, District
Panchayat Durg, Dr
Meshram, Chief Medical
and Health Officer Durg
and other officers were
present.
In the meeting of the
Management Committee,
it was decided to fix the
hospital fees in the colleges affiliated to the
medical college such as
outpatient registration
fee, various examination
fee, operation fee etc as
per the prevailing rate in

the affiliated hospital of
Pt JLN Medical College,
Raipur. Discussion was
held regarding the determination of the tuition
fees of the students after
the acquisition of the college by the state government. The proposal to
charge fees equivalent to
the tuition fee charged in
Medical College Raipur
was discussed.
D i v i s i o n a l
Commissioner Kavre directed the officers that all

Covishield, Covaxin

New Delhi, Aug 02 (PTI)
A government panel on
Covid immunisation has
recommended allowing
Biological E's Corbevax as a
precaution dose for adults
fully vaccinated with either
Covishield or Covaxin, official sources said on
Tuesday.
If approved by the government, this would be the
first time a booster dose of a
Covid vaccine different
from the one used for primary vaccination would be
allowed in the country.
The COVID-19 Working

Group of the National
Technical Advisory Group
on Immunisation (NTAGI)
made the recommendation
in its 48th meeting held on
July 20, an official source
told PTI. "Corbevax may be
considered for a third/precaution dose six months
after completion of primary series of Covaxin or
Covishield vaccines for population above 18 years
wherever indicated," the
recommendation stated.
India's first indigenously
developed RBD protein subunit vaccine Corbevax is
currently being used to inoculate children in the age
group of 12 to 14 years under
the COVID-19 Immunisation
programme.

the roads leading to the
college, the construction
of main and other gates
of the institution, intern’s hostel, auditorium
and other construction
work in the campus
should be jointly inspected by the college officers
and the officials of the
Public
Works
Department. It was decided to prepare a detailed
action plan. Divisional
Commissioner Kavre directed to start the process

of direct recruitment on
the posts of third and
fourth class employees, librarians, lab technicians
in the institution in
which permission has
been given from the government.
Clear instructions were
given
to
Tehsildar
Prakash Soni to take immediate action regarding
the removal of unauthorized occupation on the
main road and surroundings of the college.

The committee was apprised about the need of
land for the expansion of
the college like cancer
medical building, trauma
unit, burn ward, super
specialty center etc, on
which the committee decided to start the process
of transfer of government land. Various instruments like MRI and
CT are installed in the institution. Discussion was
held on the proposal to set
up a scan machine from
government funds and
CSR heads.
The need and proposal
of additional transformers, additional feeders
were discussed, as well as
instructions were given
to dispose of the waste
generated from the institution through the municipal corporation. The decision to repair the vehicles received from the former management of the
institution was taken by
the officials of the committee.

BSF conducts tree plantation drive in its area of deployment Salute Tiranga programme
held at Bethany Vidyalaya
Bhilai, Aug 02:

‘81 Chinese nationals
given ‘Leave India’ notice,
117 deported in 3 years’

‘Eight cases of monkeypox reported’

TEEJ FESTIVITY

Budaun: Eleven people
have been arrested for
allegedly thrashing some
kanwariyas over playing
music on speakers in
Wazirganj area here,
police said on Tuesday.
The incident took place in
Dungopur village Monday
evening when the kanwariyas were returning
from Bareilly, they said.

Ghazipur: A father-son
duo died as they got electrocuted at a village in
the district, police said on
Tuesday. According to
police, the incident took
place on Monday in
Madhupur village under
the Bhawarkol police station limits, when Satish
Narayan Malviya (63), a
farmer was, bringing
down clothes from a wire.
Seeing his father struggling, Ankit Malviya (28)
rushed to rescue him.

Bhilai, Aug 02:

Raids On Gujarat Group

Arrested

Electrocution

India claim historic CWG gold

Properties of local chit fund
companies to be attached

Bhilai, Aug 02:
Border Security Force
conducted tree plantation
drive in its area of deployment in the naxal infested
areas of Kanker. Under the
direction of IG Indraj
Singh (BSF Frontier
Headquarters, Special
Operations, Bhilai), tree
plantation drive was con-

ducted by the 81st BSF
Battalion and 157th BSF
Battalion near the company operated bases (COBs)
on July 31. Company
Commander Inspector
Darshan Singh and staff of
COB Temrupani of 81st
Battalion planted more
than 250 saplings at villages Keshlapara and
Matiyakhar. They provid-

ed 250 saplings to villagers
for plantation. In-charge
Company Commander
Kanan P and staff of COB
Sureli of 81st Battalion
planted about 200 saplings
in villages Sureli, Godari
and Ghumsimunda. They
also
distributed
250
saplings among villagers.
157th Battalion’s COB
Maroda
Deputy

Commandant SS Karki,
Deputy
Commandant
Manoj Kumar Rai and staff
planted 700 saplings near
COB Maroda.
Along with fighting naxals, the BSF is also committed to the conservation of
the environment. Every
year during monsoon, BSF
conducts tree plantation
drives in its area of deploy-

ment. The officers and personnel of BSF positioned
in Kanker took a pledge for
environment conservation
and gave a message that
forests are an integral part
of human life and hence it
is the responsibility of
every person to protect nature. They urged all to
plant more and more trees
for spreading greenery.

Salute Tiranga programme was organized in
Bethany Vidyalaya Borsi
on
Monday.
Manoj
Thackeray,
President,
Salute
Tiranga
Organization, Bhanu Rao,
Chief Advisor, Salute
Tiranga Organization,
Ratna
Narmdev,
Alderman,
Durg
Municipal Corporation,
Kishore Kannauje, State
Secretary, Salute Tiranga
Organization and Dr
Laxprad were present in
this
function.
The
Principal Indulekha Vijay
Nair, explained the importance of the national flag
in her speech. Group
dances were presented on
the patriotic songs - Vande
Mataram, Jhanda Uncha

Rahe hamara, Ye Desh Hai
Veer Jawano Ka, Desh
Mera rangeela, etc. Sister
Pratiksha,
Sarita,
Sangeeta, Amit, Jitendra,
Sujata, Shweta, Swati and
all the teachers extended
support to organise the
event.
All the teachers of the
school, head boy Aman
Tamboli, head girl Alfia
Kalim played a vital role

in making the programme
successful. The martyrs
were remembered through
patriotic songs and music
and a heartfelt tribute was
paid to them.
Manju Pal, a teacher of
the school, conducted the
programme. Principal
Indulekha Vijay Nair was
honored with a certificate
for her participation in
International Yoga Day.

SHGs produce hand-made Rakhis for Raksha Bandhan Pt Ravi Shankar Shukla and Pt Vidyacharan
Shukla remembered on birth anniversary

Bhilai, Aug 02:

Hand - made rakhis will
be available in the village
market and shops at price
range of Rs 5 to Rs 65. The
SHGs of Bihaan Scheme
are producing attractive
Rakhis for the festival of
Raksha Bandhan.
Raksha Bandhan is a
symbol of the immense affection of brother and sister. Women of various
SHGs under Bihaan are
preparing rakhis from silk
threads, pearls, Rudraksha
and Akshat with their own
hands to strengthen the
bond of this relationship
with the fragrance of the
Chhattisgarhi art and culture. On one hand the tradition is being revived and
on the other hand it is also
becoming a source of
livelihood for women.
Rakhi production is being
done by Bharat Mata
Vahini Self-Help Group in

Obituary

Ram Shringar
Mishra

Bhilai: Retired BSP employee Ram Shringar
Mishra left for heavenly
abode at the age of 82
years on Tuesday. Funeral
procession will be taken
out from his residence situated at Qr No 10-D, Street
03, Sector 02 on August 03
around 11:00 hrs and last
rites of the mortal remains will be performed
at Ramnagar Muktidham.
He was the father of
Sanjay Mishra and grandfather of Akshat Mishra
and Mayank Mishra.

Gram
Panchayat
Navagaon (B) of Block
Patan of the district. They
are using many types of
food items like wheat,
paddy, lentils, rice, thread,
pearl, small big thread,
stone pearl, golden stone,
etc in the work of making
Rakhi. The women of
Navagaon (B) are making
beautiful Rakhis by their
own hands. Till now, the

total cost of making Rakhi
summed up to Rs 2500. On
the other hand, they have
earned an income of Rs
4000 by selling the rakhis.
The women of the group
sell the Rakhis at Haat
Bazar fancy stores and at
villages. Recently, the
group has made Rakhis
available for sale at CMart. The group has
utilised the income made

from Rakhi to purchase a
Cotton-Wick machine.
Now they are making cotton wicks for the upcoming Teej and other festivals. The women of this
group are continuously
taking their steps towards
self-employment.
Rakhi will be made
available by the women of
Self Help Group through
the market and shops of
their village. These rakhis
will be available in the
price range from Rs 5 to Rs
65. Rakhis are also being
prepared by the women of
Kumkum Self Help Group
in Sankara.
On the other hand,
Kavra Chaturvedi of
Samridhi Self-Help Group
of Gram Panchayat Rauda
in Janpad Panchayat
Dhamdha said that till
now they have sold Rakhi
worth Rs 6000. They contact the nearby stores for
Rakhi sales.

Bhilai, Aug 02:
The first Chief Minister of
undivided Madhya Pradesh,
freedom fighter and mass
leader Late Pandit Ravi
Shankar Shukla was remembered on the occasion of his
birth anniversary on August 2,
2022.
A programme was organised at his statue installed in
front of the Jawaharlal Nehru
Hospital and Research Center,
Sector-9.
A large number of district
Congress
office-bearers,
Congress Seva Dal, Kanyakubj
Samajik Chetna Manch, steel
fraternity of Bhilai Steel Plant
and citizens of Steel City paid
floral
tributes
to
Pt
Ravishankar Shukla and Pt
Vidyacharan Shukla.
On the occasion, tributes
were paid to former MLA Late
Bhajan Singh Nirankari and
other Congress leaders who

departed in the recent past.
Saplings were distributed
among the people and they
were motivated for tree plantation. Former MLA BD
Qureshi, former councilor and
labor leader Prabhunath
Mishra, former Mayor Neeta
Lodhi (Vice President of

BMC intensifies drive against banned plastic
Bhilai, Aug 02:
Products made of single
use plastic have been completely banned within the
limits of Bhilai Municipal
Corporation.
BMC
Commissioner Lokesh
Chandrakar has constituted a team to take action on
banned plastic and single
use plastic. Soon after the
constitution of the team
on July 01, the campaign
against banned plastic and
single use plastic was intensified on the instructions of Nodal Officer and
Additional Commissioner
Ashok Dwivedi.
In the month of July, a
fine of Rs 1.20 lakh has
been recovered by taking
action at 256 places. Raids
are being conducted in
shops, commercial establishments at different
places in each zone.
Plenary action is being

Antyavasayi
Corporation),
former President of Durg
District Congress Tulsi Sahu,
Mayrani
Shukla,
Satish
Parakh and Rajiv Choubey
addressed and remembered
the contribution and personality of Pt Ravi Shankar Shukla,
the pioneer of the establish-

Sangeet Sandhya to be
organised on Aug 03
Bhilai, Aug 02:

taken against the establishments wherever single-use plastic and banned
plastic are found. It needs
to be mentioned here that
Mayor Neeraj Pal has also
appealed to the residents
of the city not to use
banned plastic and single
use plastic. To keep the
city clean and healthy, it is
necessary to boycott
banned plastic and single

use plastic. Use cloth bags
etc to carry any kind of
material. Plastic causes a
lot of damage to the environment. Considering the
situation, BMC is taking
strict action against the violators.
On Tuesday, Bhilai
Municipal Corporation
took action at 7 places and
a fine of Rs 5600 has been
recovered. In the past one

month, a fine of Rs 63800
was collected from 84
shops in Zone One, fine of
Rs 28100 was collected
from 54 shops in Zone 2,
fine of Rs 9200 was collected from 43 people in Zone 3

Mother Teresa Nagar area
and a fine of Rs 6700 has
been collected from 26 people from the Zone 4 area
and Rs 6900 fine has been
collected from 42 people
from Zone 5 area.

ment of Bhilai Steel Plant.
Swadesh Shukla, Jayesh
Shukla, Rakesh Shukla, Shyam
Kumar Tiwari, Ram Lakhan
Tiwari, Ghaffar Khan, Arun
Singh, Prashant Kshirsagar,
Sarla Poddar, Mrs Devangan,
Sarita Parganiha, Subhash
Gupta, RK Tiwari, Ashok Giri,
RK Pandey, Suma Prem Gupta,
RD Kori, Top Singh Varma,
Rakesh
Tiwari,
General
Manager (Public Relations) of
Bhilai Steel Plant Prashant
Tiwari, Sanat Kumar and
other dignitaries offered floral
tributes at the portrait of Pt
Ravi Shankar Shukla.
The program was conducted by Manoj Mishra, General
Secretary, Pt Ravi Shankar
Shukla Social and Cultural
Committee and in the end the
vote of thanks was proposed
by the State Organization
Secretary of ‘SMEFI’ (HMS)
and senior journalist Ashok
Panda.

A Sangeet Sandhya
under the banner of
‘Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav’
will be organised by
Sports, Culture and Civic
amenities department of
SAIL-Bhilai Steel Plant on
August 03, 2022 at
Mahatma Gandhi Kala
Mandir at 07.30 pm.
Renowned
National
level Sitar artist Ashotosh
Sahay will be performing
in the programme. Sahay
is the recipient of a
National scholarship from
Ministry of Culture.
He has also received the
Balshri award, Pogo
award, Vilayat Khan
award and was the
Runner
up
at
an
Aakashvani programme.
Sahay is currently a third
year student of B Tech.

Yashwant
Vaishnav,
International tabla artist
will perform tabla during
the Sangeet Sandhya.
Yashwant
Vaishnav
(Mumbai) has received
the Gold medal from
Aakashvani,
Balshri
award from Ministry of
Culture and has also been
awarded
the
Ustad
Bismillah Khan Yuva
Puraskar from Sangeet
Natak Academi.
Vaishnav has performed in different locations abroad including
America, London, Sri
Lanka, Bangladesh etc. He
has also performed in the
Tansen
Samaroh,
Doordarshan Samaroh
and Mehar Samaroh. All
music lovers are invited
for the Sangeet Sandhya.
Entry for the programme
is free of cost.
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Cabinet sub-committee
okays transfer policy
District-level govt
employees transfers likely from
August 16
Raipur, Aug 02: The
Cabinet sub- committee
has prepared the policy for
the transfer of government employees which
would be approved by
Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel soon.
As per the information
received, the Cabinet subcommittee comprising
Home
Minister
Tamradhwaj
Sahu,
Transport Minister Md
Akbar,
Urban
Administration Minister
Dr Shivkumar Dahariya,
Education Minister Dr
Premsai Singh Tekam and

Minister for Women &
Child Development Anila
Bhedia, have come up with
the recommendations of
transfer within district
from August 16 to
September 15 whereas the
state-level transfers could
be done from September 16
to September 30.
Government employees
who have been posted at
any place before August
15, 2021 would be eligible
for the transfer. Sub- committee has also suggested
for the transfer of grade III
and grade IV employees
through District Collector
on the approval from
Guardian Minister of respective
Districts.
However, a maximum
limit of only 10% transfer
would take place as per the
new policy. Similarly, the

Departmental Minister
would be the competent to
recommend transfer of
Grade I employees on the
proposal of department
with the ceiling of 15%
employees. A balance on
the vacancy in urban and
rural areas too have to be
ensured in the process of
transfer of employees.
At the same time, specific provisions have been
made for the School
Education department
transfers. Departments
have also been asked to ensure substitute in case of
any emergency.
Officials informed that
the recommendations of
the cabinet sub- committee would be presented to
CM Bhupesh Baghel who
would make a final call on
the new transfer policy.

Three nabbed with cash and
goods worth Rs 1.67 lakh
Raipur, Aug 02: Three accused for theft in the
house in Shaktinagar of
Khamardih thana area
were taken into arrest
here on Tuesday. The
thieves conducted theft on
night of July 31 when the
owner left the house along
with his wife and went to
Odisha. It was in the night
the daughter of owner
and his sister left the
house and went to their
elder mother’s house to
sleep. But on Aug 1 in the
morning when they came
back, they found the lock
of the door opened and
some unknown person
has run away with TV,
gold and silver ornaments
and cash. A case under
section 457 and 380 of IPC
was filed.
It was after thorough interrogation with the
daughter, sister of the
owner of house and infor-

mation was passed onto
informers and it was
learnt that one of the history-sheeter recently released from the jail –Rafiq
Khan was spotted in this
area. On this police arrested Rafiq Khan and interrogated him and he accepted the crime saying
that he conducted theft
along with one person
Yogesh Yadav and one

minor boy and so the two
others were also taken
into arrest.
The Police after arresting the three seized the
TV, boofer, and gold and
silver jewelleries and cash
of Rs 19,500 and total
items worth Rs 1.67 lakhs.
All three are from
Khamardih area and involved thefts and other
crimes in the region.

Aadhaar collection
work from voters
begins on August 1
Two-day training of
master trainers and
officers related to
revision work
Raipur, Aug 02: Keeping
in view the upcoming assembly and Lok Sabha
elections in Chhattisgarh,
the work of special brief
revision of voter list has
started from August 1. For
this, two days training has
been given to the officers
related to the elections by
the
office
of
the
Chhattisgarh Electoral
Officer.
Addressing the concluding ceremony of the training program, Chhattisgarh
Chief Electoral Officer P
Dayanand said that as per
the instructions of the
Election Commission of
India, work should be done

in the direction of moving
towards paperless in the
election process.
He informed the officers
in the training programme
about preparing electoral
rolls, compiling Aadhaar,
issuing EPIC cards to new
voters, removing names
cut, correcting names, collecting the Aadhaar data
from the voters and linking them with the data of
the voter list and amendment in act-rule and format for authentication.
Information was given
regarding the amendment

and adding the names of
voters in the voter list on
the prescribed four qualifying dates. The training
was completed at New
Circuit House in the capital Raipur.
Additional
Chief
Electoral Officer Smt
Shikha Rajput Tiwari informed that as per the instructions of the Election
Commission of India, the
work of issuing voter
photo identity card with
new security standards
and special brief revision
of photo-edited electoral

Central Bank, Zonal
Head, Bhopal TS Zira
meets customers

Raipur, Aug 02: T.S.Zira,
Zonal Head, Central
Bank of India, Bhopal
during his visit to Raipur
met the valued customers
of the Bank in a
Customer Meet function
held in the capital.
Shailesh
Verma,
Head
and
Regional
Mahendra Singh, Deputy
General Manager alongwith other executives of
the Bank were present on
the occasion. Valued
clients of the Bank viz.
Mr. Achin Banerjee, Mr.
S.K.Batra,
Mr.

S.S.Bhramankar,
Mr.
Jayesh
Pithaliya,
Mr.
Gangadhar
Agarwal,
Mr.
Baljit Singh, Mr.
Amit Agarwal,
Mr.
Ashish
Agarwal, and a
large number of
esteemed customers were
also present on the occasion. Earlier Mr. Zira visited few branches of
Raipur city and took review of the customer service rendered by them. He
advised the Branch Heads,
officers and the staff to
rededicate themselves to
serve the customers with
good and speedy service
with a smile. He further
added
that
every
Centralite should gearup
for improving the position
of the Bank during this
financial year.

roll for the qualifying date
of January 1, 2023 has
started. Four qualifying
dates have been fixed for
new voters to add their
names, these include 01
January, 01 April, 01 July
and 04 October.
Smt Shikha Rajput
Tiwari said that two days
training was provided to
the officers associated
with the work of the voter
list revision. These included all the Deputy District
Election Officers, Electoral
Registration Officer for
each assembly constitution, a District Level
Master
Trainer
and
Assistant Programmer.
She instructed the officers
to take special care in
preparing electoral rolls
with photographs. She
said that the compilation
of Aadhaar numbers from
voters is voluntary. Voters
themselves can also link
EPIC card with Aadhaar
by uploading the data
number in the Voter
Helpline and NVSP.
Officials said that keeping in view the upcoming
assembly general election 2023 and Lok Sabha

election 2024, the success
of the election depends
on the quality of voter
list and active participation of the voter. The officials gave detailed information about adding the
names of eligible citizens
in the electoral rolls and
carefully doing the work
of deleting names of the
dead voters under the
special brief revision
programme of the electoral rolls.
The officers apprised
about the instructions of
the Election Commission
of India during the training program. While discussing about the program outline for obtaining Aadhaar number
from voters, they said
that the compilation of
Aadhaar number is to be
obtained voluntarily by
the voters. The training
programme was attended
by Joint Chief Electoral
Officer Vipin Manji, Dr
KRR Singh, mater trainers US Agrawal, Bharti
Chandrakar, Sandeep
Thakur, MR Sawant,
Vinay Agrawal and
Rupesh Verma.

Awareness workshop with DISCOMs organised by CREDA, BEE
Raipur, Aug 02: Chhattisgarh
State
Renewable
Energy
Development Agency (CREDA)
in association with Bureau of
Energy Efficiency (BEE) has
conducted one-day awareness
workshop with DISCOMs and
Energy Efficiency Solutions
Providers on Demand Side
Management (DSM) Action Plan
on August 02nd. 2022 at Raipur.
Chief Guest, Hemant Verma,
Chairman, Chhattisgarh State
Electricity
Regulatory
Commission stated about the
inception of DSM work in the
State & suggested to develop
Action Plan on the basis of highest & lowest proportion of transmission & distribution losses of

DISCOM.
During the workshop Alok
Katiyar, CEO, CREDA has
briefed about the role of
Generation, Transmission and
Distribution on energy demand
and suggested to implement
energy efficient solutions in

society to meet the growing
population demand.
Sanjeev Jain, Chief Engineer,
CREDA has highlighted the
energy efficiency activities
implemented in various sector
executed in the state and stated
about the importance of

BJP Organizational leader Jamwal
holds meet with CG leaders

Devotees watching the snake-charmers with snakes on occasion of ‘Nag-Panchami’
and offering charity to them for the show.

Work towards making election process paperless: CEO
New voters can
apply online for
EPIC card
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‘NAG-PANCHAMI’

Demand Side Management
Program.
Milind
Deore,
Director, Bureau of Energy
Efficiency has briefed about the
BEE’s initiatives under DSM program for various DISCOMs in
India. He has explained about
the implementation method,
budget & cost, energy savings &
benefits under ESCO mode of
implementing energy efficient
projects. Ms. Archana Nagrale,
Executive Engineer, CSPDCL
has presented the status of
identified energy efficient
measures in DSM Action Plan
implemented by CSPDCL, where
Mr. Rakesh Sahu, Asst.
Manager, EESL has delivered a
presentation on the EESL’s ini-

tiative under DSM program &
prevailing business models of
implementing energy efficiency
projects. Mr. Milind Chittawar,
CEO, See-Tech Solution & his
team presented on the innovative energy efficient projects
such as Energy efficient pumps
for agriculture, energy efficient
motors, axial fans & HVAC for
industries.
Rajeev Gyani, Superintending
Engineer, CREDA has moderated the entire program & introduced the DSM concept related
to DISCOMs. The event was
attended by officials from
CSERC, CSPDCL, TEED, JSPL
Raigarh, CREDA, EESL &Seetech
Solution, Nagpur.

Raipur, Aug 02: Newlyappointed
Regional
Organizational General
Secretary of Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) Ajay
Jamwal reached Raipur
on his maiden visit here
on Tuesday. BJP State
Organizational General
Secretary Pawan Sai accorded warm welcome to
him on his arrival at
Raipur Airport. Senior
party leaders including
Leader of Opposition in
Chhattisgarh Legislative
Assembly
Dharmlal
Kaushik,
MLAs
Brijmohan Agrawal and
Ajay Chandrakar were
present on the occasion.
After having formal
chat with the leaders, he
reached party headquarters
situated
at
Kushabhau
Thakre
premises to hold meeting with senior leaders
of the party including
the Core Group mem-

On Minimata
Memorial Day, the
first woman MP of
Ch’garh

In the tehsils which
received scanty
rainfall
28 tehsils of the state
recorded below normal rainfall
bers on existing political
scenario
in
Chhattisgarh.
It is notable that
Jamwal has been appointed with the objective to strengthen the
Chhattisgarh BJP ahead
of Legislative Assembly
polls scheduled to be
held late next year.

Three NITians selected for
ET campus stars 2022
Raipur, Aug 02: National
Institute of Technology
Raipur’s Akhil Soni and
Yash Bansal, 7th Sem.,
Computer Science and
Engineering
and
Ayushman Satpathy, 7th
Sem.,
Information
Technology got selected
as the Economic Times
Campus Stars 2022. ET
Campus Stars is India’s
biggest hunt for bright engineering students. The
program structure comprised of a rigorous 6+
months 4-phase process
that evaluated each candidate across various assessment parameters like
functional knowledge and
application, team building and collaboration
skills, strategic and innovative thinking and emotional intelligence. A total
of 91 people were selected
out of 2000+ colleges.
In the first phase of the

assessment, they were
tested based on their aptitude, cognitive behaviour
and personality skills.
The second phase was
crafted to gauge their understanding of their respective domains by evaluating them on their conceptual and theoretical
knowledge. After being
selected, they underwent
an online group exercise
that evaluated their
group dynamic and highlighted their leadership
and team-building skills.
The fourth and final
phase of ET Campus
Stars was designed as a
one-on-one interaction
session with various wellcelebrated
CXOs
of
India Inc.
Akhil had a very motivating and inspiring interaction with Annie
Mathew,
Chief
Information
Officer,

Mother Dairy Fruit &
Vegetable
Pvt
Ltd.
According to him, this
whole process helped him
develop as a holistic person rather than just becoming a good technical
engineer. Yash had the
chance to interact with
Prabhjeet
Singh,
President, Uber India
South Asia where they
had a discussion on how
technology can benefit
mankind in coming years
whereas, Ayushman got
the opportunity to interact with Himanshu
Verma, Chief Product
and Technology Officer,
Licious. He was asked
about his goals and ambitions and learnt a lot from
the overall assessment.
The jury then selected
them for India’s most coveted list of bright engineering students, ET
Campus Stars.

Bank of India Q1 posted net
profit of Rs 720 crore
Raipur, Aug 02: Bank of
India on Tuesday reported 22 per cent decline in
standalone net profit at Rs
561 crore for June quarter
on higher operating expenses, even as bad loans
declined. The lender had
posted a net profit of Rs
720 crore in the corresponding quarter ended June
2021. As compared to the
pervious March quarter,
the net profit was down
7.4 per cent. Total income
during April-June 2022-23
fell to Rs 11,124.36 crore
from Rs 11,641.37 crore in
the year-ago period as in-

come from other sources
was down, Bank of India
said in a regulatory filing.
The core interest income
grew 7 per cent in the
quarter at Rs 9,972.64
crore, while other income
declined by over 50 per
cent to Rs 1,152 crore.
Operating expenses were
higher by 12 per cent during the quarter at Rs 3,041
crore from Rs 2,715 crore.
On consolidated basis,
the net profit in June
quarter was down 11 per
cent at Rs 657.62 crore
compared to Rs 735.37
crore. Total income too de-

clined to Rs 11,207.57 crore
from Rs 11,709.62 crore.
Bank of India improved
on its asset quality substantially as gross NonPerforming Assets (NPAs)
fell to 9.30 per cent of
gross advances by the end
of June 2022. The same
was at 13.51 per cent a
year ago. In value terms,
gross NPAs were down at
Rs 44,414.67 crore as
against Rs 56,041.63 crore.
Net NPAs (bad loans) too
fell to 2.21 per cent (Rs
9,775.23 crore) from 3.35
per cent (Rs 12,424.13
crore).

Bulldozer runs over 18
houses in Shivnagar
Raipur, Aug 02: The team
of Municipal Corporation
demolished 18 houses by
running bulldozers on
them in Shivnagar Slum
behind
Khamhardih,
Raipur. However, the municipal corporation staff
and police deployed at the
site faced wrath of people.
Angry women and men
protested against the action and also scuffled with
the police.
BJP leader Sanjay
Srivastava and ward corporator Rohit Sahu, who
were protesting in support
of the affected residents,
were arrested by the police and sent to the Vidhan
Sabha Police station.
Angry people allege
that the residents were
rendered homeless in the
holy and auspicious
month
of
‘Savan’.
According to them the
Municipal Corporation
administration took ac-

tion without making alternative arrangements.
When the staff of the
Municipal Corporation
reached to demolish the
houses, the BJP workers
along with the residents
started protesting. People
started scuffling with the
police team that arrived
with the corporation staff.
The dispute gradually
turned tense due to which
the action action had to be
stopped. Additional SP
City
Sukhnandan
Rathore, arrived on the information along with the
team. Meanwhile, the
women of the slum started a scuffle with the police
force. Local corporator
Rohit Sahu and BJP
leader Sanjay Srivastava
staged a sit-in protest on
the road leading to
Shivnagar Basti. The police arrested both of them
and sent them to the
Vidhan Sabha Police

CM directs to conduct crop Talented women, children to be felicitated
condition assessment
through visual estimation

Station. The police somehow handled the situation
and the corporation staff
completed the demolition
of the houses. The action
of forcibly breaking the
settlement has been
termed as wrong by the
BJP leaders. According to
a local resident of
Shivnagar Basti Keshav
Sahu the dispute pertaining to vacating the settlement is going on in the
court for the last two-three
months. The High Court
had also directed the corporation to make arrangements for the local residents. Mayor Aijaj Dhebar
had also assured not to remove the settlement, but
on Monday, suddenly the
corporation
officials
reached with a notice and
asked them to vacate the
houses. The people of
Shivnagar Basti asked for
15 days’ time, but the officials refused.

Instructions given to
collectors to send
proposals to declare
Tehsils as drought-hit
Central Chronicle News
Raipur, Aug 02: Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel
has directed officials concerned to conduct assessment of crop condition
through eye estimation in
the tehsils of the states
which received below normal rainfall. He has also
directed to prepare an immediate action plan for relief work in tehsils with
scanty rainfall. It is noteworthy that in the current
monsoon season, 28 tehsils
of the state have recorded
less than 60 per cent rainfall as on August 01 and
are reeling under threat of
drought.

The weakening of monsoon in the state and below
normal rainfall in the districts of northern part of
the state especially in
Surguja,
Surajpur,
Balrampur and Jashpur,
has affected sowing of
Kharif crops. Expressing
their concern over this,
Parliamentary Secretary
Mr. Chintamani Maharaj,
MLA Mr. Brihaspat Singh
along with other MLAs
met the Chief Minister
and urged him to declare
these tehsils of Surguja
division as drought-hit.
Taking cognizance of the
same, Chief Minister Mr.
Bhupesh Baghel has directed
the
Chief
Secretary to conduct an
assessment of the crops
through eye estimation in

the affected tehsils and
take necessary steps for
relief work.
In compliance with the
instructions of Chief
Minister Bhupesh, Chief
Secretary Amitabh Jain
on Monday reviewed the
current monsoon situation in the state by chairing a meeting of all the
Commissioners
and
Collectors through video
conferencing. He directed
the collectors to get eye estimation of the crops
done in tehsils with less
than average rainfall by
the officers of
the
Department
of
Agriculture
and
Horticulture, as per the
provision of the Relief
Manual 2022. The Chief
Secretary said that an immediate action plan
should also be prepared to
start relief work in these
28 tehsils.
It is worth mentioning
that 28 tehsils of 9 districts
of the state have received
less than 60 per cent average rainfall as on 01
August 2022, out of which 8
tehsils have received less
than 40 per cent rainfall.
Instructions have been

Three research scholars conferred
with Ph.D. degrees at CU
Bilaspur, Aug 02: It is notified that in accordance
with the decision taken in
the meeting of the
Executive Council held on
27th January, 2004, and on
the basis of the report of
the concerned examiners
and the oral examination
held on 24th June, 2022,
the Vice-Chancellor, on behalf of the Executive
Council, accepting the thesis presented by Vinod
Kumar Gurjar is declared
eligible for conferment of
the degree of “Doctor of
Philosophy” of Guru
Ghasidas
University,
Bilaspur from the date of
oral examination. He
carried out the research
the Research Supervisor Dr. Dilip Kumar Pal
from department of
Pharmacy under school
Natural Resources. The

title of the dissertation
was ‘Design, Synthesis
and Evaluation of some
1,8
Naphthyridine
Derivatives for Their
Antihistaminic and other
Activities’.
The Vice-Chancellor, on
behalf of the Executive
Council, also accepted the
thesis presented by Ajay
Kumar Bharadwaj and declared him eligible for conferment of the degree of
“Doctor of Philosophy” of
Guru
Ghasidas
University, Bilaspur from
the date of oral examination. He carried out his
research under guidance
of Supervisor - Dr. Manish
Kumar
Tripathi of
Department of Zoology
and from School –
Biotechnology. His title
of the dissertation was
Organophosphate

Insecticide
Tyzophos
Fresh Innate immunity of
leukocytes in water induced changes in responses teleost channapunctatus tension
The third Ph.D. conferred by the ViceChancellor, on behalf of
the Executive Council,
was the thesis presented
by Devendra Kumar
Singh. He carried out his
research under guidance
of supervisor Dr. Manish
Srivastava from department - Computer Science
and Engineering, under
School - Engineering and
Technology. The dissertation title of his subject
was ‘Improved Intrusion
Detection System Using
Feature
Optimization
Technique Based on
Artificial
Neural
Networks’.

given to send a proposal
after assessment to the
state government within a
week to declare them as
drought-hit.
According to the information received from
Secretary (Revenue and
Disaster Management)
Ambikapur, Mainpat and
Sitapur Tehsils of Surguja
district, Latori of Surajpur
district, Balrampur, Kusmi
and Wadraf Nagar of
Balrampur
district,
Duldula,
Jashpur,
Pathalgaon,
Sanna,
Kunkuri and Kansabel of
Jashpur district, Raipur
and Arang of Raipur district, Sonhat of Koriya district, Darri of Korba district, Berla of Bemetara
district and Gadiras and
Konta tehsils of Sukma
district have received less
than 60 per cent rainfall.
While Lundra, Darima,
and Batauli Tehsils of
Surguja
district,
Pratappur and Biharpur of
Surajpur district and
S h a n k a r g a r h ,
Ramanujganj and Rajpur
of Balrampur district have
received less than 40 per
cent rainfall as on
August 01.

Jagdalpur, Aug 02: In the
Indira Stadium of Bastar
divisional headquarters, it
was claimed to have built
an international level football ground at a cost of
more than Rs 7 cr. But after
torrential rains yesterday
in city, the turf laid on the
football field is seen floating and its video is becoming increasingly viral. This
football ground was inaugurated by Chief Minister
Bhupesh Baghel. Along
with this, he was also seen
playing with children.
It is notable here that it
is just few months back
that Indira Stadium football ground was prepared.
Torrential
rains
on
Monday in Jagdalpur have

exposed the quality of the
football ground built at a
cost of more than Rs 7 cr.
The whole ground seems to
be floating in the water.
Everyone standing there
can feel the smell of corruption in the Rs 7 cr football field literally floating
in the water. During this,
some players present in the

floating football field, made
its video viral on the social
media. Since then the floating football field has remained a topic of discussion. In the video, the football field is seen floating in
the water. Players are
jumping in it and it seemed
as if the field has become a
swamp.

Bilaspur, Aug 02: With
the innovative efforts and
guidance of the ViceChancellor
of
Guru
Ghasidas Vishwavidyalaya
(a Central University) efforts are going on to make
students self-reliant under
Swavalambi Chhattisgarh
with the making of attractive rakhis from paddy and
rice. At present, many
components are used for
making rakhis which are

Regarding the floating
football ground, Bastar
Collector Chandan Kumar
says that the information
has been given to the
Sports Academy. Soon the
team will reach Jagdalpur
and survey it, only after
that it will be clear
whether there is a technical fault. But the players
playing here say that, how
can there be a technical
fault. Administrative approval will be issued on the
basis of technical approval. The technical approval should have been
checked before the administrative approval. In this
ground prepared with the
expenditure of more than
Rs 7 cr after a fair investigation of this matter. The
market is buzzing with discussions on the possibility
of massive corruption in
construction of this football ground.

Munshi Premchand Jayanti celebrated at CBI office
Raipur, Aug 02:
Renowned Hindi
Novelist, Munshi
Premchand Jayanti
was celebrated at
Central Bureau of
Investigation office,
Raipur
under
chairmanship of
Head
of
the
B r a n c h ,

Superintendent of
Police,
Ajay
Kumar. Amaresh
Pandey from AAI
was present as
Chief Guest.
Winners of essay
competition
on
“Katha
Samrat
M u n s h i
Premchand” were

Raipur, Aug 02: The 50th
death anniversary of Mini
Mata, the first woman MP
of Chhattisgarh, will be
celebrated on August 11.
On this occasion, talented
women and meritorious
students who have done ex-

cellent work will be felicitated in the Satnami
Pratibha Samman ceremony. Discussions were held
to finalize the program in
the meeting of the society
at
Guru
Ghasidas
Academy building located
in New Rajendra Nagar.
Responsibilities of the program were also distributed

to the officials here.
Organizing Committee
President KP Khande and
spokesperson
Chetan
Chandel
said
that
Memorial Day has been organized on August 11 at 12
noon at Shaheed Smarak
Bhawan. Many doctors
will provide services in the
free mega health camp.

CAIT CG Chapter distributed Covid security kit at Collector office
Raipur, Aug 02: Confederation
of All India Traders (CAIT)
Senior National Vice President
Amar Parwani,
Chairman
Mangelal Malu, Amar Gidwani,
State President Jitendra Doshi,
Working President Vikram
Singhdeo, Parmanand Jain,
Vashu
Makhija,
General
Secretary Surinder Singh,
Executive Secretary Bharat
Jain, Treasurer Ajay Agarwal
and media in-charge Sanjay
Choubey informed that CAIT
CG Chapter distributed Kovid
protection kit at Collector
office.
CAIT Senior National Vice
President Amar Parwani and
State President Jitendra Doshi
told that on Monday CAIT CG

Chapter distributed covid
security kit at Collector office
premises.
He further said that the rate
of corona infection is increasing
continuously in the state. The

number of active patients in the
state has reached 3457. CAIT
CG Chapter appealed to the
people of the state to wear
masks and maintain physical
distance for the safety and

awareness of the people in view
of the increasing outbreak of
Corona and make it a habit to
sanitize hands from time to time
as the fight against Carona is
yet to come.
For Corona epidemic prevention CAIT CG Chapter will work
shoulder to shoulder with the
administration.
District
Collector Mr. Sarvesh N. Bhure
described the distribution of
Covid protection kit by CAIT as
a commendable work for prevention of corona. CAIT officials
mainly present in the distribution of covid protection were
Amar Parwani, Jitendra Doshi,
Parmanand Jain, Bharat Jain,
Ajay Aggarwal, Rakesh Ochwani
and Mahesh Khilosia.

Rakhis of rice and paddy will decorate the
wrists of all the brothers

Football field built at a cost of
7 cr started floating in water
After incessant
rains in city on
Monday

50th death anniversary of Minimata,
the first woman MP
of Chhattisgarh, will
be celebrated on
August 11.

The Chief Guest will be
Chief Minister Bhupesh
Baghel
and
Urban
Administration
and
Labour Minister Dr.
Shivkumar Dahria will
preside over the function.
Before this, at 9 o’clock in
the morning, CM would
pay homage at the statue of
Minimata at Pandri.
Community members including Dr. JR Soni, SK
Sonwani,
DS
Patre,
Sunderlal Jogi, Chetan
Chandel, Pawan Lahare,
Kriparam Chaturvedi, DD
Bharti, Prakash Bandhe,
Pt. Anjor Das Banjare, RK
Patle, Ghasidas Kosale,
Sukhnandan Banjare, Utit
Bhardwaj and a large number of people were present.

awarded with attractive
prizes.
Abhishek
Prakash, Jr. Trans.
Officer of the branch
narrated about the
noble contribution of
the litterateur in Hindi
Literature. All the members of the branch were
present at the auspicious occasion.

not easily degradable.
Also, rakhis come from
abroad too because of
which people here do not
get employment but this
time rakhis are being
made from paddy and rice,
which are considered very
auspicious in our culture,
by our students.

At the beginning of the
training, Dr. Pushpraj
Singh, Head of the
Department of Rural
Technology and Social
Development said that this
time a 10-days’ training is
being given to the students
of the department on making rice and paddy rakhis.

Marketing will be done of
the rakhis made and the
income will be used for the
education and development of students.
The organisor of the
training program, Dr Dilip
Kumar
(Assistant
Professor, Department of
Rural Technology) told

that 30 students are participating in this training
program
and
Mr.
Chudamani Suryavanshi
has been invited as the
chief trainer. In this training, more than 100 types of
rakhis are being made by
the students.
The Dean of the Faculty,
Prof. BN Tiwari had said
that natural gulal was
made by the Department of
Rural Technology last time
and this time the work of
making rakhis is a very
commendable step. The
Nodal Officer of Skill
Development Cell, Dr
Rohit Raja said that with
the help of such skill development programs students
take interest in self-employment along with their
studies and they can get
self-employed.

Vajan Tyohar celerbated weighing 1891 children
Jagdalpur, Aug 02: By
forming a cluster of 1891
Anganwadis in the district, the weight of children up to the age of 6
years is being taken. This
‘Vajan Tyohar’ (weighing
festival) will be celebrated
till Ayg 13 and it will be ensured that no targeted
child of the district should
be missed. To ensure this
and the Collector has given
strict instructions to the

staff of the Department of
Women
and
Child
Development in this regard.

District Program Officer
Manoj Kumar Sinha informed that the ‘Vajan
Tyohar’ is being celebrated
from 9 am to 5 pm. The cooperation of local public
representatives is also
being taken to make the
festival a success. About
85000 children upto 6 years
are to be covered in the
district. Weight and height
of children is being measured in Anganwadi cen-

ters. He said that during
the weight festival, instructions have been given
to take the weight of children who comes under
‘Vagabond’ in the civic
areas, along with children
of workers in the construction sector etc.
During this, it has also
been asked to ensure that
the data entry of all the
children weighed is done
in an online app.

‘India facing most challenging phase
since Independence’
Democratic institutions getting
destroyed in last
8 years
Raipur, Aug 02: Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel
on Monday said the country was going through its
most challenging phase
since Independence as
democratic institutions
were being destroyed one
after the other since the
last eight years.
Baghel was virtually addressing a conference titled
‘India at 75: In Review’,
which is being held by
SOAS
University
of
London with the aim of
starting a reflective conversation on India’s growth

story in the 75th year of its
Independence, a government official said.
The three day conference will conclude on
August 3, he added.
“Our freedom fighters
proved by their sacrifice
that our unity as a nation
amid the diversity of all
caste, religion, societies
was our greatest strength,”
an official statement quoted the CM as saying in the
conference.
Carrying forward the
values with which India
had started the journey
after Independence, it was
moving ahead on the path
of development, the CM
said, adding that these values are the very soul of our
Constitution that has kept
our democracy alive de-

spite the challenges.
In a veiled attack on the
BJP-led Central government, Baghel said, Our
Constitution ensures social, economic and political
equality for every citizen.
But the irony is that for the
last eight years, democratic institutions in the country are being demolished
one after the other.
Secularism is being outrightly denied.”
“It is the most challenging
phase
after
Independence. The freedom and autonomy of the
democratic institutions in
the country are being destroyed. The country is facing the threat of a divided
society in the name of religion,” he added.
He said the Congress

was presently fighting the
second battle for independence in the country and the
battle was to protect freedom rather than to achieve
it.
Baghel
said
new
schemes and policies formulated by his government in Chhattisgarh were
inspired by the ideas of
Mahatma Gandhi and
Jawaharlal Nehru.
“We shifted the focus of
Chhattisgarh’s economy
from cities to villages. We
ensured farmers and tribals got fair value for their
hard work and have access
to their legal rights on jaljungle-zameen (water-forest-land). We made farmers
financially empowered and
resourceful by waiving off
their debts,” he said.
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Form issued by Naxalites
Consumers are receiving
to celebrate ‘Martyr Week’
ends to get power connections
Gaurela-PendraMarwahi, Aug 02: Urban
and rural consumers in
Gaurela Pendra Marwahi
district have to travel a distance of more than 50 to
100 kilometers to get electricity pump connection
and domestic or commercial electricity connection.
Neither the officials of the
electricity department nor
the local public representatives are realizing this
problem of electricity consumers.
In such a situation, the
Chhattisgarh
State
Electricity Board is organizing Electricity Festival
under the theme of ‘Ujjwal
Bharat-Ujjwal Bhavishya’
under the Amrit Mahotsav
of Azadi, under which
C h h a t t i s g a r h
Government’s Electricity
Bill Half Scheme, More
Electricity App, Chief
Minister
Urban
Vidyutikaran
Yojana,
Chief
Minister
Vidyutikaran Yojana are
turning to be a reminder

that how still consumers
are striving to get connection s taken for both commercial and personal connections.
In the program, the
changes brought in the
lives of common people by
these public welfare
schemes of the Electricity
Board are being highlighted and in the Bijli
Mahotsav program, the
beneficiaries are also
telling their experiences

about the benefits received
from the public welfare
schemes of the Electricity
Department, but on the
ground of reality.
In the power house located at district headquarter
Gaurela
Pendra
Marwahi Chhattisgarh
State
Electricity
Distribution Company
Limited of Chhattisgarh,
one has to apply for electricity connection in the
divisional engineer office.

In this way, the regional
farmers and common people have to spend Rs.300500 to come to this office to
get electricity connection.
According to the information, consumers Gorela
Pendra including Basti
Bagra, Kari Mango,
Kenchi,
Thadpathra,
Karangra,
Dhanauli,
Andhiarkhoh to Dhanpur
Boyani, Dumdum, Godha,
Amaru Kodgar and adjoining these two cities are lo-

Balco Mahila Mandal organizes Teej festival
Balkonagar, Aug 02:
Balco Mahila Mandal
organized Teej Mahotsav
with great pomp. The chief
guest of the program was
Mrs. Ranjana Jha, wife of
Korba Collector Mr.
Sanjeev Kumar Jha and
Mrs. Vandana Singh, wife
of Korba Superintendent
of Police, while Balco
Mahila Mandal Vice
President Smt. Sangeeta
Sharma received the
guests.
In her welcome address,
Smt. Sangeeta Sharma apprised about the various
social works of Balco
Mahila Mandal and informed that the Mahila
Mandal organizes programs from time to time
for the talent development
of women and children.

Praising the event, Smt.
Ranjana Jha said that the
event was very entertaining and said that BALCO
is making excellent contribution to the local area
through its community development works.
While congratulating
everyone, Mrs. Singh said
that the members of Balco

Mahila Mandal presented
excellent cultural programs.
Selection
of
‘Sawan Queen’ was done
in several stages. The participants also presented
hair decoration, dance,
mehndi, drawing, rangoli,
singing etc. In the third
stage, the eloquence and
comprehension of the par-

ticipants were tested.
Three contestants for
‘Sawan Queen’ in which
first Shippy Agarwal, second Mamta Katakwar and
third place Seema Sahu
were chosen as the winners.
At the beginning of the
program, the members of
the Mahila Mandal won
the hearts of all with
dance and excellent performance of Malhar folk
song.
The members made excellent participation in
various stalls, hammocks
and cultural programs.
Smt. Simran Kaur expressed her gratitude to all
the members of the
Mahila Mandal and the
chief guest for the successful conduct of the program.

cated in this office. The
public representatives of
the area and the officials of
the electricity department
remain unaware of this
big problem of electricity
consumers.
Tribal leader demands
resources
Tribal leader of the district and Secretary of
District
Congress
Committee
Pitambar
Singh Marko and former
MLA of Marwahi and
state president of Janata
Congress Chhattisgarh
Amit Jogi have demanded
from Chief Minister
Bhupesh Baghel to amplify electricity connection
for domestic and commercial and agricultural
pump connections as in
the past. There were different arrangements in
Pendra and Pendra Road,
in the same way, the same
system should be implemented. The changed system is causing a lot of
problems to the local people.

Konta / Sukma, Aug 02:

 From July 28- Aug 03

Martyr Week is celebrated by
the Naxalites every year from 28
July to 03 August in the memory
of the Naxalites killed in the
Naxalite organization, during
which the names of the Naxalite
comrades killed in various
encounters / diseases in 01 year
are issued by mentioning them.
There are forms. In this context,
pamphlets, banners were put up
by the Naxalites in the interior
areas, which have been captured
by the security forces, calling for
celebrating Martyr’s Week in the
year 2022. The analysis of the
seized pamphlets has revealed
the important new strategy of
the Naxalites. Allegations of
fake encounter are being made
by calling the working members
as villagers. In the Naxalite pamphlet issued this year, 02 such
cases of Sukma district have
come to notice. Against whom
11 offenses were registered in
different police stations of the
district, in some cases a permanent warrant for arrest was
issued by the Hon’ble Court.
Similarly, on 30/01/22, in an
encounter with security forces in
the jungles of Timmapuram,
Naxalite Janmilitia Commander
Madkam Joga, who was rewarded with one lakh rupees, was

killed. It is noteworthy that after
the death of the Naxalites in the
encounter of Madvi Bhima, the
Naxalites defamed the security
forces. By issuing a press note
by the committee, the security
forces were accused of fake
encounter by calling Madkam
Joga a villager and misleading
the general public, tribal social
organizations and intellectuals,
students and appealed to
protest, but in the year July /
2022, Naxalites In its pamphlet
issued by the organization to celebrate Martyr’s Week, the
Naxalites killed in both the incidents, respectively, Bhima resident Tadmetla and Timmapuram
resident Madkam Joga have been
addressed as Comrade Bhima
and Com. Names have been
given. It is also worth mentioning
that the names of the dead
Naxalite comrades are mentioned every year in the pamphlets issued by the Naxalite
organizations during their martyr
week and not the villagers.
Through
a
press
note,
Superintendent of Police Sukma
Sunil Sharma has issued pamphlets / press notes issued by
Naxalites after the death of both
the Naxalites in the encounter
and this year the pamphlets

issued by Naxalites calling for
martyr week have been issued.
Due to which the lies of Naxalites
are clearly exposed. Here the
fact is conceivable that the leaders/commanders of banned
Naxalite organization who have
been working for years in their
organization are killed in encounters to defame the security
forces, demoralize and spoil the
image of the police among various social organizations and
intellectuals. Villagers can tell
that it has become common for
them to use sentences like “fake”
in the right proceedings.
Naxalites do such acts to defame
the security forces after every
encounter, misleading the general public, social organizations,
intellectuals and transmitting
wrong information. By pressurizing the general public, sponsored rallies are taken out etc.
Recently, Naxalites Madvi Handa
( Vice President of DAKMS) and
injured Naxalites who were killed
in an encounter with security
forces in Muler forests on
22.7.2022. Information has been
received through confidential
sources regarding the attempt by
the commanders to spread the
fake encounter by pressurizing
the public and giving wrong
information to the social organizations.

‘Sports to be encouraged and players will be given opportunities’
Konta/Sukma, Aug 02:
Sukma District Collector
Harish S. On the occasion
of
inauguration
of
Chhattisgarh 21st Junior
B a d m i n t o n
Championship, said that
the said event is being organized under the aegis of
Sukma
District
Badminton Association at
the newly constructed
Kawasi Hadma Stadium.
To participate in this
championship, selected
badminton players from
Bilaspur,
Raipur,
Dantewada, and other districts are participating in
the under-19 age group,
under this competition, a
match between single and
double will be organized,
more than 120 participants
are participating in the
competition.
Kawasi

Bonke,
President
of
Gadiras Lamps Society,
was the chief guest on the
occasion of the inauguration today. Apart from
this,
Om
Chandel
A d d i t i o n a l
Superintendent of Police,
Municipal Vice President
Ayesha Hussain, Ramesh
Rathi, Rajesh Nara, C. C.
Member
Yoga
Commission, Dharmendra

Chauhan,
Manoj
Chaurasia,
Surendra
Chandak, Mohd. Hussain,
Rohit Pandey, Nagraj
Karma, Hari Sethia,
Jagdish Kanojia, District
Sports Officer Virupaksha
Puranik,
Amit
Nag,
Sonsingh
Kashyap,
Shahid, Deepak Usendi,
Dhirendra Manjhi, Arjun
Markam, Mukesh Kashyap
were present in the pres-

ence of Sukma District
Badminton Association
President Raju Sahu said
that the championship will
end on August 05, 2022.
Proper arrangements have
been made for the accommodation and food and
play of the guest players.
If there is a doubt, he
should go to his area and
tell him that the district
Sukma is the opposite.

Korba, Aug 02:

Jagdalpur, Aug 02: MLA
and
Parliamentary
Secretary Rekhchand Jain,
while addressing the
women trained in the programme organized under
the Chief Minister’s Silk
Mission organized by the
Silk Department, said that
the state government
stands committed to promote Sericulture through
the CM Bhupesh Baghel’s
Silk Mission and to get fair
price to those involved in
its collection. For this, he
has brought Rally Kosa
under
Minor
Forest

Produce and is getting it
purchased through the
Minor Forest Produce
Association. Earlier, where
the persons collecting the
same used to get 50 Paisa to
Re 1 per cocoon, today they
are getting Rs 4.20 per cocoon. Rs 4500-5000 per kg is
being received through
‘Dhaagakara’. If they are
trained and make thread
with the new scientific
technology, then its value
will be increased. On
Monday a total of 20
women were given machines and 30 women have

Demand for extension
of admission date
In Swami Atmanand School
Rajim, Aug 02:
The admission date
for the students selected in the Swami
Atmanand Excellent
English
Medium
Rambishal
Pandey
Higher
Secondary
School of the city was
from 26 July to 30 July
2022.
In this context, there
is a rush in the school
to submit the photocopy of other certificates including the

transfer certificate,
therefore a large number of parents and children have demanded
extension in the admission time period.
These parents have
requested the District
Collector and District
Education Officer to
extend the admission
date and start the
school soon by arranging necessary materials and teachers so that
the studies can start
soon.

been issued training certificates. On this occasion,
MLA
along
with
Awadhesh Jha, Research
Associate of
Gender
Mainstreaming Society Dr.
Pooja Jha, Deputy Director
Sericulture JP Bariha,
Assistant
Director
Sericulture
SK
Vishwakarma,
Field
Officer
AR
Rizvi,
Balabhadra Bhandari, GN
Dhurve and Sericulture
Officers, employees of the
department and a large
number of trained women
were present.

The common man is in trouble, here as Aadhar card, one
of the mandatory documents
valid for all government and
private work is showing major
errors. And as per information,
error prone Aadhaar cards are
not being updated even after
submitting other documents
including PAN card for verification, and in such a situation,
the problems of the people
have increased.
In Dhamtari district with a
population of 8 lakh, about 7.50
lakh people have Aadhar
cards,of these, 30 per cent
people have errors in the
name, date of birth and
address of the beneficiary in
their Aadhaar card. In such a
situation, they are reaching the
Aadhar Seva Kendra to get it
rectified, but here under the
new order, they have to struggle to get the date of birth
error rectified.
Citizens
Dhirendra Sahu, Maneka
Devangan, Tulsi Nirmalkar told

that the date of birth and
address in their Aadhar card
has been wrong, and it has
been told that UIDA has issued
a new instruction regarding
Aadhaar update, under which a
new sub-regulation has been
added to Aadhaar, under this,
amendment in the date of
birth, month will be done easily, but in the option of year,
one year ahead or one year
behind is happening. If there is
a discrepancy in the year of
birth for more than five years,
one is being asked to approach
the regional office of UIDA for
correction. For correction in
the date of birth, birth certificate, class X certificate, PAN
card are being sought.
What officer says:
Aadhaar is being updated
as per the guidelines of
UIDA. A circular has been
issued regarding the revision of date of birth.
Lavendra Kosaria, Officer.

Commissioner Prabhakar
Pandey said in the meeting of
the
office
bearers
of
Chamber of Commerce and
Transport Association today
that everyone’s cooperation
is necessary in maintaining
the traffic system of the city,
and in eliminating the possibilities of accidents and
smooth running of traffic.
Commissioner Prabhakar
Pandey, he took an important
meeting of the office bearers
and members of the District
Chamber of Commerce and
Transport Association Korba
in the meeting hall of Saket,
the main administrative
building of the Municipal
Corporation, Korba, during
which the smooth functioning
of the city’s traffic system
was discussed in detail.
Commissioner Pandey said
that it is often seen that
encroachment is being done
by placing sale and display
material on the road and
pavement in front of shops,

PM mentions about ‘Mata Mavli Mela’

 In his episode
of ‘Mann Ki Baat’
Jagdalpur, Aug 02:

In the 91st episode of
‘Mann Ki Baat’ by the
Prime
Minister
Narendra
Modi
on
Sunday, he mentioned
about the historical
‘Mata Mavli Mela’ of the
centuries-old princely
state of the district and
called upon the countrymen to watch and visit
the fair. During this the
people of Narayanpur
heard and watch the
broadcast of
Prime
Minister’s ‘Mann Ki
Baat’ at city’s bus stand

area. As soon as there
was mention of ‘Mavli
fair’ in PM’s words, there
was a wave of happiness
among all the people

present. It is worthwhile
to mention here that the
historical ‘Mavli fair’ of
the centuries-old princely state is one of the old-

New Delhi: Two men
were arrested for allegedly killing a person over an extramarital affair, in northeast Delhi’s Khajuri
Khas area, police said
on Tuesday. The accused have been identified as Atin (26), a
resident of Purnia in
Bihar, and Ahsan (22),
a resident of Jaitpur.
On Sunday, police received information
that a man identified
as Anawarul Haq, a
resident of Purniya
in Bihar, has been
stabbed by some persons. The injured was
shifted to hospital
where he was declared brought dead,
police said.

Income Tax raids
Chennai: Income tax
sleuths on Tuesday
held searches at the
premises linked to
some well known
Tamil cinema producers, official sources
said. The raids were
being reportedly carried out at multiple locations in the state,
including Madurai.

est in Bastar MandaiMela is one of the
‘Madhai Mela’ of Basar.
In this the presentation
of
rich folk-art of
‘Kokoreng’ dance can be
seen even today in the
princely traditions of the
villagers of Bastar.
The deities of about 84
parganas are involved in
Mata Mavli Mela, the
center of faith of the villagers.
The panoramic view of
the tradition of ‘parikrama’ with ‘Aanga’, ‘Doli’,
‘Chhatra’, ‘Jhanda’ is the
center of attraction from
the Mata Mavli temple
for the domestic and foreign tourists, who reach
here every year.

which creates hindrance in
traffic, traffic system is
affected and chances of accidents etc. Strict action will
be taken by the administration on this so that the traffic
system of the city can be
improved, so businessmen
should not keep sale and display material on the road
sidewalk in front of shops,
give their full cooperation in
this and avoid inconvenience
caused by administrative
action.
Commissioner Prabhakar
Pandey said that the junk
vehicles have been parked on
the side of the road in the
city especially in TP Nagar
area, due to which the traffic

system of the city is badly
affected. During the meeting, Deputy Superintendent
of Police Traffic S.C.S.
Parihar,
Additional
Commissioner,
Treasurer
Potter,
Tehsildar
Sonit
Meriya, Zone Commissioner
Akhilesh
Shukla,
Encroachment
In-charge
Yogesh Rathore, Chamber of
Commerce President Yogesh
Jain, Senior Vice President
Jagdish
Soni,
Narendra
Agarwal,
Shivshankar
Agarwal, Vinod Agarwal,
Rajendra Tiwari, Mohanlal
Agarwal, Ramsewak Agarwal,
Vinod Sinha, Anil Agarwal etc
were present along with others.

CKAF members to enter
indefinite strike from Aug 22
Keshkal, Aug 02: The failure on
part of the state government to
negotiate with the members of
Chhattisgarh
Karamchari
Adhikari Federation (CKAF) even
after five days of pen-down strike
has instead decided to deduct
their salary taking it as massleave by the employees and no
decision was taken on hike in DA
and
HRA
as
demanded.
Immediately after this the members of CKAF met at Ranger’s
Association Hall in Raipur on Jul
31 evening. In this more than
regional Presidents of 80 organisations associated with CKAF;
five divisional conveners and
divisional in-charges; 31 district
conveners of the district were
present and strategy was formulated for future strategy. In the
meeting was decided that as per
the notice issued to Chief

Secretary last on May 30, 2022,
after this five day strike will be
indefinite strike by the employees. So in the meeting it was
unanimously decided that the
Federation would give time to
state government to hold talks
and from Aug 22 onwards, all the
4.50 lakh employees of the state
would go on indefinite strike.
Declaration in this regard was
made by Regional Convener
Kamal Verma. Meeting was
attended by Bastar district div.
in-charge Kailash Chouhan,
District convener RD Tiwari,
District convener Neelkanth
Shardul, Asst. Convener Lokesh
Gaikwad, Sanyukt Shikshak
Sangh regional president Kedar
Jain, Asst. Convener Ajay
Shrivasatva, Vahan Chalak Sangh
regional president Satyaprakash
Bagh and others were present.

Thane: A container
truck transporting
tanks of a chemical
overturned on the
busy Ghodbunder
Road in
Maharashtra’s Thane
city on Tuesday
morning, resulting in
a huge traffic jam, officials said. Following
the incident, the
chemical- hydrogen
peroxide- leaked on
the road, emitting a
foul odour. An official
of the Thane civic
body’s Regional
Disaster Management
Cell (RDMC) said the
container truck was
transporting 23,000
litres of hydrogen
peroxide in 20 storage
tanks from Gujarat to
Nhava Sheva when it
overturned near the
Gaimukh creek at
around 7:15 AM.

3 held
New Delhi: Three
men were arrested for
allegedly robbing a
scooter from a food
delivery executive in
Subhash Place area
here, police said on
Tuesday. Suraj (25),
Sonu (19) and Chand
Khan (25) also attacked the victim
with a sharp-edged
object, police said.
Police said the accused were involved
in several cases of
snatching, robbery
and theft. Deputy
Commissioner of
Police (Northwest)
Usha Rangnani said,
a PCR call was received at the Subhash
Place police station
regarding the robbery
on July 29. A police
team reached the spot
and took the injured
to hospital for treatment, she said.

Mumbai, Aug 02:
The Shiv Sena on
Tuesday slammed the
Bharatiya Janata Party
(BJP) over the arrest of
Sanjay Raut by the
Enforcement Directorate,
saying such targeting of
the Opposition did not
happen even during the
Emergency imposed by
the then prime minister
Indira Gandhi.
In an editorial in the
party
mouthpiece
Saamana, the Sena said
democracy and a country
perish if the Opposition is
not treated with respect.
Raut was arrested by the
ED on Sunday night in
connection with a money
laundering case emerging
from a chawl redevelop-

ment scheme in Mumbai.
He was remanded in ED
custody till August 4.
The Sena said Raut,
Raya Sabha MP and
Saamana executive editor,
was arrested out of political revenge and many
“false proofs” were produced to frame him in the
alleged Patra chawl case.
“Had Raut aligned with
the BJP, he too would have
got cleaned in its washing
machine,” the edit said.
Questioning the “haste”
in arresting Raut, the Sena
said he had submitted a
letter to the ED stating he
will appear before the antimoney laundering agency
post the monsoon session
of Parliament and the Vice
Presidential elections, but
the ED didn’t consider it

BSF fires at flying object
along IB in Jammu

and raided his residence
on Sunday morning.
“People in power have
decided to chop off the
tongues or strangle those
who speak the truth. This
never happened even during the Emergency imposed by Indira ji,” the
edit
said.
Many
Opposition leaders, political workers, and journalists were arrested during
the Emergency in 1975-77.
In another swipe at BJP,
the Sena said when notices
were issued by Central
agencies to Opposition
leaders, alleged economic
offenders like Nirav Modi,
Mehul Choksi, and Vijay
Mallya fled the country.
It also slammed the
rebel group led by Chief
Minister Eknath Shinde,

The Border Security
Force opened fire at a flying
object
near
the
International Border in
Kanachak sector of Jammu
and Kashmir, a senior official said on Tuesday.
The unidentified flying
object with a blinking light
was detected at 9.35 pm on
Monday as it tried to intrude into the Indian territory from across the border,
he
said.The
Border
Security Force troops
opened fire and the blinking light was not observed
thereafter, he added. A
search operation was
launched in the area along

with police and other agencies, the officer said, adding
nothing has been recovered
so far.
Earlier, police had busted
three Lashkar-e-Taiba modules, arrested seven of its
members and recovered a
huge cache of arms, ammunition, and explosive material reportedly dropped by
35 drone sorties from
Pakistan.
Reportedly, LeT had set
up three terror modules in
Jammu and Rajouri districts to collect and transport weapons dropped by
drones in border areas of
Jammu, Samba, Kathua
and Rajouri districts to terrorists in Kashmir.

Being an inclusive,
multi-lingual social media
platform, Koo drives digital freedom of expression
for a billion voices, empowering them to freely
express themselves in
their mother tongue. The
platform’s innovative feature - Multi-lingual Koo
(MLK) further breaks
down language barriers
through real-time translations, which enable a creator to connect with
speakers of multiple languages and enhance
reach. With 40 million
downloads and 7000 eminent personalities, several
of whom actively leverage
MLK to engage with
masses, Koo is spearheading a revolution-of-sorts
in the social media landscape.
Kabaddi player Pawan
Kumar Sehrawat has a
massive following on social media. He enthralls

Oommen Chandy becomes longest serving
member of Kerala Assembly

fans by sharing videos
from his practice and
gymming sessions. And
interestingly, interacts
with them in Hindi,
Marathi, Gujarati, Tamil,
Telugu,
Kannada,
Bengali,
Assamese,
Punjabi and English!
Well, Sehrawat is not really fluent in 10 languages. In fact, he expresses himself best in
his mother tongue –
Hindi. But his Hindi content gets translated in a
real-time manner into
nine other languages
through Multi-lingual
Koo (MLK) - a distinctly
innovative feature on social media platform - Koo.
This enables him to connect with a pan-India audience in their respective
languages. Sehrawat followers from Asansol to
Ahmedabad and Bathinda
to Bangalore consume his
content in their own native language and interact
closely
with
their

Thiruvananthapuram, Aug 02 (PTI):
Congress veteran and
former Kerala Chief
Minister
Oommen
Chandy on Tuesday became the longest serving
member of the state
Assembly by representing
his home constituency
Puthupally, in the House

came the CM of the state
for two times-from 2004-06
and 2011-16. Besides becoming the minister for
four times in various cabinets in the past decades, he
also served as the Leader
of Opposition in the state
Assembly four times.
Reacting to the media,
Chandy gave all credit to
his rare record to the people of Puthuppally, saying
each of his victories was
the opportunity given by
the voters of the home
turf. Late K M Mani still
holds the record of having
been the longest serving
minister in the state
Assembly till date.

favourite athlete.
India boasts 467 million
social media users, who
spend 2.36 hours per day
on various platforms.
But given that 90%
Indians speak a native
language, online communication has largely been
limited to English speakers. The rise of multi-lingual social media has attracted millions of firsttime users, this includes
native language speakers
who would earlier feel
alienated on English-first
platforms.
These users increasingly look to participate in
social media discussions,
engage with eminent people, and create and consume content in their own
language.
They also look forward
to interacting with users
from different linguistic
backgrounds in common
areas of interests - in
their respective mother
tongue.

PM’s brother Prahlad Modi stages
dharna at Jantar Mantar with fair
price shop dealers’ demands
New Delhi, Aug 02 (PTI):
Prime
Minister
Narendra Modi’s brother Prahlad Modi, who is
also the vice president of
All India Fair Price
Shop
Dealers’
Federation, on Tuesday
staged a dharna here
with various demands of
the organisation.
Prahlad along with
several other members
of the All India Fair
Price Shop Dealers’
Federation (AIFPSDF)
gathered at Jantar
Mantar, holding banners
and raising slogans.
AIFPSDF
national
general
secretary,
Biswambhar Basu told
PTI that they will also
submit a memorandum
listing their nine-point
demands, addressed to
the prime minister.
We also plan to meet
Lok Sabha Speaker Om
Birla on Wednesday, he
said.

The AIFPSDF has
been demanding compensation for loss on
rice, wheat and sugar,
and also for edible oil
and pulses to be supplied
through fair price shops.
It has also demanded
that the ‘West Bengal
Ration Model’ of free
distribution be implemented across the country. Further, the members said all due margins for all the states, including Jammu and
Kashmir, should be reimbursed immediately.
We also demand that
edible oil, pulses and
LPG gas cylinders be
supplied through fair
price shops. Rural areas’
fair price shop dealers
should be allowed to
function as direct procurement agents for rice
and wheat. Our demands were also raised
by TMC MP Sougata Roy
in Parliament, Basu
added.

‘Tiranga bike rally’ for MPs of all parties today
New Delhi, Aug 02 (PTI):

for 18,728 days.
By completing 51 years
and over three months as
MLA, he broke the existing record in the name of
former Kerala Congress
(M) supremo late K M
Mani.
Like Mani had represented only Pala, his home
turf, in the House, Chandy
represented
only
Puthuppally in the past
five decades.
Beginning his stint as a
legislator by winning in
the 1970 state Assembly
polls at the age of 27, he
has won 11 back-to-back
polls since then.
78-year-old Chandy be-

Indian Coast Guard rescues a boat after the failure of its engine in the sea at
Alappuzha, near Kochi, Tuesday, Aug. 2.

Multi-lingual Kooing bridges the
language divide on social media
Mumbai, Aug 02:

Jammu, Aug 02:

saying the MPs and MLAs
who are now speaking the
words of courage are
under the radar of the ED
and Income Tax.
All these people are
talking like saints today,”
the party said. The Sena
recalled Raut had submitted a letter to Rajya Sabha
Vice Chairman Venkaiah
Naidu six months ago stating that he was approached by certain people who asked him to assist in toppling the then
MVA government in
Maharashtra or else he
has to face the consequences. “Those who kept
the sword hanging toppled
the Thackeray government. This chronology has
to be understood, the Sena
said.

The culture ministry
will organise a ‘Tiranga
bike rally’ from Red Fort
to
Parliament
on
Wednesday morning for
MPs, Union minister
Pralhad Joshi has said and
appealed to members of
all political parties to attend it.
Briefing reporters after
the BJP Parliamentary
Party meeting on Tuesday,
the parliamentary affairs
minister stressed that it
was a culture ministry
programme and not of his
party as he asked MPs of
all parties to join the exercise at 8.30 am.

HAR GHAR TIRANGA CAMPAIGN

At the meeting, BJP
president J P Nadda laid
out a host of exercises for
the party members during
a week-long programme
starting from August 9 in
the run up to August 15,
the 75th anniversary of
India’s Independence.
Nadda asked party
members to take out ‘prabhat pheri’ (morning procession) between 9 am and
11 am to publicise the ‘Har
Ghar Tiranga’ campaign
while its youth wing will
carry out “Tiranga yatra”
on bikes across the country, Joshi said.
Under the campaign,
Prime Minister Narendra
Modi has urged everyone

to hoist or display the national flag at their house
between August 13 and 15.
Party members will also
undertake ‘prabhat pheri’
down to the booth level between August 11 and 13,
playing ‘Raghupati raghav
raja Ram’, Mahatma
Gandhi’s favourite devotional song or India’s national
song
‘Vande
mataram’, he said.
In his remarks, Nadda
asked MPs to ensure their
presence in the party programmes and called for
working to strengthen the
organisation during the
week at booths where the
BJP has not done well in
recent polls.

The party will also be
observing
Partition
Horrors Remembrance
Day on August 14. Modi
had announced it last year
in the memory of the
struggles and sacrifices of
people during the country’s division, saying the
pain of partition can
never be forgotten.
In the meeting, the BJP
president took note of the
party’s good performance
in recent elections, including the local polls in
Madhya Pradesh.
The party MPs are set to
meet again on August 5 for
a briefing ahead of the
vice presidential poll on
August 6.

Heavy rains continue to lash
Kerala, Red alert in 10 districts
Thiruvananthapuram (Ker), Aug 02 (PTI):

Man arrested
New Delhi: A man
has been arrested by
customs officials for
allegedly trying to
smuggle out foreign
currencies worth Rs
58 lakh at Indira
Gandhi International
airport here, according to an official statement. The passenger
was intercepted after
he was proceeding to
depart for Dubai on
Sunday. The passenger was offloaded on
the basis of suspicion,” it said. On detailed personal and
baggage search, Saudi
Riyals 2,62,500 and US
Dollars 5,000 equivalent to Rs 58.16 lakh
were recovered from
his bag, the statement
said.

ENGINE FAILURE

Not even during Emergency:
Sena on Oppn clampdown

Traffic hit

Aadhar error
Everyone’s cooperation necessary in
CM is determined to
rectification
causing
increase silk production: Jain trouble to common
maintaining
traffic system: Commissioner
men
Through the medium of silk mission
Dhamtari, Aug 02:

BRIEF
2 arrested

BJP leader Vijay Goel with citizens after distributing national flags to them as part of ‘Har Ghar Tiranga’ campaign
under ‘Azadi Ka Amrit Mahotsav’ ahead of upcoming Independence Day, in New Delhi.

As incessant rains continue to lash Kerala with
reports of landslides and
rising river water levels in
some parts of the state, the
India
Meteorological
Department (IMD) issued
red alert in 10 districts of
the southern state for
Tuesday.
IMD also issued a Red
alert in the same 10 districts for August 3 also.
The red alert is issued in
all the districts of the
state
barring
Thiruvananthapuram,
Kollam, Pathanamthitta
and Kasaragod, where
Orange alerts have been
issued for August 2 and 3,
according to an IMD district rainfall forecast issued for Kerala at 10 AM
on Tuesday.
The department also
warned of widespread
and isolated heavy and
very heavy rainfall in the

state till August 5.
As the heavy rains continued, the authorities
have set up relief camps
in various districts and
tourist spots in high
range areas of Idukki
have been closed down.
In Kottayam, the body
of a man who had gone
missing a day ago was recovered on Tuesday
morning
from
the
Koottikkal Chappath area
of the district, the emergency operations centre
there said.

In
Thrissur,
the
Chalakudy river water
levels rose by nearly 5 metres around 2 AM on
Tuesday due to the heavy
rains leading to the district administration advising those living on the
low-lying areas of the
river’s banks to move to
safer places.
On Monday, Kerala
Chief Minister Pinarayi
Vijayan had said that till
August 1 six people died
in rain-related incidents
and one was missing.
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World one step from nuclear
annihilation, UN chief warns
United Nations, Aug 02 (AP):
Secretary-General
Antonio Guterres sounded
the alarm over the war in
Ukraine, nuclear threats
in Asia and the Middle
East, and other tensions,
warning that humanity is
just one misunderstanding, one miscalculation
away from nuclear annihilation.
The warning came
Monday as a pandemic-delayed conference opened to
review the 50-year-old
Nuclear Nonproliferation
Treaty, which is aimed at
preventing the spread of
nuclear weapons and eventually achieving a nuclearfree world.
The threat of nuclear catastrophe was also raised
by the United States,
Japan, Germany, the U.N.
nuclear chief and many
other opening speakers.
Russia, which came
under criticism from some
speakers, didn’t give its address in its scheduled slot
Monday but was expected
to speak Tuesday. China’s
representative was scheduled to speak Tuesday.

U.S. Secretary of State
Antony Blinken said
North Korea is preparing
to conduct its seventh nuclear test, Iran has either
been unwilling or unable
to accept a deal to return to
the 2015 nuclear agreement aimed at reining in
its nuclear program, and
Russia is engaged in reckless, dangerous nuclear
saber-rattling in Ukraine.
He
cited
Russian
President Vladimir Putin’s
warning after its Feb. 24 invasion that any attempt to
interfere would lead to consequences you have never
seen, emphasising that his

country is one of the most
potent nuclear powers.
Japanese
Prime
Minister Fumio Kishida
said divisions in the world
since the last review conference in 2015, which
ended without a consensus
document, have become
greater,
adding
that
Russia’s threat to use nuclear weapons in the
Ukraine war has contributed to worldwide concern that yet another catastrophe by nuclear
weapon use is a real possibility.
German
Foreign
Minister
Annalena

Baerbock said Moscow’s
reckless nuclear rhetoric
since its invasion of its
smaller neighbour is putting at risk everything the
NPT has achieved in five
decades.
Putin appeared to roll
back on his nuclear warning in a message of greetings to NPT participants
posted on his website
Monday.
We believe that a nuclear war cannot be won
and must never be fought,
and we stand for equal and
indivisible security for all
members of the world
community, the Russian
leader said.
Blinken also noted
Russia seized Europe’s
largest nuclear power
plant in Zaporizhzhya and
is using it as a military
base to fire at Ukrainians,
knowing that they can’t
and won’t shoot back because they might accidentally strike a nuclear reactor or highly radioactive
waste in storage. He said
this brings the notion of
having a human shield to
an entirely different and
horrific level.

DAHLIA FLOWERS

FERRY SERVICE

Chronicle
AAP inches towards national role

A ferry service transports passengers and vehicles along the Mekong River in front of the Sokha Hotel where the
55th ASEAN Foreign Ministers’ Meeting (55th AMM) is taking place in Phnom Penh on August 2.

Taiwan, Aug 02:
Ahead of US House
Speaker Nancy Pelosi’s
possible visit to Taiwan on
Tuesday,
Chinese
Ambassador to ASEAN
Deng Xijun said that
Beijing will hold military
exercises in the South
China sea from August 2-6.
Maritime entry during
the drill will be prohibited,
the Chinese envoy said citing Hainan Maritime
Safety Administration.
“According to Hainan
Maritime
Safety
Administration, #China
will hold MILITARY EXERCISES
in
the
#SouthChinaSea
from
August 2-6. Entry will be
prohibited,” he tweeted.

Pelosi is expected to
visit Taiwan today, as per
reports. She is going to
Taiwan with scheduled
meetings with government
officials at the self-governed island that China
threatens to forcefully
overtake.
On Monday, China reiterated that it is keeping a
close watch on the reports
of Pelosi’s planned visit

and warned of a resolute
response and strong countermeasure if she insists
on going ahead with the
visit to Taipei.
Meanwhile, the White
House said that Pelosi has
the right to visit Taiwan.
“If she goes it’s not without
precedent, it’s not new,” US
National Security Council
coordinator John Kirby on
Monday.

US deploys 4 warships amid Pelosi’s Taipei visit
As
US
House
of
Representatives
Speaker
Nancy Pelosi headed to Taipei
on Tuesday amid intensifying
warnings from China, four US
warships, including an aircraft carrier, were positioned
in waters east of the island on
“routine” deployments. The
carrier USS Ronald Reagan
had transited the South China
Sea and was currently in the
Philippines Sea, east of
Taiwan and the Philippines
and south of Japan, reports
say. ‘

Pelosi is expected to arrive
in Taiwan today and meet
with Taiwanese President Tsai
Ing-wen. She is also expected
to hold a meeting with other
high-ranking officials while in
Taiwan and leave the island
on Wednesday, as per reports.
Last month, Beijing had
warned the US against the
House of Representatives
Speaker’s Taiwan visit saying
that it will act strongly and
take countermeasures if the
US side insists on going ahead
with the visit.

Taliban violated deal not to
shelter terrorists: US
New York, Aug 02:
Taliban has grossly violated the Doha Agreement
by hosting and sheltering
Al-Qaeda chief Ayman alZawahiri, the US secretary
of state Antony Blinken
said on Monday (local time).
Zawahiri was killed in an
air strike by the United
States
on
Saturday,
President Joe Biden said.
“By hosting and sheltering the leader of al Qa’ida in
Kabul, the Taliban grossly
violated
the
Doha
Agreement and repeated assurances to the world that
they would not allow
Afghan territory to be used
by terrorists to threaten the
security of other countries,”
Blinken said in a statement.
The US and the Taliban
signed the peace agreement
in February 2020 under the
Presidency of former US
President Donald Trump.
The deal stated the withdrawal of the US troops
from Afghan soil and the
Taliban would abate violence and guarantee that its
soil will not be a safe haven
for the terrorists.
In a statement, Blinken
said that the Taliban also betrayed the Afghan people
and their own stated desire
for recognition from and
normalization with the in-

Antony Blinken
ternational community.
“In the face of the
Taliban’s unwillingness or
inability to abide by their
commitments, we will continue to support the Afghan
people with robust humanitarian assistance and to advocate for the protection of
their human rights, especially of women and girls,”
Bliken said in a statement.
al-Zawahiri was one of
the world’s most wanted terrorists and a mastermind of
the September 11, 2001 attacks, was killed in a drone
strike carried out by the US
in Kabul. Zawahiri, an
Egyptian surgeon was
deeply involved in the
planning of 9/11 and he
also acted as Osama Bin
Ladens personal physician.
Al-Qaeda, who had
just turned 71, took over
the leadership of AlQaeda after the US Forces
hunted down Osama bin
Laden in Jalalabad of
Pakistan. 11 years after

Laden was killed, Zawahiri
had become an international symbol of the group, and
a global terrorist with a reward of USD 25 million on
his head.
The culmination of
Zawahiri’s terror plotting
came on September 11, 2001,
when nearly 3,000 people
were killed in the attacks on
the twin towers of the World
Trade Center and Pentagon.
A fourth hijacked airliner,
headed
for
Washington, crashed in a
Pennsylvania field after
passengers fought back.
His whereabouts were a
mystery for several years,
but he was believed to be
hiding along the border
between Pakistan and
Afghanistan. In January
2006, the US had earlier
tried to kill Zawahiri in a
missile strike near
Pakistan’s border with
Afghanistan.

A top Pakistani army
general and five senior
military officials were
killed when their helicopter crashed while on a
flood relief operation in
troubled
Balochistan
province, the army said on
Tuesday.
The six individuals on
board
included
the
Commander XII Corps Lt
Gen Sarfraz Ali, who was
supervising the flood relief
operations in Balochistan
province.
The wreckage of unfortunate helicopter which
was on flood relief operations was found in Musa
Goth, Windar, Lasbela. All
six officers and soldiers including Lt Gen Sarfraz Ali
died, said Major General
Babar Iftikhar, Director
General Inter-Services
Public Relations - the
media wing of Pakistan’s

armed forces.
He said the accident occurred due to bad weather
as per initial investigations.
The Pakistan Army
Aviation helicopter was on
flood relief operations in
Lasbela, Balochistan when
it lost contact with ATC on
Monday.
Incidentally, General
Sarfraz was one of the contenders interviewed by
then prime minister
Imran Khan for the post of
director General InterServices Intelligence (ISI)
in October last year, according to the Express
Tribune newspaper.
He has served as
Pakistan’s defence attache
in the United States.
The others on board included Major Syed the
pilot, Major Talha the copilot, Director-General of
Coast Guards Brigadier
Amjad,
Engineer

Brigadier Khalid and
Chief Naik Mudassir.
The helicopter took off
from Uthal at 5:10pm on
Monday and was supposed
to land in Karachi at
6:05pm, but it lost contact
with the air traffic controller, officials said.
Pakistan’s Army chief
General Qamar Javed
Bajwa on Tuesday had a
telephonic conversation
with Prime Minister
Shehbaz Sharif and apprised him on the latest developments,
state-run
Associated
Press
of
Pakistan reported.
Sharif expressed concern over the incident.
Heavy rains and flash
floods have wreaked havoc
in Balochistan, claiming
478 lives.
The civil authorities
and the Pakistan Army
are currently providing relief programmes to the
displaced in the province.

Rajapaksa not accorded any privileges,
immunity by Singapore govt: Minister
Singapore, Aug 02 (PTI):
Former Sri Lanka president Gotabaya Rajapaksa,
who fled his country amid
massive protests against
his government last month,
was not being provided any
privileges, immunity or
hospitality,
Singapore
Foreign Affairs Minister
Vivian Balakrishnan said.
Rajapaksa fled to the
Maldives on July 13 and
reached Singapore the next
day in the face of public revolt against his government’s mishandling of the
economy. The 73-year-old
leader emailed his resignation letter to the

Parliament Speaker on
July 14, soon after he was
allowed by Singapore to
enter the city-state on a
“private visit”. “In general,
the Singapore government
does not accord privileges,
immunity and hospitality
to former heads of state or
heads of government,”
Balakrishnan said in a
written reply to a question
in parliament on Monday.
“Consequently, former
president
Gotabaya
Rajapaksa was not accorded any privileges, immunity or hospitality,” he wrote

in response to the question
from
parliamentarian
Gerald Giam of the opposition Workers’ Party.
Replying to a question
from ruling People’s Action
Party parliamentarian Yip
Hon Weng on concerns that
Singapore will become a
“destination for political
fugitives”, Home Affairs
and Law Minister K
Shanmugam
said,
“Foreigners who possess a
valid travel document and
meet entry requirements
will be allowed to come into
Singapore.

Colombo, Aug 02 (AP):

Sri Lankans who have endured months of fuel and
food shortages are bracing
for more pain as a newly installed government scrambles to find solutions to the
Indian Ocean nation’s economic emergency.
Like many others, fish
monger
Gamini
Mallawarachchi says he is
pinning his hopes on
President
Ranil
Wickremesinghe ‘s ability to
revive the economy and restore stability after months
of turmoil and protests.
Things are really, really bad
now and my life is almost ruined, said Mallawarachchi,
who has given up on selling
fish because he can’t find
fuel to get to the village
where he used to buy it, and
anyway his customers were
buying less and less.
Mallawarachchi said he
views Wickremesinghe his
last hope. I think he will do
something. With his experience and knowledge, I believe he has the capability,
said Mallawarachchi. But,
he must show some results
before the end of this year,
otherwise, he will also have
to face protests from the people, he said.
Sri Lanka inched closer to
ending its dire economic and
humanitarian crisis with

the July 20 appointment of
Wickremesinghe’s new government after months of
protests and turmoil. But
daunting hurdles lay ahead.
Lawmakers backed him in
extending a national emergency that gives the president broad powers to crack
down on any violence. That
may buy him time to try to
reach a deal with the
International Monetary
Fund on a requested USD3
billion bailout. By his own
admission, that’s easier said
than done. On Saturday,
Wickremesinghe said he has
pushed back by a month his
aim of getting an agreement
by early August since talks
with the IMF stalled amid recent political turmoil. So far
there are scant signs of
progress in negotiations
with Sri Lanka’s other creditors on more than 50 billion
that it owes to lenders.
Because public debt is assessed as unsustainable, the
IMF’s approval would require adequate financing assurances from Sri Lanka’s
creditors that debt sustainability will be restored, the
lending agency said in a
statement. That would require lenders, both public
and private, to agree to accept smaller payouts on
bonds, lower interest rates
or extended repayment
terms.

Developments in Sri Lanka have served as an eye-opener to the inherent
dangers of prodigal spending by governments and the implications of
freebies model. Unprecedented visuals from the island nation -- of people dropping dead while waiting in multikms long queue for petrol and
diesel, a sea of humanity swarming the presidential palace and other
grandiose buildings, running them down and savouring the luxuries once
enjoyed by their rulers—have made political leaders in India sit up and
think. There is a new awareness about the unsustainability of short-term
gains of welfare politics. Leading the chorus is prime minister Modi himself, whose trademark welfare model under the PM Yojana series has
ensured a solid addition to the vote base of his Hindutva party from the
beneficiaries belonging to women and the neglected classes of people,
guaranteeing BJP much more longevity in power than it seemed plausible at one point of time while it pushes ahead with its own divisive agenda. Modi last week came down rather heavily on what he described as
the ‘revadi culture’, alluding to a popular sweet associated with festivals, of offering freebies to catch votes, which he said was dangerous
for the country’s future. “In our country today, attempts are being made
to bring a culture of garnering votes by distributing ‘revadis’. This ‘revadi culture’ is very dangerous for the development of the country. People
of the country and especially the youth need to guard against this culture,” Modi said, while inaugurating a new expressway in Bundelkhand,
Uttar Pradesh, the state that plays the kingmaker role in national elections due to the most number of MPs it sends to parliament. From
Kashmir to Kanyakumari, there are many dynastic families like the
Abdullahs. Tall leaders among them have mesmerized their electorate.
The Muftis in Kashmir, the Badals and Captain Amarinder Singh in
Punjab, the Rajes and Pilots in Rajasthan and the Yadavs in Uttar
Pradesh and Bihar are such dynasts. In Maharashtra, both Thackeray
and Pawar families are prominent. The Patnaik in Odisha, the Gowdas
and Bommais in Karnataka, the Gogoi's in Assam, Karunanidhis in Tamil
Nadu, the Raos, and the Reddys in Telangana and Andhra Pradesh, the
Sorens in Jharkhand, and the Chautalas and Hoodas in Haryana are
notable. The southern states are currently under the sway of regional
satraps—Telangana Rashtra Samithi's K. Chandrashekar Rao, Y.S. Jagan
Mohan Reddy in Andhra Pradesh, M.K. Stalin in Tamil Nadu, and Pinarayi
Vijayan in Kerala. The BJP eyes to weaken all four of them as their next
project. The party currently has just four MLAs in Tamil Nadu (riding piggyback on the AIADMK) and none in Andhra Pradesh or Kerala. Kejriwal
has kept Modi’s BJP away from power in Delhi, the seat of the national
government, for consecutive terms, thanks to his own freebies model
that is successfully challenging the Modi model. With Delhi and Punjab
already under its feet, Arvind Kejriwal’s party is making no secret of its
national ambitions and is emerging as a tenable new alternative, dislodging Congress as the main opposition party. In both, Modi’s BJP has
been reduced a fringe player, though the Centre has kept a tight leash
on the Delhi government through the Lt Governor appointed by the
Union home ministry.AAP is the only regional party that is currently in
control of two states, a feat that no contemporary party has managed to
perform. Buoyed by its Punjab success, AAP has announced plans to
contest the forthcoming assembly elections in six states, including
Modi’s Gujarat, which is going to the polls later this year. Gujarat will be
an important stop in the party’s quest to emerge as a national party.
Modi knows it as much as Kejriwal does and that is what makes the
Gujarat election so very important. Kejriwal’s sops are not like those
promised by Congress, which could not make any mark on the voters so
far. Rahul Gandhi’s much-touted minimum income scheme, abbreviated
creatively to NYAY, which means ‘justice’ in Hindi, failed to move the
masses in the Lok Sabha election, although on paper it sounded better
than Modi’s scheme for direct deposit to the bank accounts of the beneficiaries. But that is not the case with Arvind Kejriwal’s model, which
has a proven track record, much to the discomfort of BJP.

Developing religious tourism circuit
India bestowed with a great treasure of rich cultural and religious heritage is in the immediate near future going to emerge as a global icon of
religious tourism. Religious tourism, therefore, has tremendous potential
in this country otherwise known for high spiritual knowledge, culture,
legacy and learning besides having heritage and beautifully built symbols
and buildings of worship with unique and specific workmanship. Such
wonderfully and tastefully built heritage spiritual buildings carrying lot of
historical importance invoke good measure of awesome interest in the
tourists. Looking to immense benefits from this type of tourism , it encompasses a good measure of communication with the individuals within and
outside a particular place of worship. The pilgrim tourists, therefore,
develop an intense interest in local values, different hues of culture, traditions, history, legacies and heritage and thus cause a sense of empowerment and a pride to be felt in the local communities besides very importantly throwing ample and sustainable opportunities of employment. Just
imagining pilgrims from all over the country paying obeisance at the
world famous shrine of Shree Mata Vaishno Devi in Katra , Jammu – numbering on an average, between seventy to ninety lakh annually, with the
exception of the brief period of COVID pandemic restrictions last two
years , is not of any less great importance in terms of promoting other
types of tourism too besides most of the tourists making it a point to go
shopping buying things specific to the areas of Jammu division in growing
and making them as the case be. Similarly, pilgrimage to Shree Amarnath
Shrine in Kashmir involving a good footfall of pilgrims, though once in a
year lasting for an average of two months, generates an active cycle of
economic and commercial activities right from transport, hotel accommodation, hiring of ponies, sightseeing, purchasing commodities of local
arts and crafts etc. How much important it is, therefore, that there are
more facilities provided to pilgrim tourists which are quite easily accessible and are hassles free. In this connection, introduction and employment
of digital modes, infrastructure and ways are not only the requirements of
the day but the most important, transparent and tourists friendly measures ensuring better connectivity as also in turn reaping of the expected
benefits by various stakeholders. Since pilgrimage to the Holy shrine of
Shree Mata Vaishno Devi is uninterrupted and continuously going on
almost round the clock all the months of the year, the Shrine Board as well
as the UT Government regularly keep on adding more facilities especially
now through the e-governance mode. In this connection, Lieutenant
Governor Manoj Sinha recently laying efoundation of Yatri Queue
Management System (Sky Walk), Gaytri Bhawan and other infrastructural projects of the Holy Shrine are with the sole objective of ensuring hassles free and added better facilities to be provided to the pilgrim tourists.
We observe that queuing for proceeding to the ultimate sanctum sanctorum of the shrine is the most sensitive and even crucial aspect of the pilgrimage and thus to making it doubly sure that safety, security and comfort were not only provided but made available to the commuters, fresh
slew of measures have been taken . Preventing congestion of traffic for
the devotees at the Bhawan and making it more regulated and smooth for
both the sides, climbing up and down the track, Sky Walk is proposed to
be built at Bhawan which will be 20 feet above the track level and made
of wooden flooring, the emphasis in the process also being on providing
seating arrangements for senior citizen and women pilgrims. Sky Walk is
slated to be followed by others mini projects like Gaytri Bhawan and residential quarters for the staff at Katra. Since on the occasion, one more
facility, that of launching of “Panch Mewa Prasad” was launched by the
Lt. Governor, now it would be made available to the pilgrims at multiple
spots going to result in decongestion and making it easily accessible at
one of the choices of the pilgrims. There being no limit to providing of
more facilities and safety and security measures to pilgrims, it is however, a fact that the overall management of such issues and on constant
basis is being improved by means of regular reviews by the Shrine Board
and the UT Administration. What is, therefore, needed is generating an
increasing awareness among the visiting and prospective pilgrim tourists
about the provision and availability of such facilities.
Central Chronicle welcomes, articles, write ups, comments on different issues for
editorial page (800-900 words), Letter to editor for this page. It can be sent by
e-mail at: editorcentralchronicle@gmail.com
The letters can be edited or rewritten for clarity of thoughts.
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China flexes muscles ahead Pakistan Army Lt Gen among 6 dead in Sri Lankans bide time as leaders
helicopter crash in Balochistan province seek fix for economic woes
of Pelosi’s Taiwan visit
Islamabad, Aug 02 (PTI):
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A farmer picks dahlia flowers from a field on the outskirts of Bangalore on August 2.

External threats to internal security
DC PATHAK

The contemporary national security scenario of India is conditioned
by the reality of friendly relations
built by this country all across
geopolitical boundaries on one
hand and the acceleration of crossborder covert offensive of the two
hostile neighbours - Pakistan and
China - acting in concert for long,
on the other. India's comprehensive strategy of combining military,
diplomatic and security initiatives
is working well, however, it calls for
stronger measures on the domestic
front to counter the mischief of the
adversaries.
The threat of 'radicalization' has
multiplied at present and the 'lone
wolf' phenomenon may be on the
rise requiring a deeper study. The
Sino-Pak axis is showing its military dimension as Chinese drones
are used by Pakistan to surreptitiously drop arms, ammunition and
narcotics in bulk from across the
border in Kashmir and Punjab, in
aid of terrorists. There is an
increased threat to economic targets and establishments of strategic importance - this is part of the
continuing 'proxy war' against
India.
Anti-India lobbies are working
overtime to build narratives against
the Modi regime in alignment with
many elements of political opposition here to create internal conflicts and divides in the country on

the issues of human rights, the status of minorities and alleged
'authoritarianism'. There is a campaign about 'unconstitutional'
methods being adopted by the BJP
government at the Centre and in
the states even though no policy
measure of the Modi government
has so far failed judicial scrutiny.
Some individual cases of action by
the Police authorities being struck
down by higher judiciary stand on a
different footing - they will no
doubt yield learning for the administration concerned.
In any case, the country needs at
this juncture a firm and prompt
legal prosecution of those who
indulged in speeches that hurt the
religious sentiments of a community or damaged national unity under
the excuse of freedom of speech.
There was too much fun-making of
Hindu Gods going on from before.
In a multi-religious setting, this has
to completely stop. What is of
deepening concern on the internal
security front is that there is a rapid
rise of militancy borne out of communal conflicts and a determined
push of this militancy towards
faith-based terrorism, manoeuvred
by ISI. Short-lived tensions
between the two communities at
local levels were known to be a
familiar feature of the Indian scene
after Independence; they were a
manageable law and order problem. Three developments, all linked
to Pakistan, have, however, created
a new level of threat to the internal
security of India.
First, at the beginning of this year,
Imran Khan, the then Prime
Minister of Pakistan, announced
the National Security Policy (NSP)
of his country- which was projected
as the first time event of this kind.
While talking of the need for building economic security for Pakistan,
NSP identified India with its
'Hindutva politics' as the principal

adversary of Pakistan, contended
that the Muslim minority of India
was not secure and reiterated that
Kashmir was the 'core issue'
between India and Pakistan. Imran
Khan put the India-Pakistan relationship in a Hindu-Muslim framework and even his successor
Shehbaz Sharif is playing this card.
Sharif is, in particular, raising allegations of human rights violations
by India in Kashmir, to gain the
attention of the Biden administration and draw closer to the US once
again in the backdrop of the damage earlier done to the Pak-US relationship by the Imran Khan regime.
The second development that has
greatly strengthened the capability
of Pak ISI to create internal instability in India is the success that
Pakistan achieved in mediating
peace between the Taliban and the
US in a situation where President
Biden desperately wanted to fulfil
the commitment of pulling out
American soldiers from the messy
battleground of Afghanistan.
The recent cases of terror in the
name of Islam occurring in
Amravati and Udaipur, reveal links
with ISI-backed radical organizations functioning undercover like
the PFI in India - with stray links
with SIMI - as well as the Karachibased Dawat-e-Islami that had an
outreach to Sufi shrines on one
hand and the Jamiatul Ulema
Pakistan on the other. What is
revealing is the fact of social media
has been used as an instrument for
radicalization and as a weapon of
'proxy war' against India. Some of
the accused in these cases not only
visited Pakistan but joined
WhatsApp groups run by Pak ISI.
Interestingly, even as they were
evidently not products of Islamic
Madrasas, they were wedded to a
'political cause' that was ultimately
rooted in faith - avenging the
'insult' to the Prophet caused under

a 'Hindutva dispensation'. This is a
telling illustration of the known fact
that there was no distinction
between 'politics' and 'religion' in
Islam. The threat of radicalization
spreading slowly in various parts of
the country because the covert
plans of ISI call for closest coordination among the external, internal, technical, Police and Military
Intelligence agencies. Constant
scanning of social media and cyber
communications, activation of
District Intelligence units to read
suspicious activities at the ground
level, prompt legal action against
speeches ridiculing Gods of any
religion, watch over subversive
activities of foreign-funded civil
society forums and modernization
of Madrasa education with the support of community's leadership and
municipal assistance- all these
together will effectively counter
the Pak mischief of fishing in
India's
troubled
waters.
Representative Muslim organizations should be persuaded to take a
public stand that there was no
place for advocacy of Jihad in
today's world, and democratic
means of grievance redressal
should be adopted instead. Local
administration in minority pockets
should enhance its connectivity
with the public through Collector's
town hall meetings to be held periodically. Muslims are used as political fodder by their community
leaders, a closer interaction with
local authorities will reduce their
dependence on communal leaders
and so will be the case if initiatives
are taken by non-Muslims to provide leadership to the minority
community on citizen's issues.
Meanwhile, using diplomacy, India
should build a world opinion
against the injection of religion into
international politics.
The writer is a former Director
Intelligence Bureau

The majority of engineering
colleges in our nation are
owned by politicians, celebrities, businessmen, etc. These
colleges are only in operation
to make money and do not
offer their students a quality
engineering education. As a
result of this engineering graduate remains unemployed. All
engineering colleges in our
nation are connected with
Technological Varsities and
accredited by the AICTE. For
any college of engineering the
Center of Excellence (CoE)
promotes
collaboration
between business and academia. CoE incorporated offers
guidance, research, support,
training for trainers, and skill
development for students in a
particular industry.CoE will
benefit process and product by
assisting students to get
actively participating in realworld difficulties. CoE must be
suggested in each and every
engineering college in the
nation in order to address the
skill demand-supply gap,
maintain a steady flow of
skilled Engineers, and spread
best practises. Every engineering college should be
made mandatory to incorporate CoE in order to improve
quality of Engineering education by AICTE, UGC, and all
technological varsities.
Vijaykumar H K, Raichur

Climate goals
The growth of any country is
directly linked to the rate of its
carbon emissions. Climate
change due to greenhouse
gases is haunting the entire
world. It is vital to reduce carbon emissions for our energy
requirements.
Developed
countries are the major polluters, followed by India in the
fourth position. However, in
terms of per capita emission, it
is
way
behind
major
economies. In order to remove
poverty, India has to achieve
rapid growth that will invariably lead to rapid carbon emissions. The need of the hour,
therefore, is to reset the climate goals for the major producers.
Ramesh Dogra, Panchkula

PLA overhaul
PLA overhaul is a wake-up call
for India. In today’s unpredictable world, India must
strive to be a regional power,
if not a superpower. The late
former President Abdul Kalam
had the vision for the country
to be a superpower by 2020,
but this has not been
achieved, mainly due to rampant corruption and according
low priority to defence forces.
All those in power should keep
India first in their policies,
uproot corruption, modernise
defence and police forces —
the panacea to be a superpower and checkmate the
designs of any aggressor. This
will also ensure vikas of the
entire nation.
Col Sajjan Kundu (retd), by mail

Managing Monkeypox Virus
Vinod Chandrashekhar Dixit

Cases of Monkeypox are
on a rise across the globe.
The WHO has declared monkeypox as an international
public health emergency.
The last time it sounded
such an alarm was when
Covid-19 hit the world.
Monkeypox, a rare tropical
disease spread by wild animals in Africa, has unexpectedly spread abroad this
month, posing questions

about what precisely it is
and how dangerous it might
be. It is a respiratory virus
and can also spread to humans without contact. It is a
viral zoonosis (a virus transmitted to humans from animals) with symptoms very
similar to those seen in the
past in smallpox patients, although it is clinically less severe. It is caused by the monkeypox virus which belongs
to the orthopoxvirus genus
of the Poxviridae family. It
was first identified in humans in 1970, in the
Democratic Republic of
Congo (DRC). The disease is
called monkeypox because it
was first identified in
colonies of monkeys kept
for research in 1958. It was
only later detected in humans in 1970. It is a reemerging disease that’s been
causing large outbreaks in
Nigeria and DRC since 2017.
Since 1970, human cases of
monkeypox have been reported in 11 African countries – Benin, Cameroon, the
Central African Republic,

the Democratic Republic of
the Congo, Gabon, Côte
d’Ivoire, Liberia, Nigeria,
the Republic of the Congo,
Sierra Leone, and South
Sudan.
Monkeypox primarily occurs in central and west
Africa, often in proximity to
tropical rainforests, and has
been increasingly appearing
in urban areas. Animal
hosts include a range of rodents and non-human primates. It is a disease of global public health importance
as it not only affects countries in west and central
Africa, but the rest of the
world. In 2003, the first monkeypox outbreak outside of
Africa was in the United
States of America and was
linked to contact with infected pet prairie dogs.
Monkeypox (MPX) does not
spread easily between people. Human-to-human transmission occurs through
close contact with infectious
material from skin lesions of
an infected person, through
respiratory droplets in pro-

longed face-to-face contact,
and
through
fomites.
Humans can contract the
disease by getting bitten by
an infected animal, or after
coming in contact with its
blood, body fluids or fur.
Eating the meat of an infected animal that has not been
cooked properly could also
cause infection. Among humans, the virus can spread
through clothing, bedding or
towels used by someone
with a rash; touching skin
blisters or scabs of an infected person or coming in contact with droplets from his
or her cough and sneeze.
According to the World
Health Organization (WHO),
the smallpox vaccine is approximately 85 percent effective in preventing the development of monkeypox.
There are effective vaccines
against monkeypox – the
second and third generation
smallpox vaccines, both live
virus vaccines using the vaccinia virus. Vaccinia is another orthopoxvirus that
confers immunity against

smallpox and monkeypox,
but can have serious side effects in some people, especially those with compromised immune systems. No
doubt, WHO is working with
all affected countries to enhance surveillance and provide guidance on how to stop
the spread and how to care
for those infected. WHO’s
studies says one in 10 infected people die in the region,
where people have less access to healthcare facilities.
Most of the patients recover
two to four weeks. One
should remember to practice good hand hygiene after
contact with infected animals or humans. For example, washing your hands
with soap and water or
using an alcohol-based hand
sanitizer. Use personal protective equipment (PPE)
when caring for patients.
Because monkeypox virus is
closely related to the virus
that causes smallpox, smallpox vaccine can also protect
people from getting monkeypox.
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BRIEF
Hydrogen Mission

There is no collapse of Indian
rupee, asserts FM Sitharaman
New Delhi, Aug 02:

New Delhi: The government on Tuesday
informed that the draft
Hydrogen Mission document has been prepared. In his
Independence Day
speech last year, Prime
Minister Narendra
Modi had announced
the launch of the
National Hydrogen
Mission. "The ministry
of new and renewable
energy has accordingly prepared a draft
Mission document,"
Minister of State for
New and Renewable
Energy (MNRE)
Bhagwanth Khuba
said in a written reply
to the Rajya Sabha.

Resignation
New Delhi: Realty
firm Godrej Properties'
MD and CEO Mohit
Malhotra has resigned
from the company, and
Gaurav Pandey will
succeed him with effect
from January 1 next
year. In a regulatory filing, the company informed that "Mohit
Malhotra has resigned
as the Managing
Director and Chief
Executive Officer" to
pursue opportunities
outside Godrej
Properties with effect
from the close of business hours on
December 31, 2022. His
resignation has been
accepted by the board
of directors at its meeting held on Tuesday.
Pandey, who is currently serving as Chief
Executive OfficerNorth Zone, has been
appointed as the
Managing Director and
Chief Executive
Officer of the company
with effect from
January 1, 2023.

Amid concerns over the
decline in the value of the
rupee against the US dollar,
Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman on Tuesday asserted there is no collapse
of the unit and it is actually
finding its natural course.
Sitharaman informed the
Rajya Sabha that the RBI is
continuously monitoring
the local currency and intervening only if there is
volatility.
"The RBI interventions
are not so much to fix the
value of the Indian Rupee
because it is free to find its
own course," the minister
told the Rajya Sabha during
Question Hour. Replying to
supplementaries, she said
interventions that are happening from the RBI side
are more for containing
volatility that is happening
between the Indian rupee

Union Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman speaks in the Rajya
Sabha during ongoing Monsoon Session of Parliament, in New
Delhi, Tuesday, Aug. 2.

and the US dollar and so on.
"Even the interventions
being made by RBI are not
so much to determine the
value - increase or decrease, of the Indian rupee.
It is not for that. It is more
to avoid the volatility and
allow it to find its course.
"India, like many other

Verification of ITR timeline reduced
to 30 days from 120: I-T dept order
New Delhi, Aug 02:
The Income Tax department
has reduced the time limit for
e-verification or hard copy
submission of the ITR-V, post
filing of returns by taxpayers,
from the current 120 days to
30 days, beginning August 1.
The department issued a notification on July 29 announcing
the change in the timeline. Everification of an ITR completes the return filing
process and if it is not done
within the stipulated time, an
ITR is treated as invalid. "It
has been decided that in
respect of any electronic
transmission of return data on
or after the date of this notification comes into effect, the
time-limit for e-verification or
submission of ITR-V shall now
be 30 days from the date of

transmitting/uploading the
data of return electronically,"
the notification said. It said
the order comes into effect
from August 1. Till now, the
time period to e-verify the ITR
or send the ITR-V through
post, after filing of an Income
Tax Return (ITR), was 120 days
from the date of the uploading
of the ITR. The notification
clarified that in case the e-verification of the ITR or hard
copy ITR-V is sent through
post beyond the time-limit of
30 days, the return shall be
treated as late or beyond the
due date. Those who wish to
send the ITR-V in a hard copy
can send it through the usual
address through "speed post
only" to: Centralised
Processing Centre, Income Tax
Department, Bengaluru560500, Karnataka.

Chandigarh: Punjab
Finance Minister
Harpal Singh Cheema
on Monday said the
state's GST collections
grew 24.15 per cent
year-on-year and excise
duty increased 41.23
per cent in the first four
months of the current
fiscal. "In four months -April till July, the GST
(goods and services tax)
collection in the state
jumped by 24.15 per
cent," said Cheema
while addressing the
media here. Sharing details, Cheema said the
state's GST collection
from April till July
stood at Rs 7,243 crore
compared to Rs 5,834
crore mopped up in the
corresponding period
of the last fiscal.

Gold bar
London: The UK's
Royal Mint has issued
a new 24-karat gold
bar engraved with an
image of Lord Ganesh
for sale in the lead up
to Ganesh Chaturthi
on August 31, marking
an expansion of its
Indian-inspired gold
minted bullion bar
range. The 20-gram
"999.9 fine gold"
Ganesh bullion bar is
on sale online from
this week and is
priced at GBP 1,110.80,
the same as Royal
Mint's 24-karat
Goddess Lakshmi
gold bar launched for
Diwali last year.

GST collection rose 28
per cent to touch the second-highest level of Rs 1.49
lakh crore in July on the
back of economic recovery and steps taken to curb
tax evasion, the government said. Goods and
Services Tax (GST) collection stood at Rs 1,16,393
crore in the same month a
year ago. GST, introduced
in July 2017, touched a
record high of Rs 1.68 lakh
crore in April, 2022. This is
the sixth time that the
monthly GST collection
crossed the Rs 1.40-lakhcrore mark since the inception of GST and fifth
month at a stretch since
March 2022, the ministry
said in a statement.
During July, revenues
from import of goods were
48 per cent higher and the
revenues from domestic

transactions (including
import of services) were
22 per cent higher than the
revenues from these
sources during the same
month last year.
Of the Rs 1,48,995 crore
GST collected in July,
Central GST is Rs 25,751
crore, State GST is Rs
32,807 crore, Integrated
GST is Rs 79,518 crore (including Rs 41,420 crore collected on import of goods)
and cess is Rs 10,920 crore
(including Rs 995 crore
collected on import of
goods). The government
has settled Rs 32,365 crore
to CGST and Rs 26,774

New Delhi, Aug 02:
BJP leader and former
minister of state for finance
Jayant Sinha asserted that
there is no 'mehngai' (inflation) and the Opposition
has been looking for it but
is unable to find it.
Participating in the debate
on price rise in Lok Sabha,
Sinha contended that the
government has ensured
that the ''thali'' (plate) of the
poor is full of eatables and
the people are shielded
from the impact of inflation
caused by the COVID-19
pandemic and the Ukraine
crisis. Hitting out at opposition parties for doling out
freebies, he said, "There are
a lot of the 'revadi' people.
In Rajasthan also choorma
is being made and ghee is
being added to it. We have
to be careful of those making choorma, sandesh,
jalebi and those reveriwalas who are destroying
the country." In a swipe at
the Aam Aadmi Party and

India to have 31 new shopping malls in two
years on strong retail sector demand: Report
New Delhi, Aug 02:
As many as 31 new shopping malls are expected to
be operational by the end
of next year on the back of
strong revival in the retail
sector,
according
to
Anarock. This year, a total
of 15 new malls will enter
the market spread across
12 cities and in 2023, another 16 new malls will come
up.
In terms of area, property consultant Anarock
said fresh retail space in
shopping malls is expected
to rise 76 per cent this year
on an annual basis. "Retail
real estate is staging a
strong comeback, with
nearly 10.15 million square
feet of new mall supply set

GST collection rises 28 pc to
Rs 1.49 lakh cr; 2nd highest ever
New Delhi, Aug 02:

GST collection

countries, is not pitching
its currency at a level extraneously. So the ways and
which we want to strengthen... the RBI and the
Ministry are fairly engaged
in it," she said as members
expressed concerns over
the decline in the value of
the Indian currency. On

suggestions that non-resident Indians should be allowed to make remittances
in foreign currency, she
said it is not an assurance
that the Ministry of
Finance will give but she
can only pass on the suggestion to the RBI.
Sitharaman said the rupee
has seen more fluctuations
against the US dollar but its
performance is better than
its peers. "We have withstood the impact of the US
Fed's decisions much better
than any other peer currencies," she told the house.
Actually, if you compare
the Indian rupee versus
other currencies, it is appreciating in its value, she
said, urging the members
to understand the context
and speak about the Indian
rupee. "I would like to assure the member that there
is no collapse of the Indian
Rupee," she asserted.

Oppn looking for ‘mehngai’ but
it is not there: Jayant Sinha

crore to SGST from IGST.
The total revenue of
Centre and the States in
the month of July 2022
after regular settlement is
Rs 58,116 crore for CGST
and Rs 59,581 crore for the
SGST, it said.
During June 2022, 7.45
crore e-way bills were generated, which was marginally higher than 7.36 crore
in May 2022. The growth
in GST revenue till July
2022, over the same period
last year, is 35 per cent and
displays a very high buoyancy, according to the
statement. "This is a clear
impact of various measures taken by the GST
Council in the past to ensure better compliance.
Better reporting coupled
with economic recovery
has been having a positive
impact on the GST revenues on a consistent
basis," it said.

Delhi Chief Minister
Arvind Kejriwal, he said,
"Delhi people have got a halwaai who keeps making
jalebi and he has taken that
to Punjab and now since
elections are coming, that
'Jalebiwala' is going to
Gujarat and Himachal
Pradesh."
The
MP
from
Jharkhand's Hazaribagh
slammed the Opposition
parties, saying they ventured out to look for inflation but did not find it and if
they must worry about inflation it is in their own
states. "Supriya Sule ji
rightly pointed out that

stomach is not filled by statistics, I go to panchayats in
my constituency and the
people tell me that 'Prime
Minister Narendra Modi
has ensured that our stomachs are full'. During the
COVID pandemic, the free
ration was provided to all
the poor and everything
was made available to
them," said Sinha, whose father Yashwant Sinha was
the joint opposition nominee in the recent presidential polls. "If you look at the
'thali' of a poor, and ask him
what is the price you are
paying for rice, he would
tell you that it is for free, dal
also is available at low
prices. The vegetables you
were getting for Rs. 10-15
eight years back, you are
still getting it for around
the same price and at a
maximum of Rs 15-20," he
said. Sinha claimed that the
control of the government
on the prices of essentials
such as flour, milk and eggs
has been unmatched.

See industry investing Rs 2-3 lakh cr in
two years: Telecom Minister Vaishnaw

"COVID-19 severely impacted the general economy - and retail in particular - in 2020. Brick-andmortar retail stores in
malls and high streets
were hit hard, and a quick
recovery seemed improbable," Pankaj Renjhen, COO
and Joint MD of Anarock
Retail, said.
Mall operators had to rethink their business plans
and strategies due to disruption caused by the
COVID
pandemic.
"However, the massive nationwide
vaccination
drive resulted in a much
milder third wave at the
beginning of 2022 - and the
withdrawal of restrictions
allowed economic activities to restart.

Rupee jumps 41
paise to close at
78.65 against dollar

Report directly to me: Air India CMD asks its
operations control centre to cut flight delays

India's telecom industry
is likely to see an investment
of Rs 2-3 lakh crore in the
next two years as reforms by
the government have removed uncertainty and
risks, and provided a stable
investment
regime,
Communications Minister
Ashwini Vaishnaw said on
Monday. Buoyed by record
bids in the auction of 5G
spectrum, Vaishnaw said he
expects investments to be infused into both fourth and
fifth generation technologies, for providing better
voice quality and high-speed
data. On what kind of mobile tariff could be expected
by consumers in 5G as operators begin rolling out services from October, the minister told PTI he is of firm be-

New Delhi, Aug 02:
The rupee jumped 41
paise to close at 78.65 (provisional) against the US
dollar on Tuesday buoyed
by persistent foreign fund
inflows into capital markets and softening crude
oil prices.
At the interbank forex
market, the local unit
opened strong at 78.96
against the greenback and
witnessed an intra-day
high of 78.49 and a low of
78.96. It finally ended at
78.65
against
the
American currency, a rise
of 41 paise over its previous close. In the previous
session, the rupee had
closed at 79.06 against the
US dollar. "Against the
odds, the Indian rupee and
equities outperformed in
the region as foreign institutions turned into net
buyers of equities and
debt.

Air India's newly appointed CMD Campbell
Wilson has asked the airline's integrated operations
control centre (IOCC),
which is the "nerve centre"
of any carrier, to report directly to him and give recommendations on how to
improve the on-time performance.
Air India's on-time performance (OTP) is not up to
the mark and it is certainly
not world class, Wilson said
in an internal communique
to employees on July 28.
"IOCC is the nerve centre of
an airline. It not only manages our network of flights
24X7, 365 days of the year, it
plays a crucial role in driving our OTP," Wilson said in
the communique, which
has been accessed by PTI.
While Wilson joined the airline in June, he formally

took charge as the CMD in
the last week of July after
getting requisite security
clearance from the Union
home ministry. The aviation veteran -- who has
around 26 years of experience -- said that since he has
joined Air India, he has observed that the airline's ontime performance "is not up
to the mark" and "certainly
not to the world class level
to which we aspire and
which our customers expect". Air India's on-time
performance at four metro
airports -- Bengaluru,
Delhi, Hyderabad and

lief that the trend of affordable services will continue
in India. The minister's comments assume significance
as the telecom industry
spruced up its spectrum
holdings at India's first-ever
5G auctions, that concluded
on Monday. India's biggest
ever auction of telecom
spectrum received a record
Rs 1.5 lakh crore of bids,
with Mukesh Ambani's Jio
cornering nearly half of all
the airwaves sold with Rs
88,078 crore bids.

Mumbai, Aug 02:
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Edelweiss
Cleansing
Concentrate, and Edelweiss
Intense Smoothing Cream.
Found growing in brutal
Alpine conditions against
extreme wind, snow and
rain, the resilient Edelweiss
flower thrives. It protects
and repairs itself, thanks to
its natural antioxidants, including Leontopodic acid,
which is only produced
when the flower is in distress.Growing in rocky,
limestone
areas,
the
Edelweiss flower offers benefits to maintain the skin
barrier’s
health
and
smoothen the skin’s surface
for all skin types and ages.

The benchmark BSE
Sensex and Nifty closed
marginally higher in a
volatile trade on Tuesday
as gains in FMCG, power
and energy stocks helped
the indices extend gains
for a fifth straight day. The
30-share BSE benchmark
ended 20.86 points or 0.04
per cent higher at 58,136.36
with 16 of its constituents
ending in the red. During
the day, it hit a high of
58,328.41 and a low of
57,744.70. The broader NSE
Nifty ended at 17,345.45, up
5.40 points or 0.03 per cent.
Among
Sensex
constituents, IndusInd Bank,
Asian Paints, NTPC,
Maruti,
Hindustan
Unilever, State Bank of
India,
Mahindra
&
Mahindra and Power Grid

were among the biggest
gainers. However, Tech
Mahindra, HDFC, Larsen
& Toubro, Tata Steel and
HDFC Bank were the
biggest laggards. "Global

indicators did not favour
bulls, with most Asian and
Western markets trading
lower over concerns of rising geopolitical tension between the US and China.

India does not face any
risk of either recession or
stagflation as its macroeconomic fundamentals are
"perfect", Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman asserted in the Lok Sabha on
Monday. In nearly two-hour
long reply to a debate on
price rise, she said India
continues to be a fast-growing economy in the world
quoting reports of global
agencies. Not satisfied with
the reply, the opposition led
by the Congress staged a
walkout.
Sitharaman said that
India is doing better than its
peers and "there is no question of India getting into recession or stagflation ...
there is no question of us
getting into stagflation or
like the US a technical recession." The GDP of the US fell

0.9 per cent in the second
quarter, following a 1.6 per
cent decline in the first
quarter, marking the start of
what they call an unofficial
recession.
She further said, "A
Bloomberg survey which
was done by economists
says there is zero probability of India slipping into recession, so it is not just me
saying. There is zero probability of India slipping into
recession even though there
are several major economies
who are in substantial risky
position of getting into recession." On the macroeconomic fundamentals of the
country,
the
Finance
Minister said that the country's debt-to-GDP ratio is better than many developed nations, including Japan, and
the GST collection has
touched the second-highest
since its rollout in July.

V actress Sneha
Wagh is currently
seen playing a negative role for the first time
in the TV show 'Na Umra
Ki Seema Ho'.
'Ek
Veer
Ki
Ardaas...Veera' actress is
known for her bubbly and
optimistic roles but breaking the stereotype, she decided to explore a different

character.
She says: "I lost many
roles because people
thought I can't play a negative character as they didn't get a negative vibe from
my look."
Talking more about her
role, she adds: "Amba is a
challenging character because I've never done
something like this before.

n actor's preparation is just as important as their performance, especially when the physical, vocal
modulation, or persona of the character
differs significantly from their real life
personality. The most enduring and admirable performances on screen comes
from actors who truly reflect a character's
traits in all of the subtleties and nuances
of their performance. And, actor Gaurav

Samyuktha Hegde to
undergo surgery for
ligament tear
ctress Samyuktha
Hegde, who sustained
a ligament tear while
shooting for a stunt sequence
for the Kannada film
'Kreem', will undergo a surgery to recover from the
injury.
Taking to Instagram,
the actress posted a video
clip of the stunt sequence
in which she sustained the
injury and wrote, "I tore
my ACL and that's how it
happened! We were
shooting for a fight sequence. I rehearsed
the scene perfectly
about six times before the take and
then, on take, I
slipped a dot
and my

A

k n e e
slipped a little more
than a dot.
"I screamed with a chilling
pain and my mind went

It feels nice and light to
work on 'Na Umra Ki
Seema Ho' as I was stuck
with genres like mythology and all for the longest
time. I am nervous as well
as excited to perform a
negative role."
The show also features
Iqbal Khan and Rachana
Mistry. It airs on Star
Bharat.

Gaurav talks about his
transformation journey

A

Mumbai -- was just 83.1 per
cent in June, lower than
IndiGo,
Vistara
and
AirAsia India, according to
data from aviation regulator DGCA. The airline's
OTP at these four airports
was just 81 per cent in May.
The OTP of IndiGo, Vistara
and AirAsia India was 82
per cent, 87.5 per cent and
90.8 per cent in May, according to the data from the
Directorate General of
Civil Aviation (DGCA).
Wilson said in his communique that this status quo
regarding OTP is "simply
not acceptable". "So, I have
decided that the IOCC located at Safdarjung will henceforth report directly to me.
With my authority, they
will be recommending
some amendments to the
ways we operate and will
regularly update me on the
status of implementation,"
he mentioned.

Zero probability of India getting
The Body Shop introduces
Sensex, Nifty close marginally up amid
transversal skincare range geopolitical concerns; extend gains to 5th day into recession or stagflation: FM

Monday:Bringing the
phrase ‘Flower Power’ to
life, The Body Shop, a
Britain-based international
personal care brand, has
launched transversal skincare range infused with the
Edelweiss flower, known for
its remarkable antioxidant
properties. The Body Shop
has packed powerful natural
protection systems found in
Edelweissinto its new rangecovered in more sustainable
and recyclable packaging,
reiterating the brand’s commitment to “Changemaking
Beauty”.The Vegan certified
Edelweiss line-up includes
Edelweiss Daily Serum
Concentrate, Edelweiss Eye
Serum
Concentrate,
Edelweiss
Serum
Concentrate Sheet Mask,
Edelweiss Bouncy Jelly
Mist, Edelweiss Liquid Peel,

anhvi Kapoor has talked about how initially in her acting career the Bollywood
actress was made to feel that she got
everything on a platter and got things she
does not deserve.
Recalling the same, Jahnvi in B4U podcast
'Hear It Here with' Suchitra Pillai and Sudhi
Sachdev, said: "During 'Dhadak' and 'Gunjan', I have been
made to feel that I got everything on a platter, and I got
things I don't deserve, which means that I am technically
worthless, and I am getting opportunities because of the
work my parents have done." "At the same time, I also felt
an overwhelming respect and love for my parents, and I
am being given love and work because of that. But the
truth is that I love acting and I live for it. I work my ass
off to give it back to them for what they have done for
me, and because I am doing what I do because of their
love. And then I realised that what I can do is to enjoy
my work." The daughter of late veteran actress Sridevi
and producer Boney Kapoor added: "I do have respect
for the fact that other people have lost out on the opportunity. But no thanks. I realised that what I can do is to
make sure that I can give it more than my best and my
everything. I don't know about the beauty and talent I
have, that you mention, but I do I know about the hard
work I have put in for all my films." Janhvi also spoke
about her latest release 'Good Luck Jerry' and how
she worked on her diction. "I started training for my
diction and dialect, and there is a specific rhythm to
the Bihari accent and it's so meetha. Once you tap
into the rhythm it's difficult to get out of it. And
then I was playing a girl from Bihar, in Punjab,
amongst a gang, and I was the only girl in a
group of thugs. They were all in character,
and most technicians were also male."
She added: "They did make me comfortable, but it does feel funny because there
are these very sweaty groups of men
whose job is to intimidate you.

New Delhi, Aug 02:

to hit Tier 1, 2 and 3 cities
in 2022, and another 7.25
million square feet in
2023," Anarock said in a
statement. In 2021, 5.76
million square feet of new
retail real estate supply entered the country. Chennai
will see the highest supply
of four new malls this year
spread over an area of 2.55
million square feet.
Other Tier 1 cities with
new mall supply include
Ahmedabad, Bengaluru,
Hyderabad,
Mumbai,
Pune and Ghaziabad in
NCR spanning 5.10 million
square feet area. Tier 2
and 3 cities include
Baroda, Budaun, Indore,
Nagpur and Udaipur with
total area of about 2.50
million
square
feet.

Mumbai, Aug 02:

Janhvi Kapoor: Sneha Wagh: People thought I
I was made to can’t play a negative character
feel worthless
T
J

blank. A few seconds later, I
couldn't even understand
where the pain was felt from.
I'm someone who doesn't cry
for small injuries. I just dust
myself off and get back to
whatever I was doing but
this time, I couldn't.
"I was on set so my team
helped me to the hospital and
the doctor looked at me and
said it shouldn't be anything
major cause I'd be in a lot of
pain and tears if it was.
"We did an x-ray and all
my bones looked fine, then
we did an MRI (my first MRI)
and there we could see that
my ligament was completely
torn. I consulted five different surgeons, two physiotherapists and everyone has
suggested I get a surgery
done as the damage is not repairable by itself.
"When the last surgeon
told me that this is the way, I
cried not being able to accept
the fact that I won't be able to
do anything except rehab
and recovery for at least
three-four months (best case
scenario) post op.

Amlani who has
received immense popularity for his portrayal as Khanderao in Sony
Entertainment Television’s ‘Punyashlok
Ahilyabai’ has been doing a lot of homework and following a strict fitness regime
that aids with his performance.
Gaurav strongly believes that how you
portray yourself in totality plays an important part in portraying the on-screen
character. And, the actor is really thrilled
to have got the chance to prove his acting
prowess further as he goes on to play the
role of a father at such a young age.
Sharing his experience, Gaurav
Amlani said, "I had to do a lot of homework in very less time because post
leap his character witnesses a transformation from Khanderao being
a brat prince to the journey of becoming a king now, with the wisdom of leading a kingdom and
bringing up 2 children. I have
worked on his demeanor, his
aura, his style of talking
and much more. I’ve made
it more crisp. Khanderao
post leap is now a man of
few words. Along with
this, I have also been
following a strict diet
regimen and exercise every day with
a personal trainer,
as I have to maintain
my built.

Ayushi opens up about her character ‘Ajooni’
A
yushi is prepared
to portray her first
lead role in television with a fervour and
enthusiasm which is unmatched. The actress
opens about her bubbly
character ‘Ajooni’ and
spills all the beans explaining about her. She
professes to be incredibly
enthused about the show
and thrilled about her
new endeavour. She also
stated that they had a
great experience filming
the show because everyone imbibed only positivity while shooting and
hence the entire experience was incredible and
fantastic for her.
Excited about her character, Aayushi says, “
Firstly, I feel that it’s an
amazing character to
play on screen for me because ‘Ajooni’ is a very
bubbly girl who’s full of
life and is only devoted
spreading happiness.
Every character comes
on with their own persona and so does Ajooni
in this show. She is a very

positive girl who never
fails to take a stand for
anything that goes wrong
around her. She is a very
doting girl who unconditionally takes care of her
family and makes sure
that they are always

happy.”
She further goes onto
saying, “ The most special part of the character
Ajooni is that she strives
hard to fight all the battles that life throws at her
with immense positivity

C R O S S WO R D

HOROSCOPE WEDNESDAY AUGUST 03
Aquarius: Jan 21 – Feb 18

Pisces: Feb 19 – Mar 20

Aries: Mar 21 – Apr 20

Taurus: Apr 21 – May 21

Things are sporadic today, Aquarius. You
may find a thousand things on your
plate, and all of them look delicious.
There's a great deal of wind to fuel your
fire, so let it burn red hot. You might get
caught up in a frenzy of activity. Have a
good time but realize that it might not
last forever.

Don't get pulled off track by empty promises today, Pisces. Someone may try to sell
you oceanfront property in the middle of
Iowa. Beware of things that sound too good
to be true. People may be talking quite a
bit, but in reality, they probably have nothing to say. Don't waste your time trying to
make sense of useless drivel. You've got
more important things to do.

Catch the wave of activity that's spinning
in your direction today, Aries. You'll find
prosperity and good fortune within your
reach. Expand your horizons and connect
with others intellectually. Hurdles will
shrink to nothing as long as you maintain
a positive attitude. It will be tremendously easy for you to make great strides in
any project you're working on.

You may find it hard to trust others
today, Taurus. Trust your instincts they're probably right. Don't take anything at face value. There's a fanciful
frenzy that's threatening to lure you
into its madness. Approach things cautiously. You may discover that people
are full of hot air.

Gemini: May 22 – June 21

Cancer: June 22 – July 22

Leo: July 23 – Aug 23

Virgo: Aug 24 – Sept 22

There may be a bit of opposition coming
at you, Gemini. There's a light, airy feeling that's prevalent everywhere. This is
definitely the kind of energy you can
connect with today. There's a great deal
of strength in numbers. Don't let anyone
try to stand in your way. It could very
well be that they are operating on incorrect information.

What seems like the perfect plan today
may not necessarily seem like the perfect
plan tomorrow, Cancer. Don't put all your
eggs in one basket. There's an expansive
feeling in the air that's working to catch
you up in its net and pull you into its plan.
Beware of get-rich-quick schemes. The
wool could get pulled over your eyes on a
day like this.

There's a flurry of activity around you
today that you should latch onto, Leo.
You'll be on a magic carpet ride that
takes you into the clouds. The most difficult thing to remember is to not get so
carried away that you lose sight of the
ground. Keep in mind that things aren't
always exactly the way they seem.

You'll find yourself working well with
any group today, Virgo. There will be a
great connection between you and the
people around you. Make sure you
ground your relationships in something
meaningful or else you could find that
you've built a whole reality out of
something that doesn't exist.

Libra: Sept 23 – Oct 23

Scorpio: Oct 24 – Nov 22

Sagittarius: Nov 23 – Dec 21

Capricorn: Dec 22 – Jan 20

There's an incredibly expansive feeling in
the air that you should latch onto, Libra.
Things are moving rapidly. You'll find longterm trends come together quite well. The
thing to be aware of today is making sure
you're operating based on facts you know
to be true. Check your sources. Be cautious, but if you see an opportunity that
looks good, run with it.

Sticking close to home may leave you feeling like you're missing the boat on certain
things, but you're probably better off,
Scorpio. People may make outlandish
promises that sound good today but will
basically flop tomorrow. Stay safe and
don't invest a great deal of time or money
in risky ventures. Keep moving at a steady
pace. You'll find success your own way.

You're riding a wave of prosperity and
things are looking up for you,
Sagittarius. The situation today may
appear too good to be true. The bad
news is that's probably the case. It may
be that the truth is being masked, and
that there's a great deal of speculation
and hype causing a frenzy of activity.

The wind is blowing quite strongly today,
and you'll find that things are flying
around in a frenzy, Capricorn. This whirlwind of activity is threatening to pick you
up, spin you around, and take you away.
Be cautious of anything that suggests
this. People may take on unrealistic attitudes that lure you into grand schemes.
Beware of fanciful promises.
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44. Or ____!
45. Indignation
46. Witty reply
47. Branch of math
49. African desert
53. Breakfast cereal
58. Fortuneteller's offering
61. Upon
62. Land units
63. Wizard's rod
64. Shakespeare's river
65. Not these
66. Change for a five
67. Sort

DOWN

ACROSS
1. Ramble
5. Original thought
9. Chubby
14. A cinch
15. Salty drop
16. Nile animal, for short
17. Spoiled child
18. Change
20. Paving material
22. Builds
23. Cat breed

26. Nome's state
30. Astonish
31. Inner being
35. Lurch
36. Fishing aid
37. Attractive
38. Turn over
39. Cocktail lounge
40. Must, slangily
41. Afternoon affairs
42. Permit
43. Wears away gradually

and determination which
you’ll clearing witness as
the show continues. She
is willing to endure and
sacrifice her own happiness for others and thinks
about them selflessly. I’m
overwhelmed to play this
character as Ajooni inculcated all the morals and
values that her parents
have taught her which is
quite rare these days.“ It
has been a tremendously
amazing
experience
throughout for her . The
environment was so real
and authentic and this
has been a very blissful
moment for Ayushi as
she has imbibed positive
energies only while she
comes up with her first
pragmatic lead role. The
character that she is playing also resembles with
the personality that she
carries in herself. She
also feels that she had
never played such a bubbly character before.
Stay tuned to watch
'Ajooni' from Monday to
Saturday at 8.30 pm only
on Star Bharat.

1. Musician ____ McEntire
2. Paddles
3. Urgent acronym
4. Legendary story
5. From Naples
6. Letter before epsilon
7. Take food
8. Common verb
9. Chicago's airport
10. Morsel
11. Long tale
12. Speck
13. Long periods
19. Adjust again
21. Requested
24. Aquatic mammal
25. Water pitcher
26. Sharp
27. Jacket part

28. Locales
29. Taste or smell
31. Scram!
32. Surpass
33. Complete
34. Minimum
39. "Titanic" foe
40. Excellent
42. Purple flower
43. Trips to the bank, e.g.
47. Ascend
48. Pioneer Daniel ____
49. Petty quarrel
50. Curve
51. Courageous person
52. Summer coolers
54. Castle trench
55. Jealousy
56. Above
57. Unescorted
59. Tango need
60. Actor ____ McKellen
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India’s new ‘Fab Four’ bowls
over fans with historic gold
Birmingham, Aug 02 (PTI):
The Indian women lawn
bowls team bagged a historic gold medal at the
Commonwealth Games on
Tuesday, an unheralded
quartet pulling the sport
from obscurity to limelight with its inspiring
show.
The Indian team of
Lovely Choubey (lead),
Pinki
(second),
Nayanmoni Saikia (third)
and Rupa Rani Tirkey
(skip) overcame midmatch slump to beat South
Africa 17-10 in the
women's fours final.
The team had got the nation hooked to the sport
after its surprise win over
New Zealand, and its incredible campaign culminated in the best possible
manner.
This is India's fourth
gold and first outside the
weightlifting arena in this
edition. The Indian team
led 8-2 at one stage but the
South African side comprising
Thabelo
Muvhango (lead), Bridget
Calitz (second), Esme
Kruger
(third)
and
Johanna Snyman (skip)
made it 8-8 to spice up the

contest. The Indians
though kept their nerves
to pull away in the last
three rounds. The 'leader'
of the pack, Lovely is a
constable with Jharkhand
Police while Rupa, who too
is from Ranchi, works in
the sports department.
Pinki is a sports teacher
with DPS R K Puram in
New
Delhi
while
Nayanmoni comes from a

farming family in Assam
and works in the state's
forest department.
The players would now
expect that the gold medal
winning performance will
"open the doors" for further progress of the game.
Lovely, who will turn 42
on Wednesday, said the
success in Birmingham
will go a long way in raising the profile of the sport.

"We wanted to do something not only just for this
team but for India. We
knew that without medal
doors will remain shut.
Now doors have opened. I
thank media, our federation, IOA, our manager
Anju madam for support,"
Lovely said.
"Anju madam gave us
the freedom to select our
shots, and make decisions.

It made it easy for us," she
added. Pinki, 41, was naturally ecstatic.
"The hard work has finally paid off today, we
have created history. We
knew that gold medal will
create more impact, so we
are happy."
Nayanmoni Saikia said
the team did not lose heart
after the South Africans
staged a comeback to
make it 8-8.
"The skip (Rupa) told us
we can do it because we
are a good team. We
should not lose focus and
enthusiasm, it will be
done," said Saikia.
Team manager Anju
Luthra said years of toil
has finally culminated in
happy memories.
"We were losing from
very close. I have been
with this team since 2010
Games. The margins of defeats were not much in
previous editions. We were
losing by one point and
that was not letting us
sleep.
"We were determined to
do something this time.
We have created history
and this is the luckiest
(best) day in Indian lawn
bowls history," she said.

Mandhana attains
Was hoping against hope something
career-best third spot would happen and it did: Harjinder Kaur
in ICC T20 rankings
Birmingham, Aug 02 (PTI):

Dubai, Aug 02 (PTI):
On the back of her unbeaten
half-century
against Pakistan in the
Commonwealth Games,
star India opener Smriti
Mandhana has moved a
rug up to a career-best
third position in the ICC
T20 rankings for batters.
Mandhana, who scored
24 in India's game against
Australia in Birmingham,
followed it up with a
match-winning unbeaten
63 off 42 balls against
Pakistan. She has overtaken New Zealand's Sophie
Devine and reached within two rating points of
Australia's Beth Mooney.
Mooney with 707 rating
points is at the second position while her compatriot Meg Lanning continues

to lead the rankings for the
batters after regaining the
top spot last week.
Lanning has 733 rating
points.
The
left-handed
Mandhana, a formerly topranked batter in ODIs, has
been ranked third in T20Is
in the past too, reaching
that position for the first
time in 2019 and having
last held third position in
October last year.
Meanwhile,
New
Zealand's Suzie Bates has
gained two slots to reach
sixth position after smashing a superb 91 not out off
64 balls against South
Africa.
Australia's
Tahlia
McGrath (up one place to
12th),
India
captain
Harmanpreet Kaur (up
four places to 14th),
Pakistan's Nida Dar (up
three places to 40th) and
South Africa's Chloe
Tryon (up five places to
47th) have also made considerable progress among
batters.
Also, Australian allrounder Ashleigh Gardner
has moved up in all three
lists -- batters, bowlers and
all-rounders -- after shining with the bat against
India and with the ball
against Barbados.
Gardner's knock of 52
not out in the opening
match has lifted her five
places to 11th in the batters list while her haul of
two for six against
Barbados has taken her
from 45th to 26th spot in
bowling. She has reached
a career-best third position among all-rounders.

"I was hoping against
hope that something would
happen and it did," said
weightlifter
Harjinder
Kaur after getting a bronze
medal in the women's 71kg
at the Commonwealth
Games in a rather dramatic
climax.
Luck was on Harjinder's
side as she was assured of a
podium
finish
after
Nigeria's gold medal
favourite Joy Eze was
knocked out following three
failed attempts in the clean
and
jerk
category.
Harjinder totalled 212kg (93
in snatch and 119 in clean

and jerk). She could not believe her luck after a nailbiting end to the final.
"When I saw the silver
medallist complete her lift,
I was heartbroken. I had
given up all hope. But I was

taken aback when the
Nigerian who had been
ahead of her couldn't complete any of her lifts.
"I was hoping against
hope that something would
happen and luckily for me,
it did," she said.
Weightlifting has been a
happy hunting ground for
India at the ongoing Games
with three gold already in
the bag.
"I am extremely proud, as
there were a lot of expectations on me from the entire
country and I managed to
live up to them. Winning
this medal means so much
to me," said the 25-year-old
lifter from Nabha, Punjab.

India and Pakistan will
play each other for the first
time since the 2021 T20
World Cup when they face
off in the Asia Cup on
August 28 in Dubai, a day
after the tournament begins with Sri Lanka taking
on
Afghanistan.
Bangladesh open their
campaign
against
Afghanistan on August 30
in Sharjah.
The fixtures of the 2022
Asia Cup, which will be
played in the T20 format
ahead of the T20 World
Cup in October, were announced on Tuesday. India,
Pakistan and the team that
wins the qualifying tourna-

Harmeet Desai raised
his game in the decisive
singles as the Indian men's
table tennis team retained
its Commonwealth Games
gold medal after a close
fight against Singapore
here on Tuesday.
World no. 121 Harmeet
outsmarted 133rd-ranked
Zhe Yu Clarence Chew 118, 11-5, 11-6 in the third singles to ensure India's third
gold men's team medal in
CWG history.
The gold was India's seventh since the sport's inception in Manchester
2002. India were expected
to beat Singapore but
Clarence accounted for veteran Sharath Kamal in the
first singles to level the
match at 1-1. Harmeet and
Sathiyan had little difficulty in getting past Yong
Izaak Que and Ye En Koen
Pang in the opening doubles. Sathiyan had given
India a 2-1 lead with a 12-10,
7-11, 11-7, 11-4 victory over
lower-ranked Pang. The
stand-out performance
came from India's third
player, Harmeet. Sharath
had struggled to contain

Birmingham, Aug 02 (PTI):
The Indian men's hockey team would look to put
up a disciplined performance and avoid unnecessary cards in its bid to return to winning ways
against Canada at the
Commonwealth Games
here on Wednesday.
After a thumping 11-0
win over Ghana in their
opener, India squandered
a three-goal advantage
and were held 4-4 by hosts
England in their second
pool B match.
The Indians started brilliantly and dominated the
first two quarters to enjoy
a comfortable 3-0 lead at
half
time. But the
Englishmen came out
hard in the final two quar-

ters to stun the Indians.
England were also
helped by three cards to
India's Varun Kumar
twice, one for five minutes
in the first half and for 10
minutes in the second
half, besides a 10-minute
suspension for Gurjant

Singh in the final quarter
for dangerous play.
England made full use
of those lapses to put pressure on the Indian defence
and they eventually wilted
under pressure to share
the spoils. India vice-captain Harmanpreet Singh

ment comprise Group A,
while
Sri
Lanka,
Afghanistan
and
Bangladesh are in Group
B. All matches will start at
6pm local time, with ten
games in Dubai and three
in Sharjah. The qualifying
round of matches to determine the sixth team will
begin on August 20 in
Oman. The teams competing for a place in Group A along with India and
Pakistan - are UAE,
Kuwait, Singapore and
Hong Kong. In the main
draw, each team will play
the other two in their
group once, and the top two
teams from each group will
enter a Super 4 round that
starts on September 3.

Clarence but Harmeet
went on the offensive
against the left-hander and
ensured that he did not get
room to go for his powerful
forehand
winners.
Harmeet's backhand was
also on fire as he won majority of the long rallies. In
the first singles, Sharath
went down 7-11, 14-12, 311,9-11 against Clarence.
Whenever, the Indian
placed the ball deep on
Clarence's forehand, the
return was a winner.
Two net chords helped
Sharath in the second
game but Clarence comfortably won the next two.

India had beaten a
stronger opponent in
Nigeria on Monday with
Sharath stunning world
number 15 Aruna Quadri.
But his loss against a
much lower ranked opponent on Tuesday showed
rankings did not matter
much in a multi sporting
event. India had won the
team gold for the first in
Melbourne 2006 before repeating the feat in Gold
Coast four years ago. It
was also Sharath's 10th
medal in the Games history and he is set to add
more with singles and
doubles events to follow.

Birmingham, Aug 02 (PTI):
Indian heavyweight lifter
Vikas Thakur added yet
another Commonwealth
Games medal to his kitty,
winning a silver in the men's
96kg here on Tuesday.
The seasoned Thakur lifted a
total of 346kg (155kg+191kg)
to finish second and claim his
third CWG medal across
three editions.
It was Thakur's second silver,
having finished second in the
2014 Glasgow edition as well.
In Gold Coast, he had
returned with a bronze.
Samoa's Don Opeloge 381kg
(171kg+210kg) bettered his
2018 silver by clinching gold
with a record breaking performance.
Fiji's Taniela Tuisuva
Rainibogi walked away with
the bronze with a total effort
of 343kg (155kg+188kg).
Thakur, a five-time
Commonwealth
Championships medallist,

had three clean lifts of 149kg,
153kg and 155kg to be in
joint third-position after the
snatch round.
In the clean and jerk section,
Thakur started off with a
187kg lift, which he executed
perfectly. His second attempt
was of 191kg , which took
some effort but the Punjab
lifter was able to pull it off
and celebrated it with a
'thigh-five' made popular by
Indian cricketer Shikhar
Dhawan. With a silver

assured, Thakur went for
198kg, a kilogram more than
his personal best, in his third
attempt but was unsuccessful. But the event belonged to
Opeloge, who smashed the
Games record in snatch,
clean and jerk and total lift.
The 23-year-old Samoan celebrated his stellar show with a
groovy dance at the end.
It was heartbreak for home
favourite Cyrille Tchatchet
who failed to register a single
legal lift in clean and jerk.

Birmingham, Aug 02 (PTI):

on a strong note, making
quick moves and dominating possession to put pressure on India.
As early as the second
minute of the match,
England were awarded a
penalty corner. They could
not make that count, but
capitalised on the next one
which they got soon after
the first.
Emboldened by an early
goal, England continued to
dominate possession while
looking to put pressure on
the tourists with back-toback attempts from close
range.
India defended in numbers, but the midfield
looked a bit rusty and
under the pump amid
England's relentlessness
attack at the University of
Birmingham Hockey and
Squash centre.

The Indian women's
hockey team failed to impress in its first real test of
the
Commonwealth
Games, going down 1-3 to
England in a Pool A match
here on Tuesday.
England found an early
goal after Giselle Ansley
(3rd minute) got a deflection off a penalty corner
into the Indian goal. Tess
Howard made it 2-0 in the
third quarter (40th), before
Hannah Martin scored the
team's third in the fourth
and final quarter (53rd).
With few seconds to go
for the final hooter, India
scored a consolation goal
through
Vandana
Katariya (60th), via a deflection off a penalty corner.
The home team started

Vijender to return to
action against Ghana's
Sulley on Aug 17

Long jumpers Sreeshankar, Yahiya
and shot putter Kaur qualify for
final; Dutee exits early

Mumbai, Aug 02 (PTI):
Trailblazer
Indian
boxer Vijender Singh is
set to return to action
against Eliasu Sulley of
Ghana at 'The Jungle
Rumble', in his sixth professional bout in the country to be held in Raipur on
August 17.
It will be the first-ever
professional bout to held
in Raipur. The fight, organised by Purple Goat
Sportstainment LLP, will
take place at the Balbir
Singh Juneja Stadium.
Viacom 18 has joined
hands with the event to
telecast the bout live on
Sports 18 Khel and VOOT.

Rajasthan’s minister of
state for soldiers’ welfare
Rajendra Gudha has
claimed he was offered Rs
25 crore if he voted for a
particular candidate in the
recent Rajya Sabha elections.
The MLA, who switched
from the Bahujan Samaj
Party to the Congress earlier, claimed that he was
similarly offered Rs 60
crore during the rebellion
against Chief Minister
Ashok Gehlot in 2020.
Gudha said he spurned
both offers and did not
mention any leader or a
party while making the allegation.
The minister in the
state’s Congress government was addressing an
event at a private school in
Jhunjhunu on Monday.
In a video which surfaced Tuesday, he is heard
replying to a question
from a student. I had an

Rajendra Gudha
offer of Rs 25 crore to give
my vote to one person. I
then asked my wife, he
said, adding that she told
him that they would
rather have goodwill .
He also referred to the
rebellion against the
Gehlot government by the
then deputy chief minister Sachin Pilot.
I would also like to tell

Man sentenced to 10 years
jail term for dowry death
New Delhi, Aug 02 (PTI):
A Delhi court has sentenced
a man to 10 years of rigorous
imprisonment in a case of
dowry death in which his wife
who was subjected to cruelty
committed suicide within three
months of marriage.
Additional Sessions Judge
Shivaji Anand convicted the
husband saying that the time
gap between his marriage and
his wife’s suicide was barely a
few months and this meant
that the accused must have
extended cruelties on his wife
or harassed her.
Considering the totality of
the aggravating and mitigating
circumstances convict is sentenced to undergo rigorous
imprisonment for a period of
ten years for the offence under
Section 304 B IPC (dowry
death), the judge said. The
wife’s family registered an FIR
in Swaroop Nagar police station in northwest Delhi against

the husband, his father, mother, and sister, saying they were
harassing the deceased since
the day of marriage and they
made frequent demands for
dowry.
Rachna, 24, who was married to accused Sandeep in
April 2014, committed suicide
by consuming poison on July
20, 2014.
The court noted that the
case pertained to circumstantial evidence and the chain of
events pointed out that
accused Sandeep had committed the offence.
Also, the accused had
accepted that the death
occurred a few hours after he
was with his wife, and his argument that he had gone outside
to buy snacks was nothing but
an attempt to hide the truth,
the court said. The court, however, acquitted other members
of the family saying they were
not present at the house when
the victim committed suicide.

you that when the political
crisis was going on, I had
an offer of Rs 60 crore. I
talked to my family. My
wife, son and daughter
said that they want goodwill and not money, he
said.
When those with you
think like that, everything
will be fine, he told the
schoolgirl.

Gudha is one of the six
MLAs who won the 2018
assembly elections as BSP
candidates and joined the
Congress in 2019. They remained in the Gehlot
camp when Pilot and 18
other Congress MLAs revolted against his leadership in July 2020.
Gudha was made a minister of state, handling the
department for the welfare
of ex-servicemen, during
the cabinet expansion in
November 2021.
Gehlot has repeatedly
accused the BJP of trying
to destabilize his government by offering crores of
rupees to MLAs.
In the Rajya Sabha elections held for four seats in
June, the BJP had supported independent candidate
and media baron Subhash
Chandra.
Chandra was defeated.
Three ruling Congress
nominees and a BJP candidate won the RS elections from the state.

New Delhi, Aug 02 (PTI):
The
Enforcement
Directorate on Tuesday said it
has attached 67 windmills
worth more than Rs 51 crore
as part of a money laundering
investigation against the
Chennai-based Surana Group
linked to an alleged Rs 3,986
crore bank loan fraud. The
federal agency issued a provisional order under the
Prevention
of
Money
Laundering Act to attach the
windmills.
The action was taken after
it was found “that 67 windmills of Surana Group, which
were being auctioned by
banks to recover their dues,
were again purchased in the
name of one benami company.”
The windmills and the land
they are located on are worth
a total Rs 51.69 crore, the
agency said in a statement. It,

Birmingham, Aug 02 (PTI):
National record holder
Murali
Sreeshankar
topped the men's long
jump qualification round
to storm into the finals
along with Muhammed
Anees Yahiya, who qualified as eighth best, at the
Commonwealth Games
athletics competition here
on Tuesday.
Shot putter Manpreet
Kaur also made it to the
final as one of the nine
athletes who could not
breach the automatic qualification mark of 18m but
one among the best 12 per-

formers. The 32-year-old
Kaur finished fourth in
Group B qualification
round and seventh overall
with a best throw of
16.78m which she achieved
in her third and final
throw. She has a season's
best of 18.06m and personal best of 18.86m.
However, top Indian
sprinter Dutee Chand
crashed out of the CWG
after finishing 27th overall
in the preliminary heat
races. The national record
holder (11.17s) clocked a
disappointing 11.55 seconds to finish fourth in
heat number 5.

Biography of Prez Murmu
to release later this year
out to me was the fact that the
book would be on the first tribal woman to become the
President of India, which is
truly historic,” Sahu said in a
statement. “That she belongs
to the predominantly tribal
Mayurbhanj district of Odisha,
where I spent my entire adolescent period, was also another
tempting factor to take it on,”
he added. Sworn in on July 25,
President Murmu’s phenomenal rise from a sleepy village in
Mayurbhanj to the Rashtrapati
Bhavan presents a fascinating
study of democratic empowerment in India. She took her
first steps in politics in
Rairangpur where she was
elected as BJP councillor in the
Rairangpur Notified Area
Council in 1997. She rose ministership in Odisha’s BJD-BJP

coalition government from
2000 to 2004. She was appointed as the governor of
Jharkhand, and she stayed in
this post till 2021. With a stellar
record as a legislator and with
multiple awards for her work
as legislator, minister, and
governor, she has several firsts
to her credit — the first woman
from her area to become a minister in the Odisha government
and the first woman legislator
to win the coveted Nilakantha
Award as the ‘Best Legislator’
in Odisha Assembly, among
others. According to the publishers, Murmu’s story is a
story of the “great democratic
spirit of India”, which through
this book, will reach diverse
audiences influencing many to
dream their dreams and
realise it.

however, did not say where
these windmills are located.
Another set of immovable
properties valued at Rs 61.63
crore of Ramlal Jain, who
“amalgamated” the proceeds
of crime into his regular business, were also attached as
part of the same order, it said.
The total value of attachment
of properties as part of this
order stands at Rs 113.32
crore, it said.
The ED, last month, had
arrested four people in this
case including two promoters
of Surana Group and two
alleged shell company directors.
They
included
Dinesh
Chand Surana and Vijay Raj
Surana, both managing directors cum promoters of Surana
Industries Limited, Surana
Power Ltd and Surana
Corporation Ltd and P Anand
and I Prabhakaran, dummy
directors of shell companies.

Enforcement
Directorate has
attached 67 windmills
worth more than Rs 51
crore as part of an
alleged bank loan fraud
linked to money
laundering investigation
against Chennai-based
Surana group.

Kanpur (UP), Aug 02 (PTI):
An FIR was registered
against the managing director
of a private school here on
Tuesday after some parents
and right-wing members
objected to the recitation of
Islamic verses during the
morning assembly.
“A case has been registered
against Sumeet Makhija, managing
director,
Florets
International School under IPC
section 295A (deliberate malicious acts, intended to outrage
religious feelings of any class)
and section 5(1) of the Uttar
Pradesh
Prohibition
of
Unlawful
Conversion
of
Religion Act, 2021,” Assistant
Commissioner
of
Police
(Seesamau) Nishank Sharma
said. The case was registered
following a complaint by a parent Ravi Rajpoot, he said. Basic
Shiksha Adhikari (BSA) Surjeet
Kumar Singh also visited the

school and questioned Makhija
on the directions of the district
magistrate. The authorities
were also instructed to submit
the documents regarding the
school and its building, Singh
said. The school had on
Monday stopped the recitation
of religious prayers during the
morning assembly after rightwing protests over the inclusion of some Islamic verses in
the decade-old practice followed by the institution. The
Florets International School
announced a holiday Monday
after Vishwa Hindu Parishad
(VHP) and Bharatiya Janata
Party (BJP) workers held a
demonstration, claiming that
students were being compelled
to recite the ‘Kalma Tayyab’.
We had announced a holiday
on Monday after VHP and BJP
workers held a demonstration,
claiming that students were
being compelled to recite the
Kalma.

‘Money kept in residences without my knowledge’

Maharashtrian people perform yajnopavit rituals during Shravani Mahotsava in Bhopal, Tuesday.

New Delhi, Aug 02 (PTI):

FIR against Kanpur school

Bank Loan Fraud

SHRAVANI MAHOTSAVA

A biography of Droupadi
Murmu, India’s youngest
President and the first to be
born after Independence, will
hit the stands later this year,
Penguin Random House India
(PRHI) announced Tuesday.
Touted to be the first
authentic
and
definitive
account of India’s 15th
President, “Madam President:
A Biography of Draupadi
Murmu” claims to unpack the
many trials and tribulations,
and early years of struggle that
elevated the 64-year-old to the
highest office in the country. It
is written by Bhubaneswarbased
senior
journalist
Sandeep Sahu. “What made
the prospect of doing the book
when Penguin India reached

A worker prepares Indian national flags to be sold ahead of upcoming Independence Day, in Mumbai, Tuesday.

ED attaches 67 windmills of Chennai company director in prayer row

India lose 1-3 to England
in CWG women’s hockey

conceded that they need to
be more disciplined going
forward.
"Our resounding win
against Ghana was the
perfect way to start our
Commonwealth Games
campaign. But we are a little bit disappointed about
our performance against
England.
"There are several takeaways from that match for
us particularly when it
comes to discipline and
not letting our guard
down when we have a
good lead on board," he
said. The Indians are
placed second in the pool
with four points from a
win and a draw, while
England are in the lead
with seven points from
three games.

I-DAY PREPARATIONS

SENSATIONAL DISCLOSURE

‘I was offered Rs 25 cr for my Rajya Sabha vote’
Jaipur, Aug 02 (PTI):

Weightlifter Thakur strikes silver in men’s 96kg

Indian men eyeing disciplined
performance against Canada

Asia Cup: India vs Pakistan on August 28, final on September 11
Sharjah, Aug 02:

India clinch TT Gold in style
Birmingham, Aug 02 (PTI):

Kolkata, Aug 02 (PTI):
Suspended TMC leader
Partha Chatterjee’s close
aide Arpita Mukherjee,
who has also been held by
the
Enforcement
Directorate in connection
with its probe into a school
recruitment scam, said on
Tuesday that crores of rupees recovered by the
agency was slipped into
her residences without
her knowledge.
ED sleuths have recovered around Rs 50 crore in
cash, along with jewellery,
from her two flats in southwest
Kolkata
and
Belghoria.
Both Chatterjee and
Mukherjee were taken to
ESI Joka, on the southern
outskirts of the city, for
medical check-up, during
the day.
Mukerjee, after deboarding a vehicle, told waiting
reporters, Money was kept
in my residences without

A security personnel stand guard during a raid by the ED sleuths at the premises of Arpita
Mukherjee, close aide of suspended TMC leader Partha Chatterjee, in Kolkata, Tuesday.
my knowledge , sparking
speculation as to who was
she pointing fingers at.
Earlier, Chatterjee, who
has been relieved of his
ministerial duties, had
said that he was a victim
of a conspiracy and ex-

pressed displeasure over
the TMC’s decision to suspend him.
The veteran leader had
also said that only time
would tell if the action
against him was justified.
Both Chatterjee and

Mukherjee have said that
the money recovered did
not belong to them.
They will be produced
before PMLA court on
Wednesday, with the 10day ED custody of the duo
coming to an end.

SC seeks response of Centre,
CVC on pleas challenging extension of tenure


Of ED chief

New Delhi, Aug 02 (PTI):
The Supreme Court on
Tuesday sought response
of the Centre and the
Central
Vigilance
Commission (CVC) in 10
days on a batch of petitions challenging the extension of tenure of the
Enforcement Directorate
(ED) director and the
amended law allowing
such extensions up to five
years. A bench comprising Chief Justice N V
Ramana and Justices
Krishna Murari and
Hima Kohli issued notices
to the respondents, including the Centre, CVC and

the present ED Director,
based on as many as eight
petitions, including the
ones filed by Congress
leaders Randeep Singh
Surjewala and Jaya
Thakur and TMC’s Saket
Gokhale.
Lawyer M L Sharma
claimed to have filed the
first petition on the issue.
“Issue notice to the central law agency. List after
10 days. “ the bench said.
Senior advocate A M
Singhvi, appearing for
Surjewala, referred to the
apex court judgements
and said the fixed tenures
are the hallmark of independence and the fact that
an incumbent may get an
extension will demolish
the independence of the

office. Surjewala’s plea
has
challenged
the
amendment made by the
central government to the
fundamental concept decided by the apex court in
two judgements in the
Vineet Narayan and the
Common Cause cases
which were on fixed
tenure.
“...this amendment basically puts the incumbent on a fiduciary kind of
pattern where one year,
two year and three year
extension at the discretion of the executive can
be achieved. The amendments provide that you
can get extensions piecemeal, he said. The fact
that an officer can get the
extension in itself demol-

ishes the independence,
he said. During the hearing, the bench was informed about the appointment process of the ED
Director under the CVC
and the FEMA laws.
Singhvi said unlike the
CBI, the committee,
which
appoints
ED
Director, comprised only
the executive.
Senior advocate Gopal
Sankarnarayanan, appearing for one the petitioners, said the present
ED Director would be
completing four years in
the post this year, and an
ordinance was promulgated a few days before his retirement on November 18
last year extending his
tenure by a year more.
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